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fractured. She had been an invalid for
many years. Mrs. Kelley was born in Richmond, Va., Sept. 6, 1842, the daughter of the
late Robert and Desire Gilman Rankin, who
moved South from Winterport. Her mother
died when she was two years of age and her
father and stepmother died before she was
sixteen years old, and thus bereaved she came
north to reside with a sister in Roc Hand, and
in 1863 v as married in Bangor to the late
Later they moved to
Benjamin Kelley.
East Belfast, where Mr. Kelley continued
the business of
manufacturing axes esI tablished
by his father in 1822, until his

j
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,:cGuire of Trenton, N. J.,
.st winter, was recently
^ite of the Ruggles street
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death, March 26, 1909. About five years ago
Mrs. Kelley bought the home in Belfast where
she had since resided. Mrs. Kelley is survived by her daughter, Miss Elizabeth A. Kelley,
who lived at home and tenderly cared lor her

Officials of the National Rivers and HarborB
Congress, which holds its eleventh annual conparents in their last illness; by
I vention in Washington December 9th, 10th and
ter B. Kelley of St. Anthony’s Park, Minn.,
! llth, are becoming optimistic over the reports
and Major Edward H. Kelley of Brewer; by a
| being received from all sections of the country
half-sister, Mrs. Kate R. Weeks of Dorchester, that
rousing delegations will be sent 16 the
|
of
Richard
three
half-brothers,
Mass., and by
convention with a view of emphasizing on the
I
Calif
of
Yreka,
San Francisco, and Robert
Federal Congress the needs of a broad and
|
and Henry of Dorchester, Mass. The deceased comprehensive
policy of waterway developher
to
was a most lovable woman, devoted
1 ment.
New England and the Mississippi Valfamily and her home. She was a loyal mem- ! ley will be especially well represented, accorda
ber of the Universalist church, and long
j ing to advices received by S. A. Thompson,
Sunday school, and many I secretary of the Congress, while the Ohio valteacher in the
teachthe
of
gentle
pupils revere-the memory
ley and the section about Lake Michigan will
The
er and faithful friend of their youth.
also send big delegations to join in the general
|
Friday,
funeral service will be held tomorrow,
; protest over the defeat of the Rivers and HarRev.
at 2 p. m., at the late home, her pastor,
I hors bill and the passage of a make-shift bill
Arthur A. Blair, officiating. The interment of $20,000,0C0 to tide over the situation until a
will be in the family lot in Grove cemetery.
bill of generous proportions can be passed.
two sons, Wal-

Mrs. W. H. Williams, who died at the family
residence, 1536 Benton avenue, Wednesday
h good judge of weathnight, was born in the city of Swindon, Engthe twenty-eighth day of January,
ked Tuesday:“The moon is land, on
A few years later the family removed
1849
niarth and will be for five to
Salisbury, where she resided until her
2, 1870. A
may look out for easterriage to W. H. Williams, February
and
States
the United
year later they came to
er
for seventeen years served churches as pastor
and wife in Maine. Deciding to come west,
: and others who recently
in Marion, lnd.
they spent two and a half years
ttage at Lake Quantabaof 1 ligrini
Receiving a call to the pastorate
;.ad a large fireplace of
they moved
Congregational in this city in 1891,made
it their
living room and ..will here and for nearly 23 years
have
home, and many endearing friendships
n the lake ami east
of
been formed. Several years ago symptoms
a long
after
and
diabetes became pronounced
detheir
victim,
brave
conquered
struggle
and son and
recce E. Read
She
do
jr
spite of all that medical science could
|
terday on an auto trip, bore up in the presence of the inevitable retile
sult with rare fortitude, regretting only
t to Greenville, where
j
flowers
parting with her loved ones, she loved
a steamer up the lake.
her
occupations
of
one
pleasant
and birds, and
t
weather was to
go afeross country to
wt:,
during the last season of dry
a
,i
night there, then go to furnish the hosts of English sparrows with
j,egbl
and watch
on
the
sit
and
porch
w
ater
the White dish of
home
via
turn
jjjre.
to the
them drink. Seven children were horn
in 1895, anothparents. The eldest Maud, died
Five sons—Henry F., Eler girl in infancy.
.ins working on the State
Maurice R.
gang
brldge T.. Sidney H., Ralph E and
broth.re occupying the
McNealey
with the husband, two sisters and one
|gDd
Funeral services will be at the
t into a row last Saturday ! er, survive.
lit ;’• i-i
R. B
Rev.
conducted by
eived a severe cut in the J family residence,
oeof r.
Interment in Maple Park.—Springfield
Blyth.
.ve been fatal had not the
tk&t i.,>.''
Mo., Republican
rib. His assailant left and |
sasej iiru. K
of
Mr. Williams was for some time pastor
The wounded man
ince.
ot been St*
Williams is
the M. E. church, and with MrB,
(tended by Dr. F. C. Small.
friends
held in kind remembrance by the many
who extend heart(Piu :• iKtf. Mrs. Georgia M. (Rollerthey made while in Belfast,
Dickey ei ; red the Waldo County Hos- felt sympathy to the bereaved. Of the de"
woman
for surgical treatment..
tel Won
ceased one said: “She was a lovely
mcW-:: uf Unity, a typhoid patient, is
at his home
Nathan B. Hopkins died Oct.
Mrs. Annie Meservey, an spsiceiy
a short illness, aged 86
after
Lincolnville
in
ins pattern, returned to her home in
born in Camden at the home
fcr .as: Thursday.... John G. Damon of years. He was
owned by his brother Mr. D. Frank HopKy, nr. nas been critically ill for some now
alone survives him of a large family.
mimedicai patient and is failing daily. kins. who
of
He married Miss Eliza Richards, daughter
and they beml.DicKt. was present Tuesday at the
Ezekiel RichardB of Lincolnville,
Baalim i.
Augusta of the ballots cast
in Camden village, later regan housekeeping
'cede at the September elecRegister
to the home at the foot of Turnpike hill*
1 moving
Hr. Eriwai
Kvans of Waldo, the ReAt the breaknow owned by William Beverage.
tetnt*
the office, was unable to be
War Mr. Hopkins enlisted
Civil
the
of
out
ing
Hit
... ■.uijt •>{ illness and was
repre- and went to the front with the 25th Maine Regid by Tank L. Dutton, Esq. of Augusta.
he was disiment. Receiving wounds in battle
Tote? i be i fast and of about six towns
and served
charged, but only to stand a draft,
I examined, .showing various gains and
until the close.of the war in,the 8th Regiment,
Hi:
posing candidates but not After the war he took up his residence at the
as ueclared after the official
tog til*:
former home of his wife in Lincolnville, where
it
a
he remained until his death. Living quiet and
he was loved and respected by
life
unassuming
i ressed the desire to take
whom he will be greatly
direction of Mrs. Rosanna all his neighbors by
services were conducted
and Portland and her as- missed. The funeral
L. D. Evans of Camroil of Waterville, that at his late home by Rev.

tfchuieh.
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Rradbury have engaged
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arsday afternoon and
nen the first of a series
given for $3, the chil4

at

|
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o’clock, accompani-

the adults

8 o’clock.

graceful dancing.

ideas of
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at

York the past
first lesson demonstrate
in Ne»
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Hairek bi.-ibRs’

The
Wtrbero: ii... entertainment course will
■Tcr at i!
Baptist church Wednesday
^.October 28th, by the Maurer Sisters’
stfa- *h!en has been with the
Redpath
l®ent for eight years,
doing Lyceum
Qtauqua work. They had five years’
before entering their present en-

Jentwi
thatththey

Redpath Bureau. Their

the

is

Orchestra.

have

never failed once to
entertainment. This en®tnen; v-dl consist of
cornet solos with
violin soles, whiBinumerous readings, orchestral
15 w.th
piano, violin, flute and cornet.
the first number of the
entertain^
thf
management has agreed to con>'*
possible, $100 from the receipts to
Ladies’ Home, they are anxious

*fiatiBfactory

^accompaniment,
J10

^
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ly that there were persons still in existence
who never had heard of the great humorist.
The President found this almost incredible.
"Oh, yee," the Colonel continued, "only yesterday here in Washington I met such an one.
He declared posiHe was an office-seeker.
tively that he never had heard of Mark Twain.
"I asked him about Tom Sawyer. No, he
Nor Huck
never had heard of him, either.
Nor Pudd’nhead Wilson?
Finn? No, never.
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t

^
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W
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Mabel Drake, wife of Charles Drake ol
Burnham, died very suddenly Thursday night
Oct. 8th, aged 42 years. She had been in her
death came
usual health during the day and
with little warning, the cause being heart
about
trouble. She was married to Mr. Drake
20 years ago and since that time had resided in
Burnham. She was a member of Burnham
she was an officergrange. No. 509, in which

iter.

n

Mr. and Mrs. G.

Harriman of Searsport was
Sunday of Mr, and Mrs. E. S. Achorn.
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the
success.
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Mrs.
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v

clams, baked

Ethel L. Frost andMrs.
the
com-

general
tiHig* ,*ac°mber
Hor% llipi *togers,advance ticket seller,
were

C"

B
tellers, Mrs. C. Y. Cottrell,
L. Dow, Misses
U^‘a Buck* Mrs. John Ora
Hall, Ruth
Woodbury,
^erJ,.tda
raCft
^eritworth, and Miss WyiUbie
aonunutee; Mrs. Mary S. Whit-

^

^

evening

by

a

class

of three

The

was

noon recess was

lecture on the diseases of potatoes and the
importance of selecting seed. The program
by the host Grange was as follows: music by
choir; rec., Mrs. Flora Ward, song, Belle Crosby; rec., Isabel Cornforth; song, I. P. Griffies.
A vote of thanks was given the host Grange
for courtesies and to Mr. Leland for his lecture.

meeting will be with South MontGrange Nov. 3rd, with the following program: opening exercises; conferring 5th degree; recess; music by choir; address of welcome by Arthur Martin; response by Helen
Cobb. The topic for discussion will be the one
assigned for the last meeting but not discussed, which is: That armed warfare is never
justifiable. Remainder of the program by
host Grange.
The next

ville

Knowlton-Wentworth. A very pleasant
wedding was solemnized in South Freedom
Mrs. T. L. Shute returned home from Rock- Wednesday evening, October 14th. The conland last Tuesday morning, after a two week’s tracting parties were Mr. Herbert E. Knowl-

I

visit with her sister, Mrs. Alfred Crockett.
Miss Nettie Nickerson, oldeBt daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Nahum Nickerson, was given a
surprise party last Saturday night by friends
and neighbors in honor of her 17th birthday.
Although it was a surprise to the hostess she
royally welcomed the guests, and a very hapMiss Nickerson was
py evening was passed.
from her parents,a gold
p resented a nice piano
bracelet from the young friends, and received
which she was very
many other gifts for

grateful. Ice cream and cake were served
and all wished Miss Nickerson many happy returns of the day.
THE WAR NEWS.

The latest reports are that the Belgian army
repulsed all attacks of the invaders, that
the allied forces are making progress at all
points, and that there has been heavy fighting
near Prezemysl with little change in the situation.
The Germans have been brought to a halt
rflong the entire battle front; both sides are
bringing up re-enforcementa, and one of the
supreme struggle* of the war is reported to
be in progress.
has

chief marshal of the parade was
M. Stewart of Bangor and
it was headed by the 2d Regiment Band of
Bangor. The firsi division was made up of
patriarchs militant, followed by subordinate
officers.

Brig.

The

Gen. Charles

lodges of Bangor.Oldtown, Milo,Unity, Skowhegan and Ashland. The Brewer band headed the
second division, with the Brewer, Castine.Her-

Orono, Bucksport, Winterport, Danforth,
Dover, Hampden and Woodfords lodges. The
third division was headed by the Lincoln band,
with the Lincolnlodge and an automobile section with nearly 50 cars, many of them decorated. The parade ended at the Bangor Auditorium, where the degree of Chivalry was
conferred on a number of candidates by Gen.
Hinckley and staff. A public drill by Canton
roon,

ton of Brooks and Miss Bertha A. Wentworth
of Freedom. The ceremony was performed in
the home of the bride’s mother in the presence of a company ot friends by Rev. John G.
Vance. After the ceremony and the expression of good wishes by all prseent that the
couple might have a happy life in each other’s
companionship, refreshments were served, and
all had a very enjoyable time. The bride and
South Freegroom are to make their home in
dom. where they have many friends.

The many friends oi
VaRNEY-Palmer.
Archie L. Varney of Unity and Miss Verna I.
Palmer of Dixmont are congratulating them
their recent marriage. The ceremony wai
performed Saturday evening, Oct. 10th, by L
P. Toothaker, Esq at bis residence in Dixmont
The bride was very becomingly attired. She is
upon

her large cir.
young lady very popular among
de of acquaintances and is the only daugbtei
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Palmer. The groon
is a thriving and respected young business msi
of Unity. The young couple, who start out is
life with the very brightest prospects for thi
future, will reside in Jackson, where Mr. Var
of valuabh
ney recently acquired possession
a

!

POMONA.

PERSONAL.

Tbe regular monthly meeting of North
Waldo Pomona Grange waa held with Granite
Grange, North Searaport, Oct. 14th. The meeting waa opened with the usual ceremonies,
with Worthy Matter C. C. Clements presiding,
and at the roll-call of officers all responded
but the treasurer. Six granges were represented and reported in a flourishing condition.
Waldo Pomona waa represented by State Deputy Edward Evans, Mrs. Evans and others.
After the completion of the regular business
routine, C. S. Stetson, Master of the State

F. Littlefield went to Augusta Tuesday
business.

Eben
on

Mrs. Gay Holmes has returned from visits
in Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
Dr. Adelbert Millett

was in Augusta Tuesday
legislative conference.
Mrs. Rosina Trundy, who spent the summer
in Montana, is visiting friends in the city.

evening

to attend

a

Miss Geneva Hutchins of the office force of
Leonard & Barrows is spending a vacation in
Boston.

was called upon and spoke briefly.
Hon. and Mrs. C. O. Poor returned last
Dinner was then announced and a recess deTuesday evening from a visit of several weeks
clared for that important part of tbe day’s
in Massachusetts.
program. To fine music of piano and violin
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Bartlett of Amesbury,
the patrons marched to the dining hall, where
the usual bountiful feast was spread, with effi- Mass., returned home Friday from a visit with
Mrs. L. A. Burgess.
cient waiters from the host grange.
After a social hour the Grange was reMrs. Juliette Tenney of Winterport is in
assembled in the fifth degree and pleasant Belfast to
spend the winter with her daughter,
words oi greeting were spoken by Susie Carter.
Mrs. Am os F. Carleton.
T.
in
behalf
A.
Nickerson fittingly responded
I Mrs. John Twcmbly of Monroe spent the
of Pomona, in the absence of A. D. Moody. A
week-end with her sister, Mrs. Eer.croft H.
violin solo by Chester Txundy waft followed by
Conant, Church street.

Grange,

a

reading by

Anna Nickerson. A

paper,“What

j

Mrs. George A. Gilchrest went to Boston
Will Happen When Every Farmer Belongs to
the Grange?” written and read by Velzora j Wednesday to visit Miss Annie Knowlton and
Mrs. Georgia Willey Woods.
Nickerson, was one of the many good features ;
Mrs. Camilla A. Hazeltine went to Boston
of the program. State Master Statson was
again called upon and responded with a very last Thursday and is at No. 1 Arlington street

Nickerson, the pianist,
her recent

for

a

illness.

for

stay.

Hopkins^cf

Tuesday

home

from

Bar

visit

a

Harbor returned
the home jf his

at

brother, Mr. A. C. Hopkins.

j

and Mrs. Bert Thorndike and daughter,
to visit Mr.
and Mrs. Charles R. Coombs.
Mr.

1

Liewella, arrived Wednesday

Miss

Mrs.

Frank

Knowlton

spend

B.

will

and Miss Lousio

Knowlton

tomorrow,

leave

Friday,

to

the winter in California.

Miss Jane Thompson has returned to her
home in Wirterport, after a few weeks’ visit
with Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Stevens.
Mrs.

Annabel M. Underwood and Miss Carrie
were week-end guests of Mrsj

Cunningham

Frank Towle at Kamp Kill Kare.
Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens returned last Monfrom a two weeks’ visit in Portland with
her sister, Mrs. Gtorue F. Reynolds.

day

Memorial services lor Judge Edward K
Chase, late of blueh'ill, were conducted by theHancock County Bar Association in Ellsworth
j Oct. 15th.
Mrs. Morris L, Slugg and infant son, Peter

Lytham,
in

who have been at the Paine

Bangor for several

next

w

Hospital
eeks, will ariive home,

Saturday.

Miss Mae Harrington of the Boston Central
telephone office arrived Tuesday to spend a

letter of sympathy

A

indefinite

an

Mr. Seth

chorus of voices

short vacation with Mrs. Charles C.

Chapman.

rendered fine music throughout the session,
with Winnifred Stinson at the piano, and the
Grange closed with the usual formalities.
The next meeting will be with Comet
Grange, Swanville, Nov. 11th, with an address
of welcome by Alberta Nickerson and response
by Julia White. W. J. Thompson, who lectures
under the direction of the State board of agriculture, will address the meeting, and other
features of the program will be music, recitations and a question: “Resolved, that justice
and the good of the State require that women
be granted full electoral suffrage.” Affirmative, G. H. York; negative, Velzora Nicker-

Church street.

son.

Dr. F. L. Adams attended the annual meeting of the Maine Society of Optometrists in

NEWS OF

THE

Mrs. Caroline

P. Crosby and Miss Anne C.

Crosby closed their summer home on Northport avenue last Saturday and are now at the
Hotel Vendome, Boston.
Mrs. A. C. Keene has closed her house in
Freedom for the winter and gone to Washingto spend the winter with her son
ton* D. C
Hon. Carter B. Keene,

Mr, George Davis of Los Angeles, Calif, who
spent the summer in Belfast and Bayside, the
guest of Miss Louise Knowlton, will leave tomorrow, Friday, for California.

GRANGES.

Lewiston

last week and

was at

the

banquet

by this society and the Maine Jewelers
association at the DeWitt Hotel.
given

Comet Grange, Swanville, had a box sociable
last Monday night that was enjoyed by all and
the proceeds were very srtisfactory. There
are several candidates to take their degrees.

Mrs. Richard P. Whitman and young son,
Richard P., Jr., who have been with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James H. Howes, High
street, left last Friday for their home in Cam-

the regular meeting of Seaside Grange
Friday evening a fine entertainment was
given, and another ia planned for to-morrow,
Friday, night. The grange is starting out on
its season’s work with good interest and under
auspicious conditions.
At

pello, Mass., accompanied by

last

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence

Mr. Howes.

E, Mclntire, who have

the past year or two, have retheir former home in Camden. Mr.
John Mclntire will remain here in charge of the
wharf of the Frenchboro Land &: f isheries Co.
been in Belfast

turned to

The annual Hallowe’en ball of Seaside
Grange will be given Saturday evening, Oct.
31st, and the following committees have been
appointed to have charge of the affair:
Elijah
Ball, Earl Bralev, A. D. Hayes,
Ritchie, Carl Noyes and Irvin Wade; supper, A. D. Hayes, Mrs. J. A. McKeen, Mrs. A.
Ritchie, Mrs. Roy
D. Hayes, Mrs. Elijah
Sholes, Miss Myrtie Sholes; decoration. Miss
Miss
Susie Braley, Carl
Marian Hayes,
Noyes and Irvin Wade; guess cake, Miss
Myrtie Sholes; grab bag, Elijah Ritchie; candy
table, Mrs. E. B Lunt, Miss Lucy Cochran;
fortune teller, Mrs. Nellie Grotton; check

Miss Christine Hall, who recently took b
post graduate course at the Neurological Hospital in New York City, and has been in New
Hampshire the past summer on a private case,
is

now

at the

Tapley Hospital

for

an

indefinite

period.
Miss Maude

E. Barker returned home :>atur-

day from Bangor acccmpained by Misses Mabel
Butters and Ellen Gilman, who are her guests,
Miss Barker was absent two months and visited
in Fresque Isle, Houlton, Caribou, Fort Fairfield, Dexier, Exeter, Garla* d ar.d Corinth.

and Vaughan Hayes. Supper
Bangor followed and was witnessed by an im- room, E. B, Lant
at 6 o’clock, followed by dancmense crowd. At night, in the auditorium, the I will be served
degree team of Fraternity Lodge of Wood- ing, and another supper will be served al
fords conferred the scarlet degree on a large J midnight.
class of candidates. About 100 members and
At the meeting ot seaside Grange triday

Milo Fields, son of Leonard Fields of Winter
port, formerly of Carlingford, and Frank
Fields, son of John Fields oi Winterport, well
known in this town, have been in Fort Fairfield for the past five weeks, and are to return
home next Saturday. They have been visiting relatives and picking potatoes.—Fort Fair-

orchestra participated. At the same time
City Hall the Rebekah degree was conferred
on a large class of candidates by the team ol
Winonah Lodge of Bangor. Messrs. Maurice
W. Lord, John Tweedie, Walter J. Roberts,

ministerial quintet, comprising Rev. G. E.
of this city, Rev. William Magwood of
Vinalhaven, Rev. A. I. Oliver of Thomaston.

an

in

Arthur R. Murch and Herbert O. Brier ol
Waldo Lodge, Belfast, attended.

NEWSPAPER NOTES.

WEDDING BELLS.

Comrnittee; Mrs. Ellen CreaTry to be More TkankAiL
h* bri)Wn bread; Mrs. Thomas
-lr8' trank A.
The Shoe Sttuation.
In the November Woman's Home Companion
Riggs, cake, etc.
l*jDf
Charles E. Jefferson, pastor of the Broauway fa rm property.
rneetinK following the sapper it
New York City, writing a Thanksis
footwear
in
Tabernacle,
The improvement
supported
^’ay
on the
parsonage furnik&c an
Senate Passes War Revenue Bill.
the fact that jobbers are displaying less giving sermon entitled "The Beauty and Pow^ i*er week tor current ex- by
a
substantial er of Gratitude,” give* the following advice:
conservatism and are placing
jk
Washington, Oct, 17. The admintotimtioi
al8° voted to
"Thankfulness is an unfailing spring of hapadopt the calen- volume of business for spring lines. New
approximately 8100,
England factories are well employed, and piness. A thankful person is never habitually war revenue bill, levying
taxes to meet the emergent
krtb *° ble<18ing 10 centa per month steadily
are
incorrithose
000,000'sdditional
ungrateful
is
people
activity reported by
increasing
grumpy. Only
was passed bj
Uto *PetlBt8. Mrs. Frost, president of in other sections. The reduced supplies, ex- gibly sullen. Even in a somber mood one can caused by the war in84Europe,
to 22, after southen
improve- dissipate gloom by thinking of bis mercies. Ii the Senate tonight
(b, e*c?re*ent the y®ar *n<1 appoint 12 tensive foreign requirements and the
of footworn you think you can say ‘I thank you’ with a Democrats in coalition with Republicans ol
to appoint four weeks ment in the domestic movement
to postpone In*kfc€€,m0Dth
8 to
impart remarxable strength to all hinds ol wry fees, try it The act of pronouncing those the Senate desperately fought
appoint seven days, Ths leather, and prices, regardless of easier condi- words pulls the face into a smile. Many of us definitely consideration of the measure, beAc
the wesks, ths weeks the tions in hides, continue to
the measure of our happiness cause cotton relief legislation had been decis>,*>•
display an upward could increaseour
tbe months
ively defeated.
capacity for gratitude."
by deepening
tendency.—Dun's Review Oct. 17th.
ths year.

<aa

The annual meeting of the Rebekah Assembly of Maine was held in Portland October
19th and officers were elected at the morning
session as follows: Virginia L. Holbrook of
Bangor advanced from vice president to president. Elizabeth G, Ricker of 'Lisbon Falls was
elected vice-president. The other officers were
re-elected, as follows: Warder, Hattie S. Rollins, Auburn; secretary, Grace E. Walton, Bel-

Mears, late of Morrill; Wilmont N. Robertson, late of Monroe; Isabel
Patch, late of Brooks; Belle J. Palmer, late of

Murray White and family moved last Thursday to New Hampshire, where they will reside
on account of Mr. White’s health.

Wetherbee, widow of the late

She was born in Camden 91 years ago, and
had always made her home there. She is survived by two brothers, Leroy B. Wetherbjeol
Ramsey, Cal., and Isaac F, of Nevada; by tv/o
daughters, Mrs. John W. Tufts and Elizabeth
Cushing, both of Camden. The funeral services
were held from her late residence Friday
morning. Rev. Henry Jones officiating. Interment waa in Mountain street cemetery.

Warren Pierce was a guest a few days
of Mrs. Weston Wall in Rockport.

Henry Burgess came up from Rockland last
Saturday to cast his ballot for postmaster, returning Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Bowen of Swan Lake
avenue left Wednesday night for a visit with
relatives in Boston and vicinity.

William A. Fuller died Oct 15th at his home
in Camden after months of suffering. He was
injured by a fall in Islesboro on June 20th of
this year while engaged at carpenter work, and
He was taken to the
was partially paralyzed.
Massachusetts General Hospital for treatment,
but the physicians were unable to help and he
The dewas brought home in a few weeks.
ceased was an i ldustrious and highly honored

Mrs. Elizabeth

guest

Savery and Mis» Gertrude Hutchinson will attend the teachers convention in
Portland next week,

E. church, officiating.
The bearers
Clyde Allen, G. J. Mudgett,
R. T. Winn and C. F. Proctor. Interment was
in the family lot in Waterville.

pie, cake, pies, lion. Edward Cushing, died Oct. 15th at the
Mrs* Annie M, Frost,
Cushing homestead on>Chestnut street,Camden

a

Miss Ethel

the M.

'-ream

Topsham

last week

were

...

L. Bean attended

Levi

husband she is survived by her
of Fairparents, Mr. and Mrs. Silas Plummer
field, and by one sister, Mrs. Olive Mason of
Boston. The funeral services were held from
her late home Monday morning, Rev. H. F.

Charles Meader of Haverhill, Mans. The
public supper Mrs.
funeral service was held Sunday morning at
Tuesday evening
F. Smith officiating. The
Ladies’ Aid was a 10 o’clock, Rev. C.
The net proceeds interment was in Appleton.
A

The annual meeting of Corinthian Royal Arch
waa held Tuesday evening and officers
were elected as follows: High Priest, Allen L.
Curtis; King, Frank £. Bramball; Scribe, Orris
S. Vickery; treasurer, Ralph D. Southworth;
secretary, Clifford J. Pattee; Captain of the
Host, Morris L. Slugg; principal sojourner,
Lynwood B. Thompson. The M. M. M. degree
was worked.

Chapter

Petitions

a

BELFAST.

fair last week.

her

jrcb last

Herbert McKinney of Portland, Grand Commander of the State of Maine Commandery,
U. O. G. C. visited Belfast Commandery at its
first regular meeting of the season, Oct. 16th.
A picnic supper waa served and remarks made
by the Grand Commander and members of the
local commandery.

estates of Helen F.

cises

EAST

present to citizen, quiet and unassuming in his manner
only in the course but and a man fond of home life. He was a reguworthy local institutions. lar attendant at the Methodist church. He
1 appreciate
very much was 55 years of age. Besides a wife, he is surpublic in spreading this vived by two daughters, Mrs. Milton Hills of
ssible.
Northport, Mayde of Camden, and one sister

<f.r

1

Martha E.

It is estimated that this year 15,000,000 bales
of cotton will be produced in the United

1

1

estates of

instructed in the
then taken
fifth degree.
and the patrons were well cared for in the
This should yield 6,680,000 tons of dining room by the host Grange. Recess havStates.
seed. While all of this will not be crushed, if ing expired Grange was reconvened and a selast year’s proportions bold good again, about lection was given by the choir. A very fine
2,000,000 tons of cottonseed meal will be avail- address of welcome was given by Lulu Murch
able, and as the foreign market gives promise and an able response by Lester Wilson of
of being greatly reduced, there ought to be a
Riverside Grange. The roll call of Granges
corresponding decrease in the price of the found ten Granges represented; also North
Mr. Leland of the State
meal, making it especially desirable for feed- Waldo Pomona.
ing purposes.
board of agriculture was introduced and gave
fulness.

dance shall be

jl

Mrs. Jessie Sargent Pattee, District Deputy
Grand Matron of the Eaatern Star, returned
Friday from a tour of inspection which included the chaptera in Stockton Springe, Winterport, Orland and Penobscot,

degree; also one at Rockland, in the afternoon
of Thursday, Nov. 19th, to be followed by inspection in the evening. Instruction will be
Monroe.
given by the Grand Lecturer in the ritual and
Petitions for guardian were allowed in es- secret work of the several degrees. It is eartates of Alonzo E. Davis, minor, of Thorndike;
nestly desired that every High Priest, King
Louise C. and Eliza J. Aldus, minors, of Bel- and Scribe in this jurisdiction, who can possifast.
bly do so, may attend one of these schools of
Petition for distribution was presented in instruction. All Royal Arch Masons in good
estate of Curtis E. Mitchell, late of Unity.
standing are cordially invited to attend.
*Oh, Lord, yes,’ he ejaculated, ‘I voted for
Petition for license to sell real estate was Every companion receiving one of these nohim.'"
allowed in estate of Emma Gertrude Lane, tices is requested to notify immediately the
And the President’s roar of delight did not
council officers of his Chapter of the date and
minor, of Brooks.
diminish in the least when the Colonel conPetition m regard to collateral inheritance purpose of this meeting.”
‘that’s
he
‘and*
tinued softly,"
added, wistfully,
tax was allowed in estate of -Martha A. Park"
More than 1000 Odd Feilows from all over
all the good it done me.’
man, late of Unity.
this section of the State took part in the parade
which was a fea' ire of the Odd Fellows JubiBecause of the abundant supply of cottonMEETING OF WALDO COUNTY
lee in Bangor, O.t. 15th. Many officers of the
seed meal there is likely to be in this country
GRANGE
grand bodies were present, including Gen.
this year, specialists in the Department of
Frederic W. Hinckley of Portland, commandmet
Oct.
6th
Pomona
Agriculture believe that the farmer has a betWaldo County
Grange
of Maine, Patriarchs Militer opportunity to make money by feeding with Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike. The ing the Department
tant, with his full staff: Sherman L. Berry of
beef cattle than for some time past. The feed- officers
present were master, overseer, lecof Grand Encamping value of cottonseed meal has been recog- turer, A. steward, treasurer, secretary, Pomo- Waterville, grand patriarch
w interport, grand
nized by agricultural authorities for some time na, Flora and L. A. Steward. The pro tem ment; Ellery Bowden of
of Maine, and Miss
and large quantities of it are exported annual- officers were Miss L. A. Cochran, chaplain; master of the Grand Lodge
Whitten of Fairfield, president of the
ly to Europe, where the farmers, especially E. F. Anderson, steward; G. C. Levanseller, Vesta
Rebekah branch, with many of the other
those in Denmark, are well aware of its usegate keeper. After the usual opening exer-

Mrs.

Miligan, pastor of

port; Charles A. Woods, late of Searsport.
Petition for distribution was presented in
estate of Sarah J. Logan, late of Belfast.
Warrants and inventories were allowed in

Thera will be a meeting of Oiceola Council,
D. of P, Tuesday, Oct. 27th. All members are
earneetly requested to be present aa matters
of interest to the Couneil will be discussed.

NORTH WALDO

Leroy S. Knight, late of Unity;
Hutchins, late of Freedom; Carrie
E. Jones, late of Brooks; Mary J. Shaw, late of
Springfield, Mass.; John E. Clark, late of Proshelpful and interesting address.
pect; Henry G. Barlow, late of Freedom; John
It is unfortunate that only such a small
H. Bagley, late of Troy; Albert Palmer, late of
number of Mtsteisand Lecturers of suboidiKnox; Warren A. Sheldon, late of Searsmont;
nate Granges should receive the benefit of so
William H. Wight, late of Belfast; Ada C.
fast; treasurer, Sarah A. Weymouth, Bidde- broad a progiam as is presented at nearly
I Estes, late of Troy; Harry A. Dillaway, iate of
ford, and she was also elected treasurer of the every meeting of the Pomona. The best
Winterport; Hattie Edgecomb Thomas, late of Odd Fellows and
talent in the Grange field is employed, not
Orphans fund.
Belfast.
but as a means of
The annual conclave of Palestine Command- only for entertainment
Appeal and reason of appeal presented in
assistance to the subordinate Granges, and the
was
held
WedNo.
14,
Knights
Templar,
ery,
estate of Grover C. Gray of Troy, alleged of
this can be accomplished is by havnesday evening, Oct. 14th. The annual reports only way
unsound mind.
ing representatives at the meeting who will
were received and officers elected as follows:
Marof
in
estates
were
allowed
| Accounts
Eminent commander, Morris L. Slugg; Gener- take back to their Granges something helpful.
late of Searsport, first and
After a monologue by Mrs. Will Carter,
There are those who would have given a garet A, Sargent,
Charles R. Coombs; captain general,
alissimo,
first
and
final; Wales Elms, late of Lincolnville,
and
pretty sum to have been within hearing dis- j
F. Stephenson; senior warden, Ralph State Deputy Evans was called upon
Dayton
final; Susan A. Wetherbee, late of Belfast,
tance while Col. George Harvey the brilliant |
briefly spoke along Grange lines. O. B. Dow
H. Howes; junior warden, T. F. Parker; prelate
trustees’ second and final; James Lawrence,
the discussion of the following
editor of the North American Review and
Rev, Arthur A. Blair: treasurer, Frank R. ably opened
late of Groton, Mass., first and final; Curtis E.
individual responsibility
President Wilson were renewing old fellowWoodcock; secretary, Clifford J. Pattee. The topic: “What is our
late of Unity, second and final; MarMitchell,
to the order and the community?” Mr. Dow
ships and burying tbe hatchet on "Peace"
appointed cmcers will ne announced in season
ietta Park, late of Searsport, first and final;
Sunday. It will be recalled that there was a
for the installation, which will be later in the outlined in a comprehensive manner what he
Mary A. Harriman, late of Belfast, first and
The Red Cross degree was worked at considered to be the duties of a good patron
"falling out" between the President and Col.
season.
first
of
late
Northport,
final; Daniel F. Elweii,
if one
the regular business, and follow- of husbandry and closed by saying that
6.30
before
Harvey shortly after the Baltimore Conven- and
final; Patrick H. Kane, late of Frankfort,
in
tion and the two "didn’t speak as they passed
of the officers the orders of is a true Patron, he will be a good citizen
the
election
ing
first and final; John L. Maxwell, late of FrankThe subject was further disthe community.
the Temple and Malta were worked.
by." Mutual friends, however, got busy and
fort, first and final.
cussed by F. M. Nickerson, Annie Clements,
oil Peace Sunday the hatchet-burying scene
Wallace N. Price of Richmond, Grand High
Petitions for probate of will were allowed
D. M. Kimball and A. Stinson. C. A. Levanwas pulled off at the White House.
Priest of the Grand Royal Arch Chapter of
in estates of Austin B, French, late of Stockseller of Waldo Pomona made brief remarks.
While official etiquette forbids the divulMaine, has issued the following notice: “In acton Springs; Josiah G. Lambert, late of StockThe members showed their appreciation of
gence of Presidential conversations^ little bird
ton Springs; Ira D. Cram, late of Montv’lle; cordance with the action of the Grand Chapter,
the fine address of Mr. Stetson and the couris responsible for this recital of what happened.
be
at
Portwill
held
School
of
lnstiuction
Ellen
a
of
late
Caleb Franklin Carver,
Searsport;
tesies of Granite Grange by a rising vote of
Mark Twain’s name came up in some conland, Friday, Oct. 30, 1914, at 2 p.m., to be folP. Frothingbam, late of Belfast.
thanks. It was also voted to send Harriet
nection when Colonel Harvey remarked casualM.
in
in
the
on
the
work
Ex.
lowed
for adminstration were allowed

den.

Besides

SECRET SOCIETIES.

The Probate Court.

Washington, D. C.. Oct. 21. The failure of
The following basin ess was transected At
Congress to pass Rivera and Harbors bill at the the October term of Waldo County Probate
present aeeaion has brought the members of Court, Judge James Libby of Unity presiding:
the Rivera and Harbors Committee face to fn*t
Petitions for probate of will were presented
with a serious situation and they are now dis- in eatates of James L. Chase, late of Waldo;
cussing with great intereat'the proa and cons George A. Hatch, late of Morrill; Walter W.
of a river and harbor bill during the short sesFlys, lata of Freedom; Olive L. Byard, late of
sion which begins on the first Monday la DeCbelmaford, Mass.
cember. Representative Sperkman pf Florida,
Petitions for accounts were presented in
chairman of the committee, told the corre- estates of Ezra
Hanson, late of Monroe, first
spondents the other day that it was the inten- and final; Clara E. York, late of Brooks, first
tion of his associates to get to work, immedi- and
final; Albert Palmer, late of Knox, first
ately after the reassembling of Congress, on a and final; Charles E. Lane, late of Brooks,
bill and have it reported before the Christmas
first; Joseph Hannon, late of Liberty, first and
holidays. "Failure to do this may mean an- final; Martha A. Parkman, late of Unity, secother defeat, and that, in my judgment, would ond and final; Freeman Ricker, late of Monroe,
put back the cause of waterway improvements first and final; Frances E. Harding, late of
ten years," said Mr. Sparkman. "Our growProspect, first and final.
ing commerce demands that we develop our
Petitions for allowance were presented in
rivers and deepen our harbors, and if we don't estates of Ada E.
Estes, late of Troy; Alonso
do it the people will send other persons to do E.
Davis, late of Jackson.
it in our places."
Petitions for administration were presented
in estates of Phoebe J. Clifford, late of Sears-

was

of Belfast.

;V,

I5,

Washington Letter.

Our

..

";i*
r

Washington Whisperings.

OBITUARY.

Mary Electa, widow of the late Benjamin
Kelley, passed away at her home. No. 16
Church street, Monday evening at 9 o’clock;
death resulting from the ahock caused by a
fall the Thursday previous, when her hip

Bella.. Eaat Belfast..The
Court.. Meeting
News Probate
SoCounty Grange. .Secret
pl fi,ido
Newspaper Notes. ..Wash-

Trhnmc
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unfamiliar paper appeared in the Journal
and the familiar ReporterJournal that Ernest Morrill made was missing.
The stranger proved to be the R-J.. changed
from a folio to a quarto, the news featured
Ad

exchanges last week

evening,October 16tb,the following resolution
the death of Joseph C. Townsend, a member of this Grange, were adopted:

field Review.

Whereas, The Great Master of the universe
entered our Grange and removed
midst our worthy and esteemec
brother, Joseph C. Townsend, and by his removal Seaside Granga has lost a faithful member; therefore, be it
Resolved, That we cherish the memory ol
his loyal and faithful service to the Grange
for many years and his constant attendance at
our meetings while health permitted.
Resolved, That we extend our deepest sympathy as a fraternal ordei^ to the bereaveo
family in their affliction and may they feel
that
"There s no death, the stars go down
To rise upon some fairer shore,
And bright in heaven’s jewelled crown
They shine forever more.”

Rev. C. F. Smith of Camden ar.d Evangelist
Mac IJiarmid climbed Mt. Battle one day this
week, and on the summit dined with an appetite that seldom comes to folks here below
The day was a perfect or.e, and in the valley
below the autumn foliage resembled nothing
From Nature e
so much as a gorgeous carpet.
lofty pulpit the pastors doubtly gained an inin future setbe
reflected
will
which
spiration
Not in Mr. Edgett's, however, for that,
mono.
now
preaching about the
gentleman is just
Devil, who. as we have always understood itv
is a resident of the lower regions, anH not
The
even a summer visitor on Mt. Battie,
pastors “came back to earth” via tne Camden
interfish hatchery, which was riot the least
esting feature of their day’s trip,— Rockland

A

on

Edgett

has again
from our

j
!

I
!

heads—in fact, a general metamorwork of the new proprietor, E. C.
Bowler, who promises further improvements,
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
mechanical and otherwise, as soon as they can be spread upon our records; that a copy be
sent
Mr. Bowler for many years had j sent to the bereaved family, and a copy
be made.
to The Republican Journal and the Bangor 4
conducted a large job printing office in Bethel Commercial for publication.
and published the Bethel News, later the OxL. A, Cochran, ) Committee
on
ford County Citizen and a year cr two ago sold
A. D, Hayes,
has
He
A. B. Smalley, ) Resolutions.
field.
enter
a
to
wishing
larger
out,
!
Belfast, October 16, 1914.
the experience and ability to command suchave
will
cess, and in his present undertaking
FARM FACTS.
the best wishes of a host of friends.
with

scare

phosis,

the

The Eastport Sentinel, one of the oldest
in the year
papers in the State—it was Btarted
1818 ana has been continually published since
that date—changed hands with the isBUe ofOct.
14th. For nearly 60 years the late N. B. Nutl
and members of bia immediate family have
been the owners and publishers of the Senti-

nel, and have now sold it to Roacoe C. Emery
nephew of J. Woodman Emery, who was the
editor and proprietor at the time the paper wai
bought by N. B.Nutt. Mr. Emery spent the laal

a

anc
years of his life in Belfast, and died here,
his widow is still a resident of this city, spending her summers in Northport. Of the nev
edit or and proprietor the Sentinel says: “Mr
Emery is a man finely equipped for the worl
he has undertaken. Since graduating fron
Colby college he has been principal of Higl
schools, and recently has been engaged in business here in his native town. In his writingi
for publication ha has developed much ability
and bis successful career aa publisher is pre-

dicted by his friends.”

Courier-Gazette.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds*
for the two weeks ending October 21, 1914.
Leroy V. Jackson, Northport, to George-

Sherman, do; land in Northport.
D. E. Butler, Belfast, to L. F. Howard, do:,
land in Belfast.
Charlotte C. Applin, Belfast, to Florence M
Agriculture needs all the great men it can
RoDerts, Swanville; five lots of land in Swanget.
In union there is strength and in co-opera- j ville,
James A. Knight, et als, Lincolnville. to
tion there is profit.
E. Pendleton, do; land and buildings in
Mertie
b<
nor
himself
The farmer can neither help
Lincolnville.
helped by others until he organizes.
Rena Harding, Burnham, to John C, HardThe middleman is nothing more than a farm
ing, do; land and buildings in Burnham.
ant
fix
his
own
to
is
able
he
wages
hand but
1
Bee Business Buzzing.
to collect them and to multiply his transaction!
as

he

pleases.

Maine bee-keepers have just completed
ttumper crops without market facilities hav<
the 1914 honey crop. According to
sent more farmers staggering down the bad : ‘gathering
the Bureau of Crop Estimates of the United
an< 1
tne
all
than
of
pests
agriculture
alleys
Statea Department of Agriculture, the yield
droughts that ever cursed the nation.
In 1913 the
per colony of bees was 45 pounds.
The economic distribution of farm product
production per hive was 38 pounds. The inis today the world's greatest problem.
creased production is said to be due to the
Our transportation systems are the dra ^ enormous crop of wild flowers this season.
carta of agriculture and can be made capabl B The latest census figures of the bee and honey
peddlers of farm products.
industry of this State relate to 1910. That
that
year there were 1,371 farms in Maine
Mrs. Lizzie Reynolds of Unity has returne
bees and the total number of colonies waa
kept
to her home after a abort visit with Mr. an “
7,592.
Mrs. S. P. Gibson.—Fairfield Journal.

J

American
Told in

REGAL SHOES JOIN THE
“BOY A BALE

Experiences o! An

Personal

Tourist,

Personal Letter to

a

a

Belfast, Me., Oct. 12, 1914.
My

OF COTTON”
MOVEMENT.

Voii
year, wh<

Friend.

to

supply

your

own

ramny.

uome

Pram Regulator

At last I am in beautiful Belfast, and
now that the welcome which the most
hospitable people on earth always extend
to those returning has somewhat abated,
I’ll try to write you of our personal ex-

periences during

my first

was

good luck,

for as soon as

mobilization began the trains were reserved for the troops.
At first we did not feel anxious, just
interested in watching the troops and
the crowds which gathered around the
where the band played daily. It
impressive and thrilling to see those
immense throngs of people all singing,
with bared heads, their glorious war

Logi
was

of which, “Wreathed with
songs,
Victory,” I think has the same air as
We could not believe
our “America.”
that the war would be general, but when
the English consul, strongly guarded,
left the city, and we knew that England
had declared war, we felt very anxious.
one

receiving no mail;
could send no cables; all English signs
on the shops were changed; we were
Very

soon

we

were

warned to go on the streets as little as
possible, without speaking, and always
to wear a small American flag. We all

consul,
had to get passports from
and, later on, had to go to police headour

registered, for our own
protection, and when we signed our pawith
per with our finger tip brushed over
ink we felt quite in the criminal class.
to

quarters

and you will soon be getting all the eggs you
It does make hen9 lay—guaranteed to
do it or your money back.
want.

Look out for Roup at this time—the moat dangeroua of all
Poultry diaeaaes. Pratti Roup Remedy ia guaranteed to cure.

the war.

When 1 last wrote you I think I was
at. Dr. Von Dapper’s sanatorium in Bad
Kissengen, and Miss B. was in Munich
studying music. I joined her there a
few days before war was declared, which

be

The atmosphere of our pension was
distressing, for nearly every maid and
waitress had some relative going to war,

and also the woman and her three daughters who kept the pension. They were
reduced aristocrats, but, under this

terrifying,

and one of the

girls

ness

and Cables. The chairmen of
these committees could be found daily at
the Consulate and the American Library.
At these two places all Americans regis-

The

women

were

as

as
A society whose
the men.
motto is, “I gave gold for iron,” had received before we left five thousand wedding rings to be melted down to help the

cause

And how proud they were of
their soldiers! One woman, whose lover
one of the
was in the airship service,

dangerous, told me that every man
was not only willing, but eager to serve.
We heard so much of the hardships of
most

those who tried to get home at the beginning of the war that we remained
until the last express train out of Munich,

August 26th. The Bavarian government
furnished this “Amerikanerzuge” direct
to Holland at a financial loss to themselves, as the cars returned empty. All
who could travel second-class were asked
to do so, to help the overtaxed transpor-

barely glanced at our passports,
Miss B.’s was closely scrutinized.

while

The man of the party, "Pa,”
Europe with Miss B.

sailed for

who
and

declared. Their united
funds were insufficient to pay him, and
the situation was decidedly awkward,
was

"Pa.”
President Garfield of Williams college,
who

was

chairman of the

Transportation

official, to whom they Committee, had been kindness itself to
applied for help, suggested that Auton us, and untiring in his help to all AmerLang would probably cash the check. So icans. Mr. Baldwin and others of the
they all proceeded to Oberammergau, Relief Committee, were on our train, as
when Auton Lang not only cashed their it was to be the last. The Oberburger-

when

a

German

check, but also entertained them as his
guests that night, and next morning at
breakfast, after which, they came to
Munich

as

quickly

as

possible.

Another great ccmfort was a small,
paper, “American Notes in

meister came to the station to say farewell, and little girls gave us all flowers

compliments. Mrs. Gaffney,
consul’s wife, was distributing copies

with
our

his

of the "American

Notes in Munich”

containing an article by herself defendwhich was published daily, ing the Germans, and asking all returnBaldwin of the Outlook staff being ing Americans to use their moral influ-

four-page
Munich,”
Mr.

This gave us all the authentic
news, and I recall how much safer we
felt when it was announced thatj the
“Tennessee” was on its way with money

editor.

ence

While in Munich we
the German version, and all
I think, were in sympathy

for them.

only
Americans,
heard

still in sympathy with
and that “eventually our government the German people, but not with the
would send ships for all American citi- military narty.
Wherever we stopped at stations en
zens.” I felt very happy all day, until
I suddenly realized that we had no ships route to Holland we received a real ovawith them.

I

am

“eventually” was a word cov- tion, the soldiers and people cheering
ering much time. I hope one good result our American flags. Part of our route
of this awful war will be the realization was along the beautiful Rhine, but you
by our government of the necessity for have heard enough of Europe, and I’ll
more favorable legislation for our neg- write only of our war experiences; another one being the closing of all winlected merchant marine.
We did not feel in any danger, for dows when we crossed a long, long
Americans were treated with great con- bridge at the frontier of Holland. When
sideration and kindness; but it was the guard was asked the reason, no one
rather uncomfortable, for the Germans could understand anything of his reply
could not tell Americans from English, except "danger” and "dynamite.” Our
of course, and a close watch was kept train crawled along, scarcely moving, \
for spies. One young man at our pen- passing soldiers on guard every few
sion (an American artist from Paris) yards, and there was a guardhouse filled
He dressed with soldiers in the center of the bridge.
was arrested three times.
We reached The Hague August 28th,
conspicuously, a sort of artist pose, and
was under suspicion of the police until and even there found troops mobilizing.
he left. At the third arrest 1 told Miss We hoped to sail home from Rotterdam,
B. 1 thought any man who wore three avoiding the expense and fatigue of the
rings at once deserved not only arrest, trip to England again, and enjoying Holland, with which we were all delighted,
but conviction for almost any crime.
One day my friend Miss B. was des- while waiting, but were advised to leave
troying letters and papers preparatory as quickly as possible. So we took the
to packing an emergency suit case, as first available steamer from Rotterdam
2nd.
at that time we expected to have to for London, where we arrived Sept.
When we visited the Peace Palace at
leave all trunks, when she saw several
The Hague we learned that an American
people with opera glasses watching her
from a window across the court on which had recently posted a notice “for sale”
and that

he was taken to the

poopened. It was not a comfort- upon it. When
able feeling to be so spied upon, and she lice station he was at once released by
an officer, who seemed to appreciate the
changed her room next day.
But we had nothing but kindness culprit’s American wit.
My good luck still held in London, for
shown us by the Germans. Early one
in two days Miss B. and I got a three
evening, before we were advised to keep
off the streets, six of us went to see the berth cabin, which had just been given
bulletins flashed in front of a newspaper up, all to ourselves, on the Finland, Red
office, and before we realized it, we were Star liner, leaving Liverpool Sept. 4tb.
Most of our party had four in a cabin.
so crushed together by the crowd (which
surged around us as it was forced back We had fairly good service; not quite
to allow a street car to pass) that it was enough stewards, as many were in the
her room

clergyman

was on

library and took up a collection.
We reached New York at 9 a. m., Sun-

the

wounded.

myself under his efficient care, left Munich with eight of us women in tow!
and his struggles through Germany, Holing Europe by automobile. They had
land and England (keeping his angelic
Oberammergau
(having
reached
nearly
all the while) with the trunks
paid the bill with an American Express temper
and bags and boxes and
check at their last stop) when they were and suitcases,
bundles of us, the aforesaid eight women,
who
deinn
the
keeper,
overtaken by
Job was a
crown.
manded money instead of the check, as deserves a martyr’s
fusser in comparison with
he had received news since their depart- querulous
that war

his way to
New York to raise all the money he
could and return by the next steamer to
feed as many of the starving Belgian
children as possiole, He gave a talk in
American

devoted to the

tered, and there we found friends, among
them, six Pasadena girls who were tour-

ure

everyone

A

country. We feared she would not be
allowed to go on this American train,
pense
and we planned if any objection was
great relief when a big meeting of
as my nurse and
American men was held Aug. 7th at a made that she should go
We were
when her daughter as my maid.
the
Hof,
Bayerischer
hotel,
large
of
the
of
doubtful
position
sustaining
with
Relief
my
American
they organized the
but
on Information,Trans- traveling with a nurse and maid,
committees
special
Banks and Credits, our usual good luck held and the official
Letters

previous trip

there being no
big, strong, young German had to help themselves,
was the last
This
stewards.
room
told
dining
and
saw how frightened we were,
We trip of the Finland; on her return she
us he could force a passage for us.
We had
held to his broad shoulders, and he did was converted into a transport.
to
contrast
a
a
great
there
passage;
crowd
perfect
get us clear. But in all that
our trip from Montreal, when we had
was no rudeness, or shouting, or roughAnd later, when thick fog over the same route where the
ness of any kind.
the city was magnificently decorated “Empress of Ireland” was lost,and only
followed
with flags, and they celebrated their first two days later. Then icebergs,
so rough that my trunk,with
weather
and
In
the
same.
was
it
by
joy
victory,
the
me sitting on it, would go skating
sorrow alike they are- always well poised
and self controlled. We all found them whole length of the cabin. Everyone
was so happy to be on the way home that
a lovable people, and it was hard for us to
the
credit the accounts of the Belgian at- we would have patiently endured
trocities. I recently read that the Ba- roughest passage, but it was as smooth
Some
varian soldiers were horrified at the as the proverbial mill pond.
Prussian atrocities in Belgium, and this women were so prostrated, however,
over that they
may explain it, for all whom we knew after the long strain was
An
were unable to leave their cabins.
in Munich were Bavarians.
faint.

letters of credit and American exchecks being cashed, and it was a

portation, Relief,

k

6691

army, but on a

grew 1

A Patriotic Campaign of Nation-Wide Scope
to Help the South.

04E
«

H. L. WHIT1EN CO.

common sorrow, their haughtilessened, and they showed more
kindly fellow feeling. I was reminded tation committee, who could not furnish
first-class carriages.
They
of what Kipling wrote, that “Judy enough
O’C-rady and the colonel’s lady are sis- agreed to put only lour people in me
ters under the skin.’’
compartments holding six, and at night
We all had one special problem. Mine the cushions were pulled together; makin
ing a substitute for a bed, on which the
was inability to endure hardships
we expected would be
four
which
people slept, or tried to. At the
traveling,
inevitable; two of our party had posi- last one first-clasB carriage was addtions waiting for them; a Canadian lady ed to our train and I got a stateroom
and her daughter had very little money, for Miss B. and myself, most fortunatebeen sent
as a draft from Montreal had
ly, as I was ill all the first night. Our
them and, of course, not received, and, Canadian friend said she slept better in
in addition to this anxiety, the feeling that compartment than at any time since
England declared war, because she was
against the English was bitter.
about
so thankful to be on her way to a neutral
was
uncertainty
there
At first,

crushing,

our

Agrees to Purchase a Pound of
Cotton for Every Sale of Shoes. Last
Season’s Sales Indicate Purchases
of 400 Bales.

Company

dear-:

day, Sept. 13th,

and I think

no

one

look-

upon the thirteenth as an unlucky
day, judging by the joyous faces. As
we were watching the pier for familiar
ed

Canadian friend flung her
faces,
arms around me, crying, “Miss Carter,
there’s my son, my son !” Then she
shook like a leaf in my arms, and I realized more fully what a great mental
our

and nervous strain
for never in her

days

endured,
deepest anxiety

had all

we

of

That the patriotic movement to help the
South and "Buy a Bale of Cotton” is spreading
among the captains of industry and heads of
"big business” is indicated by the latest recruit to the ranks—the Regal Shoe Company,
which operates 100 stores of its own throughout the United States and has 900 agents.
In the letter, reproduced below, which haa
been received by the sponsors of the “Buy a
Bale of Cotton” movement, E. J. Bliss, President of the Regal Shoe Company, pledges the
hearty support of that well-known organization to the plan to help the South. The letter
is

as

The Range that

“Makes Cooking Easy”

follows:
Boston, Mass., October 1,1914.

Det.r Sirs:—

Accept our congratulations for originating a
simple, practical method of financing the cotton crop,

and

we

want to let you know that we
your activity in promoting

cordially endorse

the commercial interests of the South and indirectly benefiting the whole country through
the “Buy a Bale of Cotton” movement.
We believe you have “started something,”
and a patriotic movement of th s sort that will
result in a national benefit to the country as a
whole will sweep aside all prejudice and jealousies, and you will receive the hearty co-

operation

of every

Dig publication

in the

Sooner
or

you’ll
have

So

conditions.

we

are

thankful to reach

we agree to purchase one pound of cotton at
We are instructing each of
ten cents a
our stores throughout the country to place an
order for cotton every week on this basis.
We might explain that the sales in our stores
for corresponding period last year would indicate that our purchases, in accordance with
this arrangement, would probably amount to
about 192,748 pounds of cotton.
We know the idea will inspire enthusiasm in
every man in our employ, and we will devote
prominent window space for appropriate display in every store, and are making arrangements to give the plan the fullest possible pubY<urs very truly,
licity.

pound.

1)5 Glenwood

safely,

.sincerely yours,

Zaidee B. Carter.
War is Hell, Whether Gen. Sherman Said
So or Not.

“blight
of war,” by Holbrook Jackson, writing
in T. P.’s Weekly, which helps to illuminate the war news dispatches:
a

vivid

picture

if you
knew
what it
Saves

Mitchell & Trussell, Belfast

cotton

Mr. Bliss has received letters from many
eminent in political and commercial life
congratulating him on his patriotic stand to
help the South in its time of need.

The Steamer Belfast Collision Case.

Boston, Oct. 15. The United States
steamboat inspectors yesterday completed the investigation of the collision be-

tween the steamer Belfast and the fourmasted schooner Alma E. A. Holmes,
which resulted in the sinking of the latter. They will carefully consider the
testimony and will then forward their
decision to the supervising inspector
general of steam vessels at Washington.
No action has yet been taken by the
owners
of the Bchooner against the
steamship company, although the usual
mode of procedure is to file a libel coverJoseph
ing the loss of the vessel.
Holmes, Sr., of Toms River, N. J., the
owner of the schooner, ie now in this city
and has conferred with Capt. Henry A.
Smith, who was in command.
An effort was made by the lighthouse
tender Mayflower to locate the sunken
wreck to ascertain whether it obstructed
navigation, but soundings in the vicinity
of the spot where she was reported to
have foundered were unsuccessful.
The schooner and her cargo of coal
will be a total loss, as the wreck is down
too deep to undertake to raise it.

PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
a

Miss Elizabeth McGray is in
short time with relatives,

Unity for

Mrs. C. A. Stever.s is still in Troy on
account of the illness of her father, M.
V. B. Mitchell.

Frank

Haseltine

arrived

from Bowdoin College
to
week-end with his parents.

Saturday
spend the

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Manson, who have

In “Vacation Notes” of a visit in Rutland,
Mass., last July mention was made of the
stocking of that section of the State with English pheasants, and of their great increase in
numbers.
They have been protected until
now, but this year there is to be an open season
and a Pittsfield, Maes., report under
date of Oct. 9th, says:
Sportsmen are rigged and ready for the open
season on pheasants in Berkshire.
The covers
in Lenox and Lee are filled with birds. They
are so tame that they may be seen from the
trolley cars, and the early gunners in the
covers look for easy killing of the two birds a
day. Many land owners, in expectation of the
coming of the sportsmen, have posted their
lands. The breeders of pheasantB believe that
the pheasants will be practically wiped out by
the gunners. The farmers, who have been

calling

fires Gov. Walsh issued a proclamation
declaring the open season off. Many forest
fires have been reported in Worcester county,
where the pheasants abound. Since this was in
type rain has come and the gunners will have
their

innings.

Building bonfires in any part of a town,
within ten rods (165 feet) of any building,
is against the laws of the State, as set
forth in Section 24 of Chapter 128, and
is punishable by a fine of eight dollars or
imprisonment for one month. People
who have leaves, cornstalks, or other
refuse to dispose of, usually go about it

in the easiest way —build a bonfire of it.
And in doing this they have been apt to
disregard the State law governing the
situation. Scores of bonfires built in the
gutters within a short distance of buildings may be found in the city during any
fair day of the present month. —Lewiston

Sun.

Mr. Otis Ginn of Brewer

was a

week-

Mr. and

Aroostook Potatoes

Miss Grace Clifford of Stockton Springs
risked her sister, Mrs. Jennie Harding,
| leveral days last week.
Mr. and Mrs.

George Heagan of Lynn,
were called here last week by the
leath of her mother, Mrs. G. W. Dow.
Hass.,

Locations
Mill Sites,

J

and

I

|
(Write

Many
say that Perua fine remedy
catarrh and diseases
of the tonsils and
many other ailments. It is
manufactured by a wellknown company, who are

perfectly reliable.”
■ Tania wWh slight lax-

!

TRUCKING.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity to those desiring
make a change in location for a new start
in

life.

Water Powers

Undeveloped

Unlimited Raw Material
AND

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
are

CENTRAL

WANTED

I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leavs
orders at the stable, corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt attenti<n. Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO,
126 Waldo Avenue, Beelfast
14

iDe Farmers of \\
and

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Potato

Courts.

Repairs

Digger

within twenty miles of

i

mr

direction.

BELFAST, MAINE.

specialtv.

to know th.it

HOOVER

Attorney at Law,
Practice in ail

vicinity

®i)

largest stock of

GEO. t. JOHNSON.

Good Farming Land

Tti

All orders receive fron |
8-2.

Probate practice
2tf

i

A. E. CHASE CO
BROOKS, MAIN

Farm for Sale,

.(tit

justly celebrated Robbins-Frank Berry
Heagan p^ce; three ir.ilts cut cnly, an
among splendid neighbors; 120 acres splendid soil; lots of timber and wood; buildings
The

EASTERN

STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION.

alone worth over $5,000.00.

BANGOR LINE.

Make offer

Change of Schedule in Effect

CAUTION

October 19th.

TO

Round Trip $6.50
BEL-

RETURNING:
Leave India Wharf, Boston, at o p. m., Monlays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays.
FRED W. POTE, Agent.
Belfast, Maine.
r

FRANK A.

NYE,

Undertaker'and Licensed

WATER CONSUMERS:

condition of the water supply of Belfast has now reached the point where public
safety demands extreme caution.
The

In

or reported to this office,
being wasted through carelessnegligence the supply will be cut off

cases

found

where water is
ness or

rtf
:

!

posta card and you will

i

w

W AI.

Corner Cross and

i

Fedei

j

F. E. ELKINS, Belfast, Me.

32tf

qualities.

”1 have noticed a great
many others taking this
remedy, and I have yet
failed to see a case where
the continued use of Peruna did not complete a satisfactory cure in reason-

j

(

Bangor.

Years

j

today for full particulars

Carle &

FAST AND CAMDEN
Leave Belfast at 2 p. m. Mondays, Wedneslays, Thursdays and Saturdays for Camden,
Rockland and Boston. Leave Belfast at 7.30 a.
n., Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturlays, for Searsport, Bucksport.W interport and

Peruna

[l

Camps

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS

Using

j

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

0. METCALF, Mabel, Mo.

“After

I

Has the combination of the Pneumatic Suction Nozzle and
revolving Brush. Very easily operated and absolutely guaranteed. In buying a Vacuum Cleaner, why not give
the "Duntley a trial in your home at our expense

i;

Farms,Sites

Belfast and Boston $3.50.

able time.”

I

for Summer Hotels

MAINE

From 85 to 90 cents for Mountains and
from $1.00 to $1.10 for Cobblers for seed
are the prevailing Fort Fairfield prices.
All are coming very slowly, and most
that do come are being stored. The cold
of laBt Wednesday morning is said to
have nipped the points of some undug
potatoes lying close to the surface. In
southern Aroostook the digging has for
the past few days been practically finished, as the tubers matured somewhat
earlier there, in the Aroostook valley
there are yet some good-sized pieces of
Helds undug, in spite of the fact that the
fatal freeze of a few years ago came as
early as Oct. 18.—Fort Fairfield Review.

A l OHIOatlTe

i !i

Factory

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

for

i l|

to

LAW PROHIBITS BONFIRES.

J.

'T’HIS Swiftly-Sweeping, Easy-Running DUNTLEY
cleans without raising dust, and at the same time picks
a
pins, lint, ravelings, etc., in ONE OPERATION. Its case
makes sweeping a simple task quickly finished. It reaches
//
even the most difficult places, and eliminates the necessity
of moving and lifting all heavy furniture.
The Great Labor Saver of the Home—Every home, large
fror:
small, can enjoy relief from Broom drudgery and protection
the danger of flying dust.
Duntley is the Pioneer of Pneumatic Sweepers—

!

j

j

Combination Pneumatic Sweeper

Ij

The Paxton Toilet Co„ Boston, Mass.

an

can
na is

Miss Elmira Ginn of Damarlscotta is
risking relatives here.
end visitor with his parents,
Mrs. W. H. Ginn.

for

S\uni£s4/

j

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills ithas no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women w’ho have been cured say
At
it is “worth its weight in gold.”
druggists. 50c. large box, or by mail.

forest

I

Willard C. Harding has gone to Stonington to work on stone.

^^EEANyi

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

Quarries,

=fil|1

KEEPS YOUR I-IOME
FRESH

The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal oi all antiseptics Is

open season, hold the pheasants
to be more destructive to their crops than deer
and welcome the open season.
Because of the drouth and the danger from

work in India. —Pittsfield Advertiser.
PROSPECT FERRY.

MASSA-

CHUSETTS.

Charles White of Thorndike has been
a
guest in the home of Mrs. Jennie
Hackett and Miss Ada Coffin this week.

occupied their bungalow in Palmyra for
the summer, returned Monday to their
home on Main street in this village.
Dr. E. A. Porter returned Wednesday
from Boston and New York, having been
present at the sailing of bis daughter
Amorette, who is to take up missionary

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

men

of the

“In the past our culture has availed
nothing, our science has availed nothing,
has availed nothing—the
our
reason
genius of destruction has won through to
its appointed end.
Vast armies move
across fair lands, leaving them desolate.
The work of ages is being reduced to
ashes before our very eyes. Innocent
little villages, whose simple folk desire
hardly more than permission to work and
pray and sleep, suddenly find themselves
in the track of an advancing army, and
they are crushed out of existence as
though they had been no more than incumbering road metal. Cities of peace,
knowing more of books than of guns, are
involved, unwittingly, in the same maniacal progress, and lo, they are put to
the flame. It is a tragedy the world
has witnessed before, but never on so
great a stage, and never with performers
and before spectators who are so conscious of its folly.”

Now

^

sales of shoes send them up.

PHEASANT SHOOTING IN
Here is

)

*K

Regal Shoe Company,
E. J. Bliss, President.
Mr, Bliss brings down the “Buy a Bale of
Cotton” movement to a popular level. Instead
of talking bales to the philanthropist he talk3
pounds to the public, and allows every purchaser of Regal Shoes to contribute his indi-

Moreover, life-size and miniature bales of
are used to keep popular enthusiasm
boiling and to heighten interest in the welfare
feelI’m
on
non-combatants.
dropped
of the country’s greatest industry.
ing very well now in my old home town,
From the volume of sales already recorded,
the peace and beauty of which I am en- it is probable that the purchase of cotton in
joying more than ever, and shall remain stores operated by the Regal Shoe Company
during October, when I shall return to will exceed the surprising total of 200,000
pounds.
Redlands, California.
and grow more thankful
now when we read of the bombs being

home

one

coun-

We have joined the movement in a small
way, but we want to do more.
For every pair of Regal Shoes sold in our
stores for sixty days, beginning October 1st,
try.

bright courage and self-control
None of us ever admitted that
we were in real danger, but the possibilvidual share to move the crop.
In every Regal Store there has been installed
ity of most unpleasant conditions was ala
large “sales- thermometer,” showing the
ways present in our minds, for we perin the purchases of cotton, as the
sonally knew of many who had met such weekly gains
had her

failed.

Later

without further notice.
J. D. WALKER, SUPT.,
3w42
BELFAST WATER CO.

For Sale
Fairbanks hay
of 5 ton
SCALES in perfect working order, now
installed in front of our store. Will be sold
low if taken at once. Will also sell material
for setting same, such as lumber, brick, etc.
SWAN-WHITTEN-BICKFORD CO.,
Belfast, Sept. 29,1914—tf40

Aset

NOTIC.
have

WE cedar

some

-rr-'di

of the

shingles

that

fast at reduced prices.
for building, 26 by 40.

Belfast, September

A1

fi

J. « i
17, l'Jl-

j

Dr. W. C. LIBBEl
DENTIST,
93 MAIN STREET,

“No
“Picnic

BELFAST M*111

Trespassing.'

and

hunting parti*-

■>*

persons are forbidden tresp
Island in the town of Sears; <>:1
3m40
CHARL1

General Agent, Banger 1

Embalmer.
CORONER FOR WALDO COUNTY.
A six-room house in good condition, at No

j EARSPORT and 60 MAIN ST., BELFAST 9 Allyn street. Apply
\
Telephone connections at both places.
88tf
All calls answered promptly.
4w40p
1
_

to

H. CLARK, or
L. C. PUTNAM,
84 Union Street.

J.

WANTED
A chamber girl at once
THE WINDSOR

H0l&

*^r

-:rA.r

^Veterans’

Meeting,

Church, North Belfast.
1<t in the
county Veteran Associa" 1
te
church in North Belfast
the
a
with
fl»et
W8S a beautiful day

i1’1'

j.

Four Comrades were reported as having
died since the last meeting: Geo. H.
Fisher, 16th Me. Vols.; Walter F!ye, 4tb
Me.; Henry Colson, 17th Me.; Chas.
Morrill, 13th Me.
Closed with singing “God be with you
’till we Meet Again.”
A. Stinson, Secy.

Hats

(

which brought out the
to
fUn force, 52 answering
TIME FOR POLITICAL CHANGE.
?s':‘ | This was the annual meet<
I*11president, S. L. Crockett, A Conservative New York Banking Firm
FOR SALE BY
^
at
"forenoon meeting to order
Finds the Greatest Menace to the WelThe secretary read
/clock.
i
fare of the United States to be in Dof
0f the meeting at Center
MASONIC TEMPLE BELFAST
Conditions.
Political
mestic
was accepted.
Bmi the report
the Monthly Financial Circular of John
[From
the
followCrockett appointed
U. Davis & Co.. New York Banners ]
WITH THE RED CROSS.
FORM APPLE CLUdS.
|
(“f!U ,,.e on the time and place of
^
new
a
with
the
of
favorhope
Coupled
Comrades A. E. NickNow
is the time to form apple clubs,
able Interstate Commerce Commission Exciting Experiences of an American Who
and the department in cooperation with
aml Clark, who reported decision in the freight rate matter, there
Served as a Volunteer With the French
the agricultural colleges of northern and
r
Nov. 5th; place. is to be found in many quarters a growArmy on Retreat. Saw Charge of the and western States is interesting the
.f.,:lows: Time,
belief that the present crisis will
reing
The
Swanvilie.
sections
Death’s Head Hussars.
firntgc hal1’
I boys and girls of apple-growing
bring about a great and lasting change
in the possibilities of apple culture as a
y cretary for the year was in the relations between American busiWorld.
York
1
[New
profitable and pleasurable occupation.
Twelve meetings were ness and American politics. It is reason“People away from the scene of battle i The organizations for the young people
and
those
a good attendthat
all
ed
with
men,
particularly
,.j,. year
in Europe can have no conception of the on the farm are being planned and begun
high political places, must have
in the New England States, New York,
warm welcome whenever we occupying
learned many lessons during the past slaughter being done on the fields of j
,s
i.vclve comrades were re-j few weeks and must have come to realize France. No report of the casualties is New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania,
Michigan, Ohio, Idaho, Montana, Oredied during the year, the necessity of a new attitude by Govj
exaggerated. They pass human compre- gon, and Washington. Any young peos
lection of officers which j ernment toward capital, helpful and prople in these States wishing to find out
tective instead of restrictive and destruc- hension.
the details of the new apple-raising clubs
.-ting the old board j
So spoke Neville M. Hopkins of Wash- should write at once to
tive. Certainly such a change would be
the State agent
vote: President, S. j the
of
the
member
the
of
situaD.
result
MetropoliC.,
present
ington,
logical
in charge of club work at the State colFrankfort; secretary | tion. But, we regret to say, the record tan Club in the capital and a chemist of
j
of agriculture, or the United States
returned Oct. 7th on iege
ling,
,ls!.v
iir#
..

Dwight

P. Palmer,

%

Riveting:

I'.fopess:

J

Stinson

A.

i.

Geo.
some

r

of

North

L. Merrill of

remarks

the

prominence,
political performances during
Department of Agriculture, Washington,
past few years shows very clearly that the Kroponlaad from Liverpool. Hop- D. C.
not
to
be
depended kins, though an American citizen, volunlogic, of itself, is
The new clubs will be organized on
the French Red Cross service
tendencies.
who

the

of

upon in forecasting political
It will be unfortunate, therefore, if the
logic of the present situation iB not endorsed and impressed upon politicians by
the country’s vote a few weeks hence.
Confidence may be warranted, but the

teered in
the outbreak of the war, and what he
said of the carnage he drew from his
own experience, for he was three weeks
with the French armies on their retreat
from Mons to Senlis, thirty miles from
Paris.
Mr. Hopkins brought back a grim
souvenir of European battlefields—the
lance and black and white pennant of a
Death's Head Hussar. The pennant is
stained with the blood of the German
The Washington
soldier who bore it.
man saw this hussar shot from his horse
and took the weapon from his relaxed

—is—*—~—

MONROE.
The Monrce W. C. T. U. held their franchise
moating with the Supt., Mrs. Della Nealley,
Oct, 16, and it was one of the moat interesting
meetings of the year. The rooms were prettily decorated in franchise colors, yellow ard
white, and each member wore colors of the
same. Mrs. Nealley had a fine program, managed by Viola Conant, with beautiful and appropriate music. With such a body of enthusiastic ladies we shall soon have the vote....
Mrs. Elwin Dickey has been with her mother,
Mrs. Watson Robinson, the past few days.
Mrs. R. is in poor health....Miss Carrie Durham was unable to teach the paat week on account of a bad cold, but has now resumed her
teaching....Mrs. Maud Cooper, who has not
been well, is in Belfast at Dr. Tapley’s hospital, and her many friends hope she will have a
speedy recovery.... Rev. Davyd Brackett of
Belfast delivered a very interesting and instructive sermon last Sunday on Sunday Observance.... The Monroe Sunday school will
observe Temperance Sunday Nov. 8th, and it
is hoped that everyone will feel an interest in
it.
Miss, Viola Conant, Mr. Isaac Cook and
Mrs Almeda Bowen have been chosen as delegates to attend the Sunday school convention
in Bangor....Miss S. A. Mansur has returned

forlc,

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

The Kind You Have
*'

from a two weeks* stay in Dixmont, Newburgh
and North Monroe, visiting relatives and
friends... Mrs. Lydia W. Woodman will visit
her cousin, Albert Conant, and family, at Eliingwood’s Corner for a few days.... Mrs. Annie Conant will entertain Monroe W. C. T. U.
the first Friday in November.

the same lines as are those for the en- SEARSMONT.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Brown have moved into
couragement of potato, corn, and alfalfa
growing, gardening and canning, and Mrs. Lucy Bean's house-Mr. and Mrs. Ebtn
Me vestry, where one
poultry raising. Members must be not Cobb, their son Maurice and Allen Maddocks,
under 10 nor over 18 years old. Each of
i-s was served by the
had a very pleasant auto trip to Augusta rethe club members will be allotted not
nas
oca
lifein
The many friends of Dr. Simmons
tact is inat practically nooning
;; ladies seen
less than 10 apple trees, 6 or more years cently.
curred so far to furnish convincing indicawere passed around
old, in the same orchard (and all in one are glad to welcome him home and to know
tion that the party now in control of the
row
or
block if possible) of which he that his health is much improved....Miss
e talk followed,
national administration has either gainwill have the exclusive care for one year. Helen Cobb, who has been visiting friends in
meeting was called to ed in intelligence or altered its antagonEach club must have at least 5 members, Wilton, Kent's Hill and Augusta, has returned
!
sharp, with the large ism toward business. There are to be
and these will be under ihe instruction home....Mr. Daniel
Wing of Haverhill. Mass.,
This church heard many protestations and profesof a local leader who will receive instruc.:»• doors.
is visiting here. Searsmont was the home of
and promises but, with the Novemsions
or
tions
in
from
leader
the
State
charge
immunity should feel ber elections so near, these are suspicihis boyhood... .Mr. and Mrs. David Craig,with
j
the county agent.
Following these inI
session was opened
ously seasonable. Washington continues fingers.
structions the young member who knows their little daughter Elizabeth, have returned
: lie
Chaplain, Geo. L. determined to place obnoxious new laws SHRAPNEL BURST DIRECTLY OVER HIS nothing about apple raising will learn from Boston, where they had been visiting....
11
HEAD.
alter G. Hatch then upon the statute books and to press for
to pick, grade, crate, and market apples; Mr. John Paine is suffering from an attack of
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for Infants and Children.
Castorla Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareDrops and Soothing Syrups.
It is pleasant,
t contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic substance.
It destroys Worms and allays FeverIt relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
ishness.
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea.
It regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
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Belf&Bt Lodge, No. 140, was instituted in the
exCity of Belfast December 28, 1889, and
tends a cordial invitation to those wishing protection at minimum cost to become members
this lodge. Anylperson of good health and
habits between the ages of 18 and 45 will be
eligible. Certificates issued for $600, $1000 and
$2000. Information gladly given at all times.
EBEN M. SANBORN. Fin, Sec’y.
IDA A. MAHONEY,Cor. Sec’y.
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Statement of the Ownership. Manage- CLEANING.
ment. Circulation, ttc.
S 7EAMPBESS1NG
of The Republican Journal published weekly
at Belfast, Me., required by the Act of August 24, 1912.
Note.—This statement is to be made in
duplicate, both copies to be delivered by the
publisher to the postmaster, wlio will send one
Gencopy to the Third Assistant Postmaster
eral (Division of Classification), Washington,
of
the
files
in
the
D. C., and retain the other
post office.
Editor, Managing Editor and Business Manager, Chas. A. Pilsbury.
Publishers The Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Me.
Owners: (If a corporation, give names and
addresses of stockholders holding 1 per cent
or more

of total amount of

stock.)

Chas. E. Knowlton, Belfast; Chas. A. Pilsbury, Belfast; Chas. H. Twombly, Belfast;
Ralph M. Johnson, Belfast; Mrs. Louise J.
Pratt, Belfast; Alfred Johnson, Boston; C. O,
Poor, Belfast.
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other
security holders, holding 1 per cent or more of
total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other
securities: None.
Average number of copies of each issue of
this publication sold or distributed, through
the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers
during the six months preceding the date ot
this statement. (This information is required
from daily newspapers only.)
CHAS. A. PILSBURY, Editor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 10th
of
October, 1914.
day
Geo E. Johnson,
.,—,
seal
Notary Public.
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(My Commission expires April 9, 1920.)

and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

!

At 52Pith Strict.

Tel. 216-13

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chiropody, Manlcurng and Shampooing. Also Facial Work.
Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at ay
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phrenix Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
32|)

B.

B.

GREENLAW,

CABINET MAKER,
47 Northport Avenue,
Belfast, Maine.
Telephone 211-12

3m32

WANTED”'
A girl to do general housework in family of
four. A country girl between 17 and 20 preferred. Apply t>y letter,
tflO
A. B. C.. Journal Office.
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^BELFAST.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

Republican Jour.

The

COMPLEXION
IS A JOY FOREVER

Republican Journal A GOOD

The

CHARLES

A.

PIL5BURY,

Pub. Co.

one

square, one
week

Recent fulminations in the "non-partisan” paper recall the oft quoted couplet:
No man e’er felt the halter draw,
With good opinion of the law.

We heard a new name applied to a barrel and cannot supply the orders.”
certain notorious citizen the other day— He stated further that a farmer can get
Mephitis; but the shorter English word hiB own priceB for his products when he
was used to denote the malodorous ani- : meets the demands of the public taste.
And the Maine Farmer says:
mal.
A Kennebec orchardist who ships his
Lillian Russell is more beautiful than surplus apples to Hall & Cole, commission dealers, Boston, reports that his reever since she underwent an operation
for appendicitis, so the newspapers pro- ceipts from Gravensteins have been very
claim.
satisfactory, as he received $2.50 per
in the season,
Is this intended as a boom for the sur- barrel for No. l’s early
and a latter shipment brought $3.25 for
geons or for Lillian?
No. 2’s are accepted
the same

grade.

It is needless to say
that this shipper has established a reputation of being “fussy” in all details of
his farm work, and that the “middlemen” are not afraid to sell fruit bearing
his brand, with a guaranty that commands the top price.
at

Senator Jphnson has forwarded to the
Postoffiee department a list of appointments for fourth-class postmasters in
the 1st, 3d and 4th Congressional districts
and the

appointments

follow in

a

few days.

are

A

expected to
Washington

special says; “These are not all the
pointments he contemplates making.

$1.50 per barrel.

ap-

Our

Washington Letter.

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Washington, D. C., Oct. 19, 1914.
With adjournment of the session of Conare rapgress right at hand Maine folks
idly vacating the Capitol and all of them
will probably be away by the end of the

While Col. Roosevelt, the head of the
Progressive party is going about the
country denouncing both the old parties

declaring against fusion with either.
Democratic and Progressive fusion is
going on in several States with the
avowed purpose of beating the Republi-

and

week.

Representative

Peters

departed

several days ago to attend the funeral of
asa friend at Ellsworth who had been
-m ovement of this kind is in Pennsylvawith him in the management of
sociated
the
candion
a
fusion
nia where there is
a bank. -He has been expecting to make
date for lieutenant-governer and upon
some speeches in the political campaign
for
the
candidates
legislature.
many
in other States, but has also been anxOfficial proclamations of neutrality ious to clear up some of his private busi-

can

candidates at any cost.

The latest

have not served to seal the lips of President Eiiot, and at the age of SO years he
is as vigorous and outspoken in giving
to his sentiments as in his

ness which has fallen into arrears in recant months because of the pressure of
political duties.
Maine Republicans in Congress all vot-

expression

In an address at the1 ed against the War Revenue bill, which
Unitarian club, Boston, last week his they regarded as unnecessary legislator
■subject was the war, and he not only de- It was in accord with Senator Burleigh’s
earlier

*J if

tiUD i ^

clared that American

sympathies

went
1

judgment

that this bill should be resist-

strongly and steadily in favor of the ed, because he regarded it as an excuse
allies, but he said that England, France for the Democrats to cover up the deficand Russia were compelled in honor to lences caused by their ill considered tartake up arms in defence of the integrity iff law, which reduced duties on many
Senator
of treaties and of the stipulated rights American products unduly.
of neutral States.
Burleigh also thought it would be much
wiser

The Journal esteems itself fortunate
in having received for publication Miss

experiences
Europe and

in

Carter is

a

of her

Belfast

raise

additional

revenue

by

duties upon certain articles
which Democrats put on the free list,
such as sugar, which would yield a large
revenue without any additional cost up-

placing

Zaidie B. Carter’s personal letter to a
friend in which is entertainingly told her
at the outbreak of the

to

war

the consumer.
When he returns to Washington in uecember Senator Burleigh will resume his
efforts for considerable legislation in beon

journey home. Miss
girl and her many

friends here were for some time seriously concerned about her, as she was an in-

half of his constituents. He has steadfastly resisted the efforts of Southerners
in this Congress to get the lion’s share
and has put in many
of

valid and little able to endure the hardships encountered by so many Ameri-

touring Europe when
appropriations
But she was remarkhostilities began.
hard licks for adequate appropriations
includher
return
fortunate
on
trip,
ably
for federal undertakings in Maine. Thus
New
who

were

ing the voyage from Rotterdam to
far this Congress has done very little for
York, ard was warmly welcomed in her
buildings and Rivers and Harbors
public
for
its
charms
native city, which still has
Senator Burleigh worked inin Maine.
her, although for some years past her
dustriously for several Maine projects of
home has been in Redlands, California.’^
to keep it up
character and
this

proposes
the end of the chapter. He has a
such matway of carrying his point in
ters, even though he has to continue the

President Wilson’s letter to Congressman
Underwood commending the work
o f "Congress is indirectly commendation

till

;;
;:
1;
I
!:
,:

CARTER’S make of Underwear we have Infants,
Children’s and Ladies’ garments-Vests, Pants and Union
Suits in cotton, wool, silk and wool, prices ranging according to quality. We also carry the ESSEX MILLS line of
and union
Underwear for Women and Children. Vests
these
are made with high
lines
both
in
ladies
for
suits
neck and long sleeves, or bishop neck and elbow sleeves,
In

our

?cutiveT The letter is intended as a cam- heads of fourth class postmasters in the
paign document and naturally makes no Third Maine Congressional district. So
The
Kennebec.
and
mention of the extravagant expenditures did Somerest
authorized by Congress. The Lewiston changes were entirely in Hancock county,
was
Sun, while saying that it is indeed a great and these comparatively few. It
1

Fashions in New York.
New Blouses, Cape and Vest Effects, Hats
in Line with Dress Designs, New Sash
Train, filmy Tunics and Sleeves.
fCorresDondenee of ths Journal ]

i

<

New York, Oct. 19,1914. This year’s
styles show a radical departure from last
year’s lines, yet as combination effects
still rule it is no't at ell difficult to bring
last winter’s clothes up to date, while

»

|

|

See

our

usual line of finest quality Outings, also Outing

I

I

I

;;
;1
;;

Evening gowns of panne and chiffon
velvets with garnitures of tinsel laces
and trimmings are conspicuous for the

;
;;

EVENING GOWNS.

BATH ROBES
of NEW Bath Robes in pretty
Just received a large line
sizes. Also Ladies’ and
Children’s
and
colors, in Ladies’

Children’s Worsted Slippers.

FALL and WINTER GLOVES
Be sure and see.
Price $1.00.

|
l
|

A good line of Fall and Winter
Doette Gloves.
the Fownes’ new white

t

Sweaters and WinInfants’ Wear of all kinds-Leggins,
a fine line of Children’s Caps and
Also
ter Bonnets.

Gloves.

|

||

Toques.

|
I

I

1

t

|I

f
f

f

I

I

good line of
In tbe Fancy Work department
Towels,
Underwear,
Night
Slips,
stamped goods-Pillow

|
J

a

NEEDLES

f

Remember We Carry Fleesher’s Yarn

the

pay

is

j

j
county fourth
have been especially
ever, seemed to
successful in passing the Civil Service
Examinations. Fourteen of them are
be molestsafely covered in and will not
Here is the
ed by covetous Democrats.
each
with the approximate salaries
list

Stockbridge,
Atlantic, $300; Nettie A, Cranberry Isles,
East Blue Hill,
$250; Francis D. Long,
Green Lake,
$250; Charles I. Merrill,
of them receives; Viola H.

of

It

will

I

f

English walking

model.

The

|

Dinsmore Stores,

S

Belfast.

Rockland.

are if anything more
popular than last year and are especially
good in high military collars with flaring
Monkey fur is back as
cuffs to match.
the novelty for trimming, in fringe form
edging tunics and hals, and in small old

!
|

$

trimmings

time muffs

%

exactly

|

like

and little turbans that look
an
old “Godev's Lady’s

Book” plate.

|

HATS

When you

For general run-about wear small black
velvet shapes with high upstanding
brims are first favorites here. These

ship Eggs

to us you receive

PROMPTLY AT FULL VALUES

WHY
No concern ca legitimately return more for goods than they are
worth and keep faith with you on this end

tances

send them elsewhere?

have little trimming outside of the grosribbon bindings which define their
Very high single feathers or

grain

edges.

I

CHAPIN & ADAMS CO.,

by local applications, as they cannot reach the
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one
way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is cause by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the
Eustachian Tube. When this tube is inflamed
hearyou have a rumbling sound or imperfect
ing, a id when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be
taken out and this tube restored to its normal
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh,
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of
the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for
circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.

Egg Specialists,

35 So. Market Street, Boston, Mass.

lace blouses.
Braids and buttons are most popular,
when military fashions rule
as

always

Braids
do this year.
are
among
silk
with
of tinsel combined
and covered
the prettiest trimmings,
are deon in braided patterns

the mode

they

as

j

LARGE

NATIONAL

Coffee Wei

j

HATH.

large hats are leaders,
with
especially in velvet sailor shapes
feathrolled edges. For these Paradise
For dress

ers

7o be Observed ah
Country

wear

and flower

other, but both

trimmings rival one anare sparingly employed,
Lucy Carter.

4f(!

j

cords put
cidedly smart.

|

j

fi

Oct. 19th t n
IVe offer for lb

I nn

hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
o’clock, and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o’clock, to which all are welcome.
their
11

The services next Sunday at Mason's Mills
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
j Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
Senator Burleigh during the many years \ at 2 30 p. m., followed bv Sunday school.
Maine
that he represented the Third
Rev. H. F. Milligan, pastor of Brown Medistrict in the National House. In those morial church, Clinton, has been actively endays there were no civil service restric- j gaged in evangelistic efforts at Benton for two
tions upon the selection of postmasters weeks, assisted by Rev. D. B. Phelan of Bel-

|

Made of dark Russet Calf, Flat forepart; broad shank;
low,
sion
well-poised, “right-and-left-heels,'
sole;

I

Deer Isle,
$200; Horatio G. Eaton, Little
$200; Mary E. Stanley, Minturn,$2O0;
Sold
Druggists, 75c.
Ivory L. Wardwell, Mount Desert Ferry, j Take by
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
!
$200;
North
Brooklin,
L.
Fred
Cole,
$500;
Angie R. Cousins, North Brooksville, j
The Churches.
Penobs$300; Annie L. Hutchins, North
H.
SargentArthur
Sargent,
cot, $200;
j! The Unitarian church, which has been closed |
ville, $500; Helen H. Bartlett, Sullivan, since the resignation of Charles B. Ames the j
$400; Dora C. Stinson, Swans Island, last of July, will be opened the first week in |
BrooksNovember.
$400; and Oscar L. Tapley, West
ville, $350.
The Christian Scientists hold services in
be noted that many of these
in Hancock are women and

\'Q\y

TRIMMING

FUR

Fur

{

j Deafness Cannot Be Cured

at Windsorville, where
The Hancock
class postmasters, how-

about $300.

the Island

every occasion —right here at this store

“CRISPIN”—$4.50

I

Long tunics of tulle, or fine net with
hems of ostrich feathers and rosebuds,
or with embroideries or beads in matching or contrasting colors, are very much
used over skirts of velvet or satin.

j H. M. BLACK, 107 Main St. j
Agnes E. York

on

to the

v

pleats, pockets and godethips. These broaden the
something approaching the

outlines of the maids

appeal

Regal for

V

built out with
loops cn the

FANCY WORK DEPARTMENT

difficult,'

.’

|

Marken.

that we carry the Self-Threading
We wish to announce
of interest to those who find it
be
will
This
Needles
to thread an ordinary
because of poor eyesight,
needle.

F

IS

waist and knee continues to be
trim and fitted in effect, though there
are many departures from this in skirts

t

fancy and reveal the judgment of any
There is a crisp, bright,
discriminating person.
correct
will

!

are bound or banded with velvet, fur or
satin cords, to produce the hoof flare so
Pleated skirts four yards at
notable.
the foot are shown in street costumes as
well as evening gowns. The line be-

I|

SELF-THREADING

|

\

generally characterizes this seastyles. Skirts of pleated net and
chiffon, with tunics in two or more drops,

Cotton, Fleeced
and Infants.
Children
and Cashmere Hosiery for Ladies,

quite complete.

etc., etc., and
Robes Aprors, Collars. Doilies, Runners,
for working the same.
materials
embroidery

I

l

uicdoco

which

|

have

evening

Styles

rr\0 BECOME familiar with the quality of
I a Regal is to know the best-valued shoo
This finely benched shoe—with the pisjj
bilities it offers for style, ease, service and individuality-

broader silhouette

tween

HOSIERY

we

dci

son’s

figure into

is
Our line of Hosiery

f

me younger
built with the

Tor

are

REGAL SHOES
In. It’s A Step Up in

|I Step

looking costumes that reveal the lines of
the figure in their graceful clinging
draping.

INFANTS’ WEAR

|
I

I

absence of sleeves, and brocades with
patterns in silver or gold make regal

|

Flannel Night Robes for Women and Children.

I

;\

for the woman who has neither time nor
taste for remodelling the ready to wear
departments display ap enticing array of
well designed clothes from which a becoming suit or coat is easily selected.

<;

4

OUTINGS

postmasters
they were undoubtedly highly qualified
campaign over a series of years.
for their places or they would not have
Waldo county escaped the first swing
stood the Civil Service Examinations.
of the headsman’s axe that lopped off
Most of them were selected originally by

of himself, as Congress has simply done
his bidding, subordinating the legislative
•department of the government to the ex-

n+ieit !■»»

UNDERWEAR

years.

out

cans

«

< >

Hood’s Sarsaparilla builds up the
whole system by purifying the blood.
It is the safest and most successful
tonic known.
Get a bottle from any druggist.
Start treatment today. Improvement
begins with first dose.

Rum did it!

■

::

Pimples, boils, hives, eczema surely
disappear.
Languor, loss of appetite, tired
feeling, weakness are symptoms of
impure, unhealthy blood.

__

^ ^

j --GOOdS---

liable Hood’s Sarsaparilla, a physician’s prescription, which gives a
clear, healthy color.
When your blood is made pure,
your whole system is improved.

inch length in column, 25 cents for one
and 26 cents for each subsequent insertion.
a
Subscription Terms. In advance, *2.00
60 cents for three
year; *1.00 for six months:
months.

^ A

Fall and Winter

Everybody that wants a fine, glowing, youthful skin should take old re-

BY

| QaBineB8 Manager

For

Advertising Terms.

| n i y t y 111 r

following

Chase &
Seal Bra

Speeia'

10c. and 15c.
6122
6116

AKE FOK

SALE IN

BELFAST

BY

CARLE & JONES,

McCall Designs

!

Who

by special arrangement

have all the

brain

P. A

S. S. Pierce
Orinda
Invalid

;

Other Br

'9*
all the outcome of the Civil Service
record, adds:
patterns all the time.
but Senator Burleigh made his endorse- fast as evangelist.
out at right
White Ho.
tiny ostrich tips that stand
“Bat the country would be better off Examinations of last July, the papers
The services for the week at the Methodist
ments to the Republican Postmasters
WAITING TO SEND.
from
the
or four places
jyNO
three
in
of
hands
the
angles
been
That old State for which have
jin
without most of it.
La Toura n
general from his know ledge of the fitness church will be as follows: this,Thursday,evenof the brim are favorite garnitures.
Rights Democratic party has carried the postoffice Department authorities ever of the applicants to serve their respec- ing the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.45 a. m., top
are
ribbon
of
cockscomb pieatings
Autocrat
Letter
Federal Union a long way on the road to since. Senator Johnson proceeded deservice with sermon; at 7.30 p. m., evening Flat
tive communities. To his practice in this
especially smart on trig military shapes
centralized despotism.
liberately to the taBk of making recom- regard is due much of the efficiency shown service, with sermon.
M.
$1.50 per
and the new P
of black silk beaver.
“President Wilson boasts of the mighty mendations and the Department was not
The closing preaching service for the fall
in the examinations of fourth class postGood stock. Prompt delivery. Satisfaction
BLOUSES AND TOPS.
<
will be held in the Congregational Church at
blow struck at monopoly; but the Con- disposed to make appointments till the
Democratic
guaranteed. This ad. and 2c. stamp brings Which is proving
masters conducted under
Blouses are shown with new entice- large packet of printed samples and price
North Belfast next Sunday afternoon at 2.30
gress of the United States has no au- Senator’s recommendations had been rethere
now and
tory.
auspices during the summer. As
o'clock. Regular services will be discontinu- ments in the way of vest attachments of list. Only 200 more packets. Begin
It ceived.
thority to strike down monopoly.
save in your printing, we will help you.
Democratic administrations ed
were no
over the skirt
the winter months.
extend
that
during
velvet
or
CO.,
tor our wind * ISP^
satin
PRINTING
Look
are
to
create
COURSON
does have authority
monopoly,
More appointments, or course,
| during Senator Burleigh’s service in the
I
Brunswick, Me.
These are
The services for the week at the Baptist in a very becoming way.
lwp
the power to give patents for inventions; forthcoming and heads in Waldo, which
House, his postmasters were not inter- church will be as follows: prayer meeting this, rivalled
by real vests, and basques that
and the monstrous monopolies establish- has nearly thirty fourth class postmasfrom Washington in their tenure. Thursday, evening; morning service, Sunday
rupted
over the skirt, in many cases
fall
loosely
ed under the patent laws Congress main- ters, and in Somerset and Kennebec,
at 10 45 a. m.; Sunday School at noon; Chrislow on the hips, where the belt
reaching
Cheapest, accident insurer ce— Dr. Thomaa
MtOiC'NB
tains by keeping in force the patent law will undoubtedly fall. It does not follow
tian Endeavor meeting at 6.30 and evening
GROCERIES, DhUGS
For burns, scalds, cute and
Some
Fcleetic Oil.
CABINET MAKER,
has settled—for a time at least.
written before the Civil War.”
that the appointees will all »ner
n ecessarily
geneiea. All druggists sell it. 25c. and service at 7 .30 p. m.
r
of these basques have a quite irregular
be Democrats. Under the new system 50c_ 1
The Maine Advent Conference in Auburn
47 Northport Avenue,
1 he recent change in ownership or
at the lower edge which is apt to be
line
the three who stand at the head of the
John
Oct.
16th
Rev.
as follows:
elected officers
to the average figure
three Maine newspapers calls for more
becoming
Belfast, Maine.
more
one
of
and
others
all
J.
T.
lead
! F. Clothey of Auburn, president; Rev.
eligible list
3m32
The Eastport
211-12
Age” straight round ef?ihan a passing notice.
Telephone
Coolbroth of Waterville, vice president; E. A. than “Moyen
those three must be chosen. If there is
—---backs area
•Sentinel had been owned by one family
grounds; facing the sea.
fects. Short fronts with tail
of
Goodwin
Kennebunk,
secretary-treasurer.
no
Democrat in the trio the new postj
tion rooms; 4 bedroon
favor both for extra waists3
for nearly 60 years; the Gardiner Reportin
Children
increasing
church
at
the
with indoor sanitation; [
Baptist
J Next Sunday morning
master must be a Republican.
the smartest1
of
THE RECTOR, i
Some
coats.
er-Journal. a daily, succeeded weeklies
suit
FOR FLETCHER'S
Rev. W. F. Sturievant will speak on “Tempta- and
Of course, there is manipulation to
that had been owned and edited by the
He will also give a short models seen are made on these lines,
Overcome”.
tions
often
this
is
and
The Journal Ot
iress
^
ad
Democrats
Or
appointed
get
C A S T O
late H. K. Morrell and his son Ernest
talk to the juniors. In the evening the subject which add to the height instead ofi
successful.
Ways are discovered of
alI of the sermon will be “The Man Who is Going
W. Morrell, for about half a century.
i.
shortening the figure as cross lines
raising insuperable objections to those
I to be Healed.’’
While the late Charles E. Kendrick had
ways do.
who have passed the examinations sucas
01
not seen so many years of service
The children, superintendent ana teacners
CAPES, BRAIDS AND BUTTONS.
cessfully if they are not entirely accep
the Universalist Sunday school had a very enthose mentioned he had made for himof models,
But
tible to the appointing powers.
Capes are seen on all kinds
joyable time in their vestry last Friday evennelf s place in Maine journalism and his
this influthe
Fourth
of
showing
incumbents
of
the
even
evening gowns
many
ing, A sapper was served that specially apThe
death was universally regretted.
often the cape is prolonged,
Class postoffiees in Maine are being
both in ence.
Very
and
had
children
they
to
the
pealed
coats anc
new
proprietors are all Maine men. “classified” and retained, which means,
forming the sleeve in dolman
and out of do. r games.
M r. R. C. Emery who has taken over the of
are
that
holding
course,
Republicans
We wish to announce that we have associatei!
At the Methodist church next Sunday Rev.
Eastport Sentinel is a nephew of J. W. on. The first list of appointments made
Horace B. Sellers, will speak in the morning
us
at the head of the Prescription Departin'-'1
and
editor
for
proyears
many
Emery,
by Senator Johnson included ten new
on “The Gospel of Paul” and in the evening on
prietor and who sold his interest in the names and 33 classifications. According
of
a
Just order
“Foundations of Life.” Mr. Sellers will speak
C.
paper to N. B. Nutt in 1855. Mr. E.
to this the percentage of new appointat the Woods schoolhouseinNorthport Sunday
Tell Flour
Bo wler, new proprietor of the Gardiner ments is about 25 per cent.
at 2 p. m. The primary room at the church,
h
ft
of
Palermo,
and you needn’t worry
R eporter-Journal, is a native
which has been undergoing repairs, will be
Before he leaves Washington some
Mr. Benj. E. Kelley, time next week Senator Johnson expects
In about baking day. Bread? it opened next Sunday.
Waldo county.
Mr. 5C>i; a3313 in introination t) the poop
II Always light, fine and white. M
the new proprietor of the Boothbay Reg- to c
First Congregational Church, Church street,
omplete his examination of the pend- B Cakes and pies? Biscuit? ffl
Waldo
Ovnntsr. a3 'na wn a drn??ist in I?*lfa
in
women
struggle
his
Too many
boyhood
ister, was born and spent
cases in the first, third and fourth
The best you ever tasted! fB
opposite Court House; Rev. Haraden S. Pearl,
ing
H\
aches.
under pains and
that town and
brings to his new
seven years.
goes
pastor. Services as follows; Sunday, 10.45
Congregational districts. All the changes B| Besides, William Tell
Bl farthest—worth remem- IB morning worship and sermon, subject;'“Biology;
duties inspiration derived from the late now
They are not sick—but weak,
will probably be made
contemplated
B'inj nr praaaaiption anl y>nr questionwhen living is so l^B
12, Sunday school; 6.30
|Bn bering Think
nervous, irritable.
or The Spirit?”;
editor and nine years experience in daily
of all this,
Representative McGillicuddy
shortly.
high.
bloodig|BI
Endeavor meeting; 7.80, evening1
Such women need Shat
Journalism in another State.
BR and instead of ordering MH Christian
has more to announce in the second disspecial program by the
service, with
strength that comes by taking
“flour’ order
his work of
has
He
trict.
only
begun
Church quartet, and brief address: “The Acid
SCOTTS EMULSION. It also
The Boston Globe of Oct. 17th quotes
new fourth class postmasters in
Test”, by the pastor. Other services: This,
strengthens the nerves, aids the apWestern apples at 50c. to $1 a dozen. making
that district.
Thursday evening, meeting for conference
petite and checks the decline.
Yet we hear of Maine apples selling for
and prayer at 7.30; subject, “The Bible; What
Two Kennebec County postmasters of
If wife or mother tire easily
$1 per barrel, the barel included, and of
Friday, Castle North, K. O.
It Means;”
the Fourth Class have emerged safely
or look ran down, SCOTT’S CM
which
from
Boston
to
practishipments
conclave, and workK. A., for regular
EMULSION will build her up.
into the “Classified” list. One of them
The first
cally nothing was realized. On the other
of the degree of Page.
ing
SHUN SUBSTITUTES.
E.
postColeman, many years
hand Gov. Haines, who owns a four- is George
concert by the chorus will be given on Sunday
at Maranacook, where the pay is
master
said
last
in
acre orchard
Waterville,
evening, Nov, 16th.
FOR SALE BY YOUR CROCER
and the other
a
week: “I am selling my apple for |3 a approximately $400 year,

| Bond

-*

■

For

1

Bread I
Cake or 1

b7b7greenlaw,

_

Cry

RJLA

■

Pastry! j|

i

sack

i William

Heads

“Let George Do It'

Mr. Geo. F. Kent.

j

GEORGE,

gSBjt

Srtjj

OLD CORNER DRUG STORE

j

l^ooJWarm
I
Are What

Clothes

Boys

By special request the Old Fashioned Sing- pared for sowing.
At tho mooting of the Reeding Department
ing School will be given soon in the Baptist
Church vestry. Watch for the date.
of tho Woman’s Club Tuesday, Oct. 27th. Mrn.

For COLD, SNOWY days, which
are sure to come.

why

And
new

and

our

to

$5.00.

I
o

Thor® will be

|U

e

Herveft ball at Silver Har-

Grange hell, Waldo, Friday evening, Oct.
28d* Music by McKeen’s orchestra of four
piece®, aaeiated bv Mr. W. N. Lower. During
the evening Mr. Lower will play clarinet solos.

of coal at Portland.

In a personal note Mrs. Elsie L. Evans of
Stamford. Conn., a frequent visitor to Belfast,
says: “I cannot toll you how sorry I felt not to
I hope to have betsee you all this Bummer.
ter luck next summer. My heart is yearning
for Belfast and all its good people.”

"The

vest

it.

!

on

Story of Evolution.”

The forest fire last week on the Belfaat and
Belmont lime called for strenuous work by the
Belfast- fireman and despite their endeavors
some forty acres were burned over before the
welcome rain which set in Friday extinguished

«

We are showing all wool suits
with two pairs of lined trousers
and guaranteed for long service,

$4.00

cargo

stock is

complete,

Annie L. MeKeen will reads paper

Tne dismasted five-masted schooner W. J
Lermond, bought by Pendleton Bros, and laid
up at this port for some time, is now in service aa a barge and recently discharged a

BOY’S

not select the

SUIT NOW while

rJPSr^SS',,%

The Universalist Ladiea Circle will nihet
this,
Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Arthur A.
Blair, Church street.

y

Need

Th. B. H.8. Cl— of 1«»
to Odd Fellow* 0*11 toe-"
with mule by Stlmpaon’s orchestra.
The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mine Lor*
at 2 80
Duty, Pearl atreet, tomorrow, Friday,
to eomo prom.
Member*
are
requested
p.

The Uuivcssaliat 8oeiaty will hold lb Maotl
■ale and anpper the »th of December. Partisulars later.

i

The Travellers’ Club will meet Tuesday,
Oct. 27th, with Mre. E. J. Morieon at No. 6
Franklin street. The following program will
be given: Papers, “Cornwall and the Scilly
Isles,” Mies Barr, “The Development of the
Arthur Legend,” Mrs. Brown; readings from
the “Idylls of the King,” Mrs, J, R. Dunton.

Mr. Arthur W. Leonard has a new variety of
at his home in Morrill, the Missouri
Strmen Wine Sap, a winter fruit. The grower
who produced this apple has made a fortune
Mrs. John Davis entertained the clerks in
out of it. Three years ago Mr. Leonard graftJames H. Howes’ store at her home on High
ed it on a tree in his orchard and this year it
Btreet Monday evening. She was assisted in [
bore apples exactly like those in the catalog.
age 6 to 15 years,
serving light refreshments by Mrs. George C.
The meeting of the creditors In the cases of
o
Trussell. In the advertising picture contest
and
Philemon W. Pitcher,
game Miss Millie Darby and Mrs. Eva C.Brown Frank M. Fairbanks and
OF
The bankrupts, which was to have been held at
won the prizes, a spoon and a china dish.
Dunton & Morse’s office, Friday, Oct. 9th and
guests report a most enjoyable evening.
was postponed to Oct. 23d on account of the
The North Primary schoolhouse lot sold by
sickness of John R. Mason, referee in bankI the cit.v to Walter Clement has been sold by
ruptcy, has been again postponed to Friday,
haB
the
S.
who
Miles
to
I him
Jellison,
begun
■»
-■ »»
Nov. 5th.
erection of a two-story building, 30 by 90 feet,
-JV1The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
has been
Jellison
Mr.
for a clothing factory.
Circle will be held with Mrs. H. S. Morey, 44
There will be a Hallowe’en sociable in the engaged in the clothing business.for many [
in the Miller street, Monday afternoon, October 26th.
hall at Poor’s Mills Tuesday evening, October years and for some time past has been
lesson from the
Coliseum building on Main street. His pres- The Roll-call, current events;
27th,
is said to be over $400 per week C. L. S. C. book, “Through England with Tennyroll
ent
pay
FALL.
LN THE
Mrs. Rena Hutchins White is employed in
and from the Inand will be greatly increased when the new son,” chapters four and five,
The City National Bank during the clerks’ vaof October 12th and 19th,
;lre over now,
dependent
magazines
for
is
occupancy.
ready
building
cations.
soon be here,
the “Story of the Week.”
,L Day will
RUMMAGE SALE, me tnree aayn rummage
M. O. Wilson of Poor’s Mills, president of
retting sharp and chill,
A Pleasant Occasion. The North Belfast
sale held last week by the Ladies’ Circle of the
sere
the Belfast Farmers’ Union, has had a Liberty
..re falling brown and
North church was a success in many ways. It Ladies' Aid Society met with Mrs. James Wing,
& Belfast telephone installed in his home, No.
early sinks to rest
netted nearly $100 for the church, met the Swanville, Oct. 14th. About twenty gathered
13-31,
the morning late,
never-ceasing demand for “bargains," and en- at her pleasant home and spent a very profitNorman A. and Miss L»ouise J. Read and
lovers now prefer
abled many who needed good warm clothing to able afternoon. The time was spent in sewCharles Brown have returned from a week’s
the cheerful grate,
obtain it at nominal prices. It was not a rub- ing and lively conversation. Mrs. W’ing never
visit in St. George, where they were guests of
i.mmer time is gone,
bish sale. Mr. D. P. Palmer contributed a forgets herself and as usual was ready with a
Miss Esley BicKnell at the Bicknell cottage.
of hie bountiful spread, to which all did ample justice.
ter soon will come,
goodly number of neckties and caps out
Mrs. Ida Frankel, B. L. Davis and Charles R, stock that were good enough for anyone and At a late hour they left, hoping for many more
sleigh and skaters skate
Coombs have placed globe lights over their found a ready sale. Garrets and closets also invitations from the genial hostess. The next
-rs profitably plumb,
their meeting will be with Miss Millie Mitchell. All
t of fleeting time,
siore doors. Mr. Coombs has a handsome black
yielded up articles laid away for which
in are cordially invited to attend.
jsy, every one!
sign with heavy raised letters in gilt to take possessors had no immediate use, but which
want.
d old furnace fire
The Home and School Association. The
the place of the old sign of R. H. Coombs &
some cases seemed to fill a “long-felt
done,
Christmas shopping
annual meeting of the Home and School AsSon, recently removed.
0.
Lewis
Fernald,
Mr.
His 87tii Birthday.
sociation was held in the High school room
jrnal.
The Big Game Season. There are plenty
16 Salmond street, observed his 87th birthday,
Monday evening, Supt. of Schools W. B. Woodand
raising
of
deer
near
showto
a
Belfast
Sherman, according
ns is improving
Saturday, Oct. 17th. He had a postcard
in the absence of the president,
received many bury presiding
.stern entrance of the Bay- hnnter who returned from that vicinity Frier from relatives and friends,
S. A. Parker. There was a very small attendday. He shot a fine buck weighing 122 pounds valuable and useful gifts, and an elegant birthis remaining there longer
ance, due to the unpleasant weather. The
and reports that he saw a lot more. He also
was given a dinner by
day cake. Sunday he
nominating committee, Mrs. Frank I Wilson,
saw two moose, a cow and ycung bull.
Deer
of
his
home
the
daughat
University
lof
the
his son and daughter
indents at
Mrs. L. F. Gannon and Principal Clarence E.
are very tame and he found no difficulty in
are
those
being
Henry
present
the fraternities
ter, Mrs W. B. Curtis,
Proctor, recommended the following officers
Mrs.
a
and
shot
at
S.
them.
conditions
and
Mr.
getting
Hunting
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis O. Fernald,
Belfast, Kappa Sigma,
and committees and they were elected: Presiin this section are excellent. This hunter also
Fernald
W. B, Curtis and T. H. Fernald. Mr.
cast. Phi Etta Kappa.
dent, Charles S. Bickford; vice president, Dr.
a trip to Mount Katahdin,
went
mounmade
and
of the
for his
was born in a log cabin on the side
C. W, Jenneys; secretary and treasurer, Mrs,
„ner has the building
skating in a small basin near the summit tain in Lincolnville but has long been a resident
boarded. Mrs
John R. Dunton; chairman of executive comt Bayside up and
,«
Thursday. Snow and ice Abound at the top of of Belfast. He is remarkably active for a man
oined him at their comfortable
mittee, Mrs. Clarence E. Read; lecture comMaine’s highest mountain now.... Messrs. R.
an
at
.voting
missed
at
is
their atop
of his years and has not
a at Bayside and
mittee, Mrs. J. C. Durham; new members comF. Dunton and C. P. Hazeltine lett last Friday
voter.
a
election since he became
sehnite.
mittee, Mrs. G. G Abbott The principal topic
nffSfcf.
for Staceyville on their annual hunting trip.
The DemoNew
The Post Office Primary.
discussed was the most desirable location for a
a graduate of the
lde,
„-.PM
M.s.
The Late Joseph Conant. Adrian C. Tutat Mancratic primary to choose a candidate for post- new High school building. Three locations
tale School for Nurses
5
a local photographer, has received an orcourt house were mentioned: the
student of Corey tle,
master of Belfast was held at the
present, the Congress
a post graduate
der from Capt. Edward Conant of the police
The polls opened at 9 a. m. and street lot, and the McLellan place. The latter i
at the Tapis
last
Saturday.
Mssb.,
i- H»
a., Brookline.
force of Eureka, California, for a photograph
eases.
closed at 8 p. m. There were six candidates, was considered by far the best, notwithstandto assist in several surgical
of the late Joseph Conant of Fort Fairfield, a
deal of ing the distance from the center of the city.
two of whom at least had done a good
Bellate
Conant
of
the
Elisha H.
of
city gov- brother of the
Ai :r rt tjoumed meeting
solictation, and one was said to have The next regular meeting of the Association
personal
the
fast. Joseph Conant was a remarkable man
A tdnesday evening, Oct. 14th,
voters to the will be held in November.
(rm
employed three Butos to carry
unsidered was the list of unpaid in many ways, and it is told of him that he
(
of the vote was as follows:
result
The
polls.
New Advertisements. A crisp bright, corwas inmade a wager at the time Governor Harris M.
-aments and the city clerk
Thomas
R,e:
Fred W. Pote, ICO; Fred W. Brown, 98;
rect Regal for every occasion, the “Crispin,”
Plaisted
was in office to the effect that he
are indebtwho
all
-Ticially notify
Orrin J. Dickey, 57; Samuel H. made cf dark russet calf, is now on sale, ex
would not cut his hair until Maine had another W. Lothrop, 65;
The
ei on tnir account.
Lord, 25, and Stephen S. L. Shute, 10
clusively, at The Dinsmore Store, headquarwas
He
destined
to
Democratic
governor.
steamers
Monday. Oct. 19th, the
Beg
Belfast correspondent of the Bangor Daily ters for up-to-date footwear....Good warm
of
his
wear
the
rest
as
he
his
hair
for
life,
went
long
enthe
receive
rn Steamship corporation
will
News says: "Mr. Pote
clothes are what boys need for the cold, snowy
week schedule, leaving died just before Gov. Frederick Plaisted came
,r trips a
dorsement of the Democratic city committee days near at hand, and you will find them at
Wednesdays, in, He was over 80 years of age when he
is
underm.
it
Mondays,
p.
for the nomination of postmaster,
“The Home of Good Values,” 12 Main steet.
at died. He weighed nearly 200 pounds, and hsd
Saturdays for Boston, and
stood."
....This is the time of year when your heatnine sons and one daughter, the combined
and
Fridays
.lays, Wednesdays,
ine scnoww
The Teachers convention,
ing
system needs overhauling or a new sysof
his
sons being one ton, Capt. Conant
weight
intermediate
j
for Bangor and
whose teachers are to attend the State con- tem is needed. Goodhue & Co., 44 Main street,
now on the police force in Eureka, is one of
noon
at
ir.cir.gs.
will be closed
recommend highly the Moline Vacuum plant,
them.
Mr. Conant and his brother Elisha ; vention in Portland,
Trans.tjto service by the Maine
Wednesday, Oct. 28th, for the remainder of and also have most efficient hot water systems
came originally from Appleton, and they travRockland
and
between Belfast
TeacherB who wish can obtain and the Kelsey and Crawford furnaces and
elled by ox team to Fort Fairfield, blazing the | the wees.
last Saturday after a very
and certificates in advance of ranges. First class plumbing at second-class
when young men, Joseph settling there. ! their badges
way,
conwas
for
-ion’s business, which
Supt. W. B. Woodbury, the lady teachers
prices, headquarters for pipe and pipe fittings,
He is well remembered here and was a great
notwith^
longer than last year,
50 cents, the gentlemen for $1. At the con- etc... .You will make no mistake in shipping
of
Tuttle.
uncle
Adrian
C.
for re.ds have been torn up
vention arrangements will be made for a se- your eggs to Chapin& Adams Co.,35 South MarThe Band Benefit. The concert and ball !
vise in poor condition. Excelries of 12 lectures in a teachers’ educational ket street, Boston_Position wanted as housebeen ap- in the Opera House last Thursday evening by
.s- been given and it has
and sociological course, with Belfast as the k< eper or nurse. Apply at 7 Bayview street.
the Belfast Band, J. Lee Patterson, leader,
:r.e patrons.
center of the district. Prof. Arthur J. Jones
.Beginning this week, Oct. 22-29, and
was largely attended, and successful in all its
of the University of Maine will have charge continuing each week until Christmas, all the
another page the exciting exwas attractively decorated,
The
features.
stage
of the course and direct the outside readings. agate ware in the basement salesroom of Carle
•Neville M. Hopkins of Washand the concert from 8 to 9 was greatly endiCredit will be given for this course and applied & Jones will be sold at 25 per cent discount,
a volunteer in the Red Cross
The
and
special to the teacher’s
liberally applauded.
joyed
French Army, and who was in
professional certificates. If and in their crockery department 200 decoratfeature of the evening was the exhibition of
the teachers subscribe at once the member- ed pitchers, all sizes, at half price. Other baron
the retreat from Mens. Dr.
Rosanna
B.
Mon- modern dances given by Madame
,4 Hrandson of Mrs. Nahum P.
gains are given in their advt... .See notice of
ship fee will be $5; later applications $6.
Odiorne of Portland and Bangor, assisted by
a as
the daughter of Judge Alfred
Morri- loss of Belfast Savings Bank book No. 15,927.
Arthur
H.
Operation.
A
Serious
Charles M. Carroll, her dancing partner.
_Don’t forget that the big sale is still going
highly educated, has attained
son underwent a very serious operation last
Madame Odiorne is considered one of Vernon
a chemist, and, speaking three
on at Carle & Jones, with prices as quoted last
she certain- Monday forenoon at the Tapley hospital and
and
talented
most
Castle’s
pupils
ivnch, German and Spanish, was
week. A discount on every class of merchanwas on the operating table for three hours.
ly came up to every expectation. She was the
the Red
dise in the stoxe. Samples sent on application
very efficient service in
Mr. Morrison had a leg injured last February
and
of
doing
lightness,
grace
personification
Cross w-.-rk.
in a head on collision at Northern Maine Junc- and coats sent out on approval... .H. M. Black,
the intricate figures with an astonishing ease;
and was laid up for some time. He was 107 Main street, advertises this week her fall
tion
meeting
in
the
was
At
fine, dancing
special
Fair.
perand Mr. Carroll, too.
and winter goods, which include underwear,
then living in Portland and was brakeman on a
Trade
jay evening of the Board of
fect accord with her every movement. They
to Bangor. On account of outings, bath robes, gloves, infants’ wear,
Ma
each number, danc- run from that city
the Food Fair proposition six memgave exhibitions between
hosiery, fancy work. Fleesher's yarn and selfthis injury he moved his family to Belfast.
bers*.
-ent: Elbridge S. Pitcher, Chas.
ing the Lulu Fado, the Hesitation, the Maurice
He bad been able all summer to walk down threading needles....Some of the many barman H. Coombs, Morris L. Slugg,
waltz, the Castle polka, the Maxixe and othtown and a few weeks ago attempted to re- gains at Perry’s Cash Market are enumerated
a beautiful solo
uthworth and Orrin J. Dickey, As
ers, and Madame Odiorne gave
the Belfast branch. Of late he in his advt. this week. Two pounds of fancy
tore
opposition it was voted to hold dance. They were roundly applauded and sume work on
had suffered a great deal and his attending sur- white halibut for 25c., large fancy Cape Cod
to hi
:;a those present were made a gento
encores.
were very generous in responding
D. Tapley, advised an opera- cranberries 7£c. a quart, etc.... Gold locket and
ittee, with Mr. Slugg president; Mr. Music for these dances was by J. L. Sleeper & geon, Dr. Eugene
it was found that the rope chain lost on the street. Finder please
examination
On
tion.
treasurer.
Coombs
H.
for
the
and
H.
tokey reury
Co’s Victrola, the full band playing
bone had never united and the condition was return to Journal office.Those Jwho are so
Late Wn';er J. Clifford was added to the genregular dances. Mr. Carroll is recalled as
Elmer and Foster C. Small fortunate as to be able to spend the winter in
era' cnnir;, itee.
Charles R. Coombs was made with the Colby Glee Clubs and giving some very serious. Drs.
assisted in the operation. The patient is com- a southern clime will be interested in the offer
c-'&irnian f the decorating committee and
Theater
Colonial
the
at
sketches
clever song
of an attractive furnished home for rent in
as well as could be exchairman of the entertainment last winter. Mr. Charles Bradbury engaged fortable and is doing
Nassau, N. P.
e mrr itunder the circumstances.
They will meet this, Thursday, these dancers as his contribution to the band pected
—
1
consider
of
here
to
while
office
Dickey’s
benefit and they were the guests
Plans
a delightful
Mr. and Mrs. Bradbury, who gave
These values must
The only strictly cut I
ball in their honor. Eight V
supper after the
appeal to you, we
*.
price store in Belfast
built our reputaMr. Carroll favored
save thirty !
covers were laid and later
tion on them.
CENT.
PER
Madam
the company with Beveral songs.
afternoon
Odiorne and Mr. Carroll left Friday
“NEW”
OE^
Meats still continue to go Down, Down,
danced that even3 PACKAGES
SEEDED RAISINS,
for Waterville, where they
Down. The prices on heavy Chicago Beef
AT A BARGAIN
about
$100.-_
Best Upper Round Steak, per lb.25c
ing. The band netted
3 Cans Maine Corn.25c
A *econd-hand Buick Runabout.
.19c
Best Lower Round Steak,
3 Mugs Mustard.25c
21c
Best Sirloin Steak,
**
3 Bottles Pure Catchup.25c
12c
at
Best Corned Beef,
3 Bottles Stuffed Olives.25c
BKAMHALL’S MARKET.
Me ,b 3 Pkgs Macaroni...25c
Finnan
Belfast Cured.
3 Lbs Head Rice.25c
8 Belfast Made Cigars.25c
OYSTERS, OYSTERS.
3 Pieces Tobacco. .25c
Providence River, very large “wW qt
6 Cans Sardines..25c

Other suits with one pair of
trousers, $2.50 to $3.50.

Boys’wind-proof

=
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apple

MACKINAW

Coats,
$4.00
$5.00,
GOOD VALUES.”
“THE HOME
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phI^^SS The Edison Phonograph
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New Diamond
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JONES’,
Belfast,

Maine.

FLOUR
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^1

S5.92

s™TJmsmtt£cr

Peanut Butter, 2 lbs for.25c
Cocoa in bulk, lb.22c

Pure Leaf Lard, per lb.13c
Pork Sausage, per lb.f.v..16c

Sunny Monday Soap. 4c
Lenox Soap. 3c

&

Demonstrations at

CARLE &

FlSaKy,

Magic Yeaat. 4c
National Oats, 26c size.
19c
Quaker Oats, 25c size.,23c
Kellogg Corn Flakes.” 8c

Flash,
4c
Bakers Cocoa, 10c size. 8c
Red Kidney Beans, per qt.].12c
per can.

22 ORANGES

9

Sugar Cured Bacon7 per lb.19c

New Smoked Bloaters, each. 2c
Pickled Pigs Feet, per lb. 8c
Salt Herring “Large Ones,” per lb. 4c
LARGE, FANCY CAPE COD
^1-*
CRANBERRIES.■ 2W qt

Canned Salmon, per can. 9c
Campbell's Soups, per can. 9c
Plain Marshmallows, per lb.14c
Home Made Mince Meat, per package, 8c
Silver Quarter Coffee, per lb..23c
Try ou* Home Made Pickles

^AGENTS

Perry’s Cash Market
PEERLESS

FLOUR._JS

STOMACH DISTRESS

The annual meeting of the Baptist Young
Ladies Social Union was held in the vestry last
Tuesday evening. The following officers and
committees were elected: President, Miss
Grace Hayes; vice-president, Mrs. Emma R.

The

annual

meeting

of

Castle

i

If you want the nearest approach to a PERFECT Heating System let us
install a MOLINE VACUUM VAPOR Plant in your residence.
After several years of careful investigation into the various VAPOR
systems, we have decided the MOLINE is the most simple, easy to manage, noiseless, and best of all the most economical of any on tne market

today.
fast and

our

most

efficient

ever

installed in Bel-

Kelsey and Crawford Furnaces

North,

three new members were received and six
voted in. On the latter the degree of Page
will he conferred at the next meeting. The
following officers were elected: King, Ben
Parker; Seneschal, H. M. Prentiss; Master of
the Exchequer, |Dana Pattee; Knights, Frank
Waterman, Capt. Donald Spear, WesleyWoods;

I

INSTALLED

RIGHT.

If your heating system does not work properly
than it ought, we can help you, consult us.

or

burns

more

[

fuel

PLUMBING

Foes, Byron Salter, Capt. Harry Snow, Dean
Knowlton, Harlan Pattershall; Chancellors,
Dean Knowlton, chief, Donald Spear and Byron Salter; Master of Property, Donald Spear.
There are now 22 members of the Castle and a
busy winter is anticipated. Donald Spear, the
retiring king, has done yeoman service during
the past year, and has made a most efficient

We are doing first class Plumbing at second class prices.
A special bargain on White Cement Wash Trays at lower prices
than ever quoted in Belfast before.
A nice line of Parlor and Air Tight STOVES at right prices.

i

I

i

leader.

CRAWFORD RANGES
PNEUMATIC WATER SYSTEMS PUMPS C\S]L!NE ENGINES

>

We are HEAityUAKTERS for pipe fittings of all descriptions, also
Galvanized and Plain Iron Pipe.
Repair work promptly executed at reasonable prices.

Annals. Word has reached
The Journal office that the question of printing Gov. Wm. G. Crosby’s Annals of Belfast in
There is no
book form is being agitated.
doubt whatever but that this detailed record
of persons and events in this community during the first half of the last century, is worthy j
1
of preservation in more permanent form than
As
the
readers
!
in the pages of a newspaper.
of The Journal are aware, the Annals not only
possess an historical value, but have a dis- :
tinct literary flavor and afford interesting !
and amusing reading. Printed on the same j
size paper as that used for the Williamson’s
The Crosby

GOODHUE & CO.,
44 Main

j

m

Street,

Belfast, Maine.

u =====] g=] n r==a=u

j

YOU MARRIED MEN

f

j

TBEMVCpOHlS

Systems are the
prices are very low.

Our Hot Water

j.

Knights of King Arthur.was held in the North
church vestry Friday night, Oct. 11th and

half a century to come:
The annals of this town, embracing a record
of the daily walks, trials, joys and sorrows of
those who here struggled for their daily bread
a century ago would be a treasure to us of
this day; perhaps this imperfect record may
be so to those who walk in our footsteps a
century hence.

I

HEAT

!

Knowlton; secretary and treasurer, Miss Amy
L. Wilson; work committee, Misses Ella 1.
Smalley, Inez Thomas, Frances A. Sargent,
Bertha Z. Hayes, Mrs. Emma R. Knowlton;
social committee, Misses Carrie M. Greenlaw,
Winnie Morris and Mary K. Hayes.

of the

TODAY 200 POUNDS FANCY WHITE
HALIBUT, 2 POUNDS..

FOR

WHY SUFFER ANY

History of Belfast, and similarly bound, they
would make a book of about 460 pages, and
would be a fitting companion to those volumes.
If the prophecy contained in the closing chapter of the annals, which we quote below, is to
be fulfilled, they must be reprinted: for it is
doubtful if the wood-pulp paper used in the
newspapers of this day will stand the hardships

Skinned “aunkist” 25c

ARRIVING

Y0URiPTRADEATE

Miss Irene Marks, clerk in the City National 1
The Woman’s Hospital Aid and
Mrs George L. Bowman
Hospital
is spending a vacation in Stonington and j Club will
(Ada Marrioer) who
give a sale, supper and dance next had been in
Dr. Tapley’s hospital for a
will attend the Brackett-Greenlaw wedding.
surgical
Tuesday afternoon and evening in Memoria
operation, has returned to her home on Grove
Hall. The sale will begin in the
Stock taking is going on at the Leonard &
afternoon street, much improved in
health She received
Barrows shoe factory, and as usual the vari- at 2 30; supper will be served at 6 o’clock, ana
an injury to her
spine by a fall, making an
ous rooms are out in turn.
The cutting room dancing in the evening, beginning at 8 o’clock.
operation necessary.
force is out this week.
Mrs. Charles Bradbury entertained the
Mr. Fred W. Pote reported
Monpicking in his
Herbert Knight of Searsmont is employed day Auction
Bridge Club last Monday after- garden, Oct. 21st, a full blown American
by the Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co., and with noon. Miss Louise
Knowlton won the first Beauty rose; and yesterday Mr. Fred W
his family is occupying rooms in George W.
prize, a fir pillow, and Mrs. Edward A. Wads- Brown laid on cur desk a fine bunch of swee
Frisbee’s house, Congress street.
worth the consolation, a candle
and candle- peas, picked that day. Chas. F. Swift has at
The Woman’s Hospital Aid, assisted by the stick. Cakes, fancy
crackers, cocoa and con- | his home on Miller street, out doors, an Easter
Hospital Club, will hold a sale of food and fectionery were served
lily on which there are two blossoms. There
were three, but one was
fancy articles in Memorial hall on Tuesday
accidentally broken
Advertised Letters. The following letters
Oit 27ch, followed by a dance in the evening
off. It has been covered at
night.
remained uncalled for in the Belfast postoffice
The Delta Alpha Class of the
Hodgdon C. Buzzell went to Bangor Wednes- for the week ending Oct. 20th. Ladies —Mrs.
Baptist Sunday
school gave a .supper
day morning to enter the hospital for treat- Hattie B. Bowden, Mrs. W n.
Monday evening at the
Bowden, Mrs.
ment to his right ankle, which was injured
Mildred Hills, Mrs. A. L. Hopkins, Mrs. Etta Baptist Church in honor of Miss Della KnowlSept. 5th and has given him serious trouble at J. Miller, Mrs. Eilen Mitchell. Gentlemen—> ton, who is spending a few weeks’ vacation
times since the accident.
here from her duties in the Wilton
Adelbert Miller, F. C, Tyler, H. G Wright.
telephone
vflwe. The room was decorated with pink and
There will be a Baptist parish party to-mor“COFFEE Week." “The idea of a coffee white streamers and
the chair of the guest of
row,, Friday, evening at the home of Mr. and
week was decided upon at the last conven- honor was
Mrs. Charles E. Rhoades, corner of High and
profusely adorned. A large bunch
tion of the National Coffee Roasters’ Asso- of
Peach streets. Cake and cocoa will be served
pink and white pinks graced the table, and
ciation, held in New Orleans,” said President dainty place cards were
and a pleasant evening is assured.
used. The menu conLehy of the New England Coffee Roasters sisted of sandwiches salads,
olives, cake and
Davenport White, proprietor of the Cape Association, a subsidiary
association, to a Bos- cocoa. Seventeen members were
Jellison boarding house, who was fined $100
present and
ton Globe reporter
Mr. Lehy said further:
games followed the supper.
and sentenced to serve 60 days in jail for
“It is the first coffee week ever held. We
search and seizure, and who appealed, has
think coffee has been maligned so much that
been able to secure bail in the sum of $200 and
it is well to tell its virtues. Coffee Week has
has been released.
for its vision ‘better coffee.’ It is not a selling
The Thimble party for the benefit of the boom for the
profit of dealers. It is an eduHospital Club, which was to have been given cational campaign for the perfection of the When Mi-o-na .Is a Quick and Effective
by Mrs. Harold Hayford last Friday afternoon National beverage.” Coffee Week was obRemedy.
at Hayford farm was postponed because of served in Belfast
by the Direct Importing Co.,
If your stomach is
continually kicking up a
the rain, and weather permitting, will take which gave 1-4 of a pound of coffee to
every disturbance, causing distress after
eating,
place tomorrow, Friday, afternoon.
of
a
of
the
Benefit
buyer
Brand, and by heartburn, coated tongue, gas, sour taste of
pound
A. A. Howes & Co., who made a most attractive food, and you feel blue, irritable and
H. A. Howard, who recently came from
nervous,
Jersey City, N. J., to work as lineman for the window display, with reduced prices on al you are suffering from indigestion and dysbrands. The window was framed in autumn
New England Telephone Company, expects to
pepsia.
leaves and at the back were j ick o’lanterns
move his family here from Camden, his former
It’s needless for you to suffer, and now is th
and a card reading “We are t-ome pumpkins on time to
Mrs. Howard came up from Camden
home.
quickly stop the distress and regulate
of coffee sold by
The
brands
coffee.”
brief
visit.
for
a
many
Saturday
your upset stomach.
this firm were artistically arranged with adSimply get from A. A. Howes & Co. or any
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar LeBart of Charlestown,
vertising matter provided by the National drug store, some Mi-o-na tablets—a simple
Mass., Mrs. Robert P. Coombs of this
association. It was a decided boom for coffee. prescription that does more than
give quick
city and Mrs. E. R Estabrooks of Bangor
and lasting relief.
Mi-o-na soothes the irri
went to Swan Lake last Saturday for a sohave
noticed
the
You
that
Pearl
fated
Brook 5 and
lining of the stomach and stimulates the
journ of two weeks. Mr. Estabrooks and
10 cents cigars are darker than other cigars flow of the digestive juices so that what you
Mr. Coombs joined them later.
at is quickly converted into healthful n mrishThe Journal is a firm believer in the value of That means quality. Imported clear Havana ment, then you are well and strong, an! no
longer worry about trifles or have restless
scrap books and this week was further con- cigars are dark but mild and aromatic. Try
nights.
firmed in that behalf by receipt of an old one and be
Do not allow indigestion to wreik }'our health
convinced. Made from Cuban
Mr3.
book
from
of
E.
and happinsss but get some Mi-o-na tablets at
George
scrap
Chapin
tobacco grown in Maine.
are cheap and harmless.
once—they
the
centennial
address
by
Searsport containing
Rev. Stephen Thurston at Fort Point in 1859,
recently called for, and which will be reprinted
in The Journal, possibly next week.

Bank,

Don’t swear when your wife puts her cold feet in
the middle of your back. Be a sport ana buy
her a hot water bottle for TWO DOLLARS.
Guaranteed for two years. We have them on
display in our window.

City Drug Store,
P. O.

READ & HILLS, Proprietors
Square, Belfast.
Mail orders’promptly attended to.

|
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Maine Men and Matters.
[Boston Sunday Herald]
Several parts of the State have recently reported the activities of agents from
the Northwest who are trying to get
settlers, and more especially Maine mondoubt a greater
ey, for that section. No
their
or less degree of success will crown

efforts, but probably it will be a less deMaine has
gree than in earlier years.
been a fertile field for these Western
boomers from the days of *49 to the
Not only have its sons and
present.
in numbers that have

daughters migrated
left an impression on many States—for
example California which has today

natives of Maine among its population than any other State except Massachusetts—but those who have, staid
here at home have sent west for investment vast Bums from their savings.
more

MONEY AT HOME.
If this money had been invested in
Maine it would have been far better for
the investors and would have given
Maine resources the development that
they need. The amount of Maine money
that has been sunk beyond all hope of
resurrection in Kansas, the Dakotas,
Colorado and the Northwest can be only
a matter of estimate, but the most conservative estimates always run far into
the millions. Promoters who come today and hold out the alluring promises of
quick wealth in those States do not find
people so easy as they used to be. Not
only have the bitter experiences of the
past taught caution, but Maine people of
today know more of the possibilities of
their own State than an earlier generation knew.
The latest issue of the department of
agriculture Year Book has some figures
and facts about Maine agriculture which
Maine f armers enjoy having at hand when
the smooth talker irom Oregon or California drives into the yard. For examDle, though Maine is as low as 44th
acreamong the 48 States in total corn
acre and
age, it is 6th in the yield per
4th in the value per acre. In wheat it is
only 18th in acreage, but it is 4th in yield
oats it is
per acre and 2d in value. In
33d in acreage, but 8th in yield per acre
and 2d in value. In buckwheat it is 24th
in acreage, but 1st in yield per acre and
In potatoes it is 8th in
4th in value.
value
acreage, but easily 1st in yield and
no State
per acre. And so it goes, with
making a better all-round showing on
what its sale returns to the man who
works it. One of these boomers from
the region of irrigated lands tried to convince an Aroostook farmer the other day
that he ought to invest some of his
wealth in stock in a certain irrigation
scheme—a concern that proposes to raise
The
potatoes in its irrigated land.
Aroostook man laughed at him, and well
he might, for the average acre of Maine
potatoes was last year worth $109 to the
raiser, and the average acre of potatoes
land worth $60, and the
on .'irrigated
of
grower had to pay for his “rain out
the $60, at that.
KEEPING MAINE

A NURSE TAKES
DOCTOR'S AMICE
Restored to Health
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Veg-

And is

etable

Compound.

What The 'Cup-Kace Yachts

MONTANA MENU.

A

Good Things Grown in the Gallatin Valley.
In the letter from Bozeman, Montan*, print-

variety

only BO cents. Following

the dinner

iB

eon waa

16 years old.
“I went to Kansas to live with my sister and while there a doctor told me of
the Pinkham remedies but I did not use

Gallatin Fried Fish—parsley sauce
Gallatin Sliced Tomatoes Gallatin Green Onions

them then as my faith in patent medicines was limited. After my sister died
1 came home to Ohio to live and that
has been my home for the last 18 years.
“TheChange of Life came when I was
47 years old and about this time I saw
my physical condition plainly described
in one of your advertisements. Then I
began using Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and I cannot tell you
or any one the relief it gave me in the
It put me right
first three months.
where I need not lay off every month
and during the last Id years I have not
dollars to a doctor, and have
paid out t
beer, i h.t v> lilt excellent heai th for a wowoman of my age and I can thank Lydia
E. Pinkham’s'Vegetable Compound for it
“Since the Change of Life is over I
have been a maternity nurse and being
1 cannot over

wholly seif-supporting

estimate the value of good health. I
have now named a comfortable little
I
home just by sewing ar.d nursing.
have recommended the Compound to
many with goad results, as it is excellent "to take before and after childbirth.”—Miss Evelyn Adelia Stewart, Euphemia, Ohio.
If you want, special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
’.roman and he’d iu strict confldeuoe.
PROPOSED CHANGES in the R. F. D.
SYSTEM.

menu:

First Annual
Gallatin Valley Harvest Dinner
75 Cents.
SOUP

Chicken

Vegetable

Celery

Cucumbers
FISH

ENTRIES

Gallatin Fried Chicken—cream gravy, corn
fritters
Broiled Squab on Toast—raspberry jelly
Ceretana Farina Cake—serviceberry jelly
ROASTS
Prime Beef—au

Gallatin
Spring Lamb—mint

juB

Spring Duck—currant jeily

Young Goose—Apple sauce
Young Turkey—stuffed
VEGETABLES
Baked Potatoes

Bears
Pickled Beets

SALADS
Tomato
Cabbage
Bozeman Salad

GALLATIN

these menus, txccpt tea
products of Gallatin Valley.

on

together during the session and preserve
dignity. They have agreed

are

IN REAL ESTATE.

TRANSFERS

pounds

50

Burleson

now

least, their State committee has
agreed, and given them orders according- 100 pounds.
or,

zones, and Mr.
wants to raise the limit to

for certain

at

nominate candidates for all offices
in the gift of the Legislature and to vote
for these candidates first, last and all the
time. If they stick to this resolution, it
will mean a deadlocked Legislature when
it gets together in joint session. This
would not uisplease tne Republicans, for
it would mean the continuance in office
of various officials. To help the Republicans is the last thing that the Maine
Progressive desires to do, and as there is
probably ground for the Democratic confidence that some of the lour Progressive
members will tie induced —it the inducement is sufficient—to violate the aforesaid solemn agreement and vote fur the
nominees of the Democratic caucus.

ly—to

AN EXECUTIVE COUNCIL PROBLEM.

Ill the matter of tpe executive council
a deadlocked Legislature would not result in the holding over of the present
Republican council, but would leave the
State without any council at all. The
constitution has nothing that covers the
failure of the Legislalure to elect an
executive council biennially, but there is
a court decision that.seems to settle the
matter. In the famous "count-out” days
of 1880, when Maine had two Legislatures doing business, such as it was, at
the same time, this question of the term
of service of the executive council went
to the supreme court. The court ruled
that the executive council did not hold
over, but the terms of its members expired without regard to whether their
It
successors had been elected or not.
also ruled at the same time that the secattorretary of State, State treasurer,
ney general and other officials held office
until the Legislature elected their sucIf a deadlock keeps the State
cessors.
without a council for a time, Gov. Curtis
will not be able to make any appointments that will be effective, for all his
appointments are subject to the confirmation of the council.
All this depends on the amount of
strength that the four Bull Moose legislators show in keeping their vow to stand
together and maintain their party integrity. Perhaps they will be able to
figure that they can sell out in a body to
their allies, the Democrats, and still
maintain their integrity. There will be
a lot of speculation and conjecture until
the first of January arrives and brings
In the mean time the acan answer.
tivity of the army of Democrats who
their State in official
serve
are eager to
capacities indicate a faith that the third
party which gave them success in September will not desert them when winter
But there are few of the 17,000
comes.
Progressive privates—allowing 1000 as a
fair estimate of the number of generals
—who will be made monkeys of another
time as they were in September.
Kineo.

“MY FEET ARE STRONG,
T1GORODS AND BEALTHY”
and A11 Pain and
"My corns dropped
Misery has disappeared from Callouses and
Bunions and 26 cents did it."
A package of Exo for Feet, the quickest
acting and surest remedy for painful, swollen,
sweaty feet, costs but 26 cents at druggists.
In every package there is a free box of Exo
for Corns. Use it as directed for three days.
On the foarth day lift out the Con-all of it.
Separate box of Exo For Coma, 10 cents.
out

The thre atened charge to 100 pouuds,
postal experts say, would certainly not
be

a

move

to

cities

bring

the farmers nearer

build up the big
at the expense of the country dis-

market,

their

but

one

to

tricts.

VETERAN JOURNALIST DEAD.
Samuel

L.

Achieved

boardman of
Distinction

as

Augusta,

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the two weeks ending October 21, 1914.
Walter A. Beaulieu of Liberty, et al, to Rose

an

Author and

Agricultural Authority.
Aucusta, Me., Oet. 15, Samuel L.
Boardman, a veteran journalist, autnor
and agricultural authority, died tonight
after a lingering illness dating back to
1908, when he had a bad fall. He was

of the best-known A’orkers in the
Maine newspaper field.
Mr. Boardman was born inSkowhegan
in 1836, the son of Franklin and Philena
Boardman. He married in 1860 Miss Ann
Bates, who died in 1894. They had two
children, John, who lives in New York,
In
and Mrs. Annie Warren of Boston
1900 he married Miss Aima Staples of
Bangor, who survives and resides in this
one

city.

time Mr. Boardman was assistant editor of the Country Gentleman of
Albany, N. Y. He was also editor of the
Maine Farmer for a long period; of the
Home Farm, the Kennebec Journal and
the Bangor Commercial.
For seven years, from 1873 to 1880, he
was State Agricultural Commissioner ard
greatly advanced this department. He
State Board of
was secretary of the
Agriculture, trustee of the State College
of Agriculture, members of the Board of
Managers of the Maine Experiment station, secretary of both the State Agricultural and Pomological Societies and
the editor of seven volumes on the agricultural and pomological interests of
At

one

Manie.

He was the author of the “Handbook
of the Turf,” the Year Book of the Deburians,” the “Naturalist of the St
Croix” and “Memoirs of Peter Edes,
Pioneer Printer of Maine.” Mr. Boardman was judge at many agricultural conand multitudes of Agricultural
tests
questions were submitted to him for settlement.

BEFORE

SEDAN.

“The dead hand clasped

a

G. Parti idge, Stockton Springs, to
Franks.Harriman, do; land in Stockton Springs.
Frank S. Harriman, Stockton Springs, to
Llewellyn G. Patterson, do; land in Stockton

Mary

Springs.
Llewellyn
Frank

letter."—(Special

correspondence).

Patterson, Stockton Springs, to
land in Stockton

G.

Harriman," do;

S.

Springs.
Perlie E. C<ffin, Palermo, to William L.
Trask, do; land in Liberty.
S. G. rvorton, Belfast, to William L. Trask,

Liberty.
Fayette Barden, Brooks,

Palermo;

Me.,

of

land in

to Annie L. Brown,
do; land in Brooks.
George A Stevens, Stockton Springs, to John
E. Prescott, Burnham; land in Stockton Springs.

IA
CASTOR
Infants and Children.
Tor

The Kind You Have
Bears the

Always Bought

s

Signature of

five

the

in

were

in

be; utiful

Langhorne

Alberrnarle County, Va.,
five beautiful girls, ail sisters.

One ot these wooers was an artist. His
pen and ink pictures are now known the
world over. At the time he went a-wooing one o! llipse five beautiful sisters he
had no fame as an artist. He was simply
a
good-looking, clean cut young man,
quite desirable as t husband, hut simply
a “young artist.’’
He manied this girl
and then lie commenced to pattern his
■sketches to her hkeiiess as nearly as possii'le with pen ai 11 ink.
The result was the “Gibsor Girl.”
Cannes Dana Gibson was the artist and
Mrs. Gibson was In ne Langhorne, one
ot
the
celebrated Langh'-r: e sisters.
They were married November 7, 1895.
Probably there has never been—at least
history does nut record it—five more
beautiful sisters, and it is little wonder
thai Mr. Gibson achieved great success
with such a beautiful wife for inspiration.
There have been
hundreds,
perhaps
thousands, of claimants to the title of
to
those
Gibson
but,
Girl,”
“Original
who Know, all these claims have been
decidedly amusing. The type should
really have been “The Langhorne girl”
rather than “The Gibson Girl” because
without Mrs. Charles Dana'Gibson and
her other beautiful sisters, there would
have been no such type of girl in art.
One is tempted to say that the story
of the marriages of the beautiful Langhome girls “reads like fiction,” but on
second thought it does not, because no
author would have the temerity to make
so
many successful mariiages in one
family. The girls’ father. Colonel Chiswell D. Langhorne, is a typical Southern
country gentleman. He has the most
distinguished group of sons-in-law of any
man
in America. The eldest sister,
Phyllis, married T. Moncure Perkins of
Richmond, Va., a member of one of the
Fannie
oldest families of the South.
Langhorne married Reginald Brooks, a
well known Long Island and N^wYork
society man. Nannie married Waldorf
Aster, son of William Waldorf Astor,
who took up his home in England, while
Mrs. Gibson’s fourth and youngest sister,
Nora, married Paul Phipps, a young
English architect.
Mrs. Gibson has a son and a daughter.
She is frequently at the home of her
sister, Mrs. Astor, in England, and has
Her city home
been presented at court.
is No. 127 East Seventy-third Stree
New York.
It was here, in 1909, that
the remaikably beautilul
Langhorne
sisters gathered for the wedding of Nora*
the “baby” of the family, to Mr. Pnipps.
Mrs. Gibson has lived much abroad and,
with her children, was with her husband
during the three years he was studying
oils in France and Spain. Wherever a pen
and ink Gibson drawing is seen today depicting beautiful women, one is sure to
this drawing a likeness to Mrs.
see in
Gibson in the most beautiful and stateliest of the figures.
Stomai h

and Liver

Healthy.

vigorous Stomach, perfect working Livtr
and regular acting Bowels ia guaranteed if
A

“THE

SPIRITS

WORK.”

manager, lawyer.” These are poems of occasion,prompted by local happenings, personal
experiences and lamily ties, and some of them
have appeared in the newspapers. The longest poem, with which the
Visit to the Montgomery

you

will

UBe

Dr.

King's

good Digestion,

nsure

New Life
correct

PillB.

They

Constipation

tonic effect on the whole
system—Purify your blood and rid you of all
body poiBons through the Bowels. Only 25c.
and have

at

an

excellent

your Druggist.
ISLE

volume opens, “A
Farm, Penobscot,

AU

is

Every Purchase of One Pound

BEST STANDARD COFFEE,
“
Or EXTRA FANCY
Or No. I MALEBcPRY “
“
Or PLANTATION

nipresence’

is

just

as

good

for

me

as

Brown-

i ng.” Dr. Prince of Carlisle University writes
“While all the poems have merit and charm and
some are exceedingly unique, the first one, A
Visit to the Montgomery Faim, is a gem that
shines most resplendent; at least it appeals to
So
me
and somehow grips my heart.

a

POIND
POIND

at 28c.

Deeds, Book
Registry
by said Joseph L. Elw 11

recorded

in Waldo

of

■

at 27c.

POUND

K

Now therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
said mortga e.
Dated, October 7, A. D i914.

ment

law,

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Author W. I.kon.mjd, Register.

&

Pr* bate Court tn-iu at bn.fast, within and
for the County ol Waldo, on the 13th day of
October, a. I). 1914.
A. 1M V IS, widow of Alonzo K. Davis,
late of Jackson, 'in s..id County «*t Waldo,

At a

SAKAIl

deceased, having pifM-nied

|
!
|

ft hem ;,i Belfast, within arid
At h I rebate 1
al-i.. on the second Tuesfoi ihe Ceimiv <>i
day of October. A. 1). U 11
lie last
cer: a in instrument, purport lug to be
A will and testament of Waiter VV. Flye, late
ol Freedom, in said County oi Waldo, deceased,
hav ng been presented for probate
Ouleied, That notice he given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to he
piudi'lieil tiiice weeks successively in The Republican .Journal, published at Belfast that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said ‘Nmnty, on the
second Tuesday of November next, at ten of the
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

!

a

pemion piayim

for an allowance out of me peisonai estat of
said deceased.
Ordceil, that the said petitioner give notice t<.
all persons interested by eausiug a copy of mi
order to be published three weeks succe-sively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pul*
lishrd at Bid fast that they m: y appear* at a Pro.-1 list, within and tor
bait < ourt, to he heel at
said County, on the l"Hi day of Nov.-mber, A. 1).
.1914, at ten of the chw-k before noon, and ■'how.
caiise.il ;.ny they have, why the prjiyer of sam
petitioner should not be gianted.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Artim. R W. Leonard, Register.

I|7 A LDO SS.— In Court or Probate, held at Belli fast, on the 13th day of October, 1914.
George A Palmer, executor on the estate ot
Freeman Kicker, late of Monroe, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final
account ot administration ot said estate tor allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, In said County,
that all pel sons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 10th day
of November next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
author W. Leonard, Register.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of VValno, on the second Tuesday of October. A. 1>. 1914.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of James L. Chase, late
of Waldo, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

A

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock
befoie noon, and show cause if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
Interested

published

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the 13th dav of October, 1914.
Walter N. York, executor of the last wilt of
Clara E. York, late cf Brooks, in said County,
deceased, having presented his first and Anal
account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Kepuhlican Journal
a newspaper published In Belfast, in said County,
that all pers< ns interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be heiu at Belfast, or. the 10 th day
of November in xt. and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not he allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
A KTHi'it W. Lfonajcd, Kegister.

WALDO

and allowed.

JAMES
A

true

LIBBY, Judge.

copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Reeister.

At a Probate court Held at Belfast, within and
for tlie County of Waldo, on the 13th nay of
October. A. IJ. 1914.
M. PENPLETON Frank I. Pendleton and Benjamin F. < olcord, all of Sears
port. In the County of Waldo, appointed trustees under the will of Benjamin F. Pendleton,
late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased. having presented a petition prayh g that
said appMiitment may be confirmed and that
Letteis of Trust issue to them according to
law.
Ordered,That the said petitioners give norme to
all pel sons int« rested by causing a copy of this
older to be pul 1.sited thiee works sueer-^ively
in The Republican Journal, a
ewspaper published at Belfast, that they may pp»*.-.r t :• Prod for
bale Court, to beheld at Bel’ast. will m
! said County, on Hie lOrhd iyot N’-.v -mh r. v. l»
1914, at ten of the clock befoie noon, .tnd show
cause, if any tin y hav, why the prayer of said
; petitioners should not be granted.
JAMLS LI I'BY. Judue.
Attest:
j A true copy.
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

RACHEL

j
j

ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The ld-publican Jomini1
a lie w spa pi r pubusi.eo mi Belfast, in said County
that tf prisons inieresltd irny attend al a l'iobate Poin t.to be held at Belfast, on the. loth day
o1 November next, and show cause, it any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
JAM Ks 1 IBbY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
AKTHl'K \Y. 1.EONAH1), Legist el.

Ellsworth,

\

IjtXRCUTRIX’S
of

AUSTIN B. FRENCH,late ofst
in the County of Wahl", detvi
having demands against tin-

are desired to present it
and all limrbted tlri

to make

payment imtnediairp.

Ia

hARAII

Stockton

Springs. Me.,

j

n. -.,

'XKCCTC'KS- NO I II I*. I
,.\ e net tee that tie. ■»
L
pointed exeeutois *1 the la't
1

e

|
|
[

\\

oi

JOSIAHO. LAMBERT,
Springs,

|

.•
he Counts oi W a!- <*.
!.•• ■
u.'l
ho vu g cli in; im ••
ceaM.-o ale » esiled to pi* -rid tl
mein, aim ad mo» l.ded ii n*--

in

make

payment immediate.\.

Stockton

K \Till KIN i.
JAM KS W. I.
Sidings. Me., (lid*

I?XECU1 KIX’S NOTICE.

1 la-

£i hy gives notice that she
pointed executrix of tlie last

vm

of

!

ELLEN P. FKOl HINGHAM.
in the County of Waldo, decernsons having demands against indeceased are desired t«» present
settlement, aud ail indebted then
ed to make payment immediately.
CLAKA K.
Belfast, Me .October 13. 1014.

i-

1)M 1N 1STKATitJX’S NOTH 1
scriber hereby gives noth-.- t
been duly appointed adminisc
tate of
ISABELLE PaTCH. late of
in the County of Waldo, decease*!
bonds as the law directs. All peimands against the estate of sain
sired to present the same tor >*T,
indebted thereto are requested
ment immediately.
LOTTIE a
Searsport. Me .October 13. 11*14
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scriber hereby gives not;
beeu duly appointed administratr
k

J
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of
in

WILMONT KOBERTSON.
the County of Waldo, d«

I
1

direct-,
as
the
bomb
having demands against tinceased are desired to pn ent
t lenient and all indebted H
to inak* payment immediately
NETTIE I
1
Monroe. Me., October 13. lb
law

J
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li*X ECU'I OB'S NOTICE.

Th<

±j
by give- notvo that 1
pointed executor of the last
ot

CALEB FRANK! IN <
late ot Sear-piii the County of Wm-ln, deem
having demands amm-t 11;*
ceased tile desired t<* pn -o
Cement, and all indented >;
ed to make payment iminediv
CHAIM
Searsport, Me., October 13,
—
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visiting friends

number of weeks in
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N JTICE. Ti
J
l»y gives nonce that she
pointed executrix of the Iasi

tate "f hz a Hanson, hue of Monroe, in >n!d
< ninty. deceased, having presented his tir.-t an.I
linal account ot administration of said es»ate for
uliovvaiiee.

•••

j

immediately.

Islesboro, Me., Sept.

\\J A 1.1)0 SS—In Court oi Probate, held at Bel
W fast, "ii the 13t!. day of October, lid4
Fredeiick L. Palmer, administrator or the es-

j

HATCH, !:tt>

tile County of Waldo, deer
bonds as the law directs, a
demands against the estate of
desired to present tlie san «- to.
all indented thereto are request,

tlement,

3«42

M.

I

in

ceased

Stephen R. Patterson.
D

I

Flight, Belfast, 'lain.

WILLIAM C.

I

POt N|)

Ordered. That the said petitioner gives notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
Tlie Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for sun!
Countv, on the loth day oi November, A.J). 1914,
at ten of the clock be!tire noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not he granted.

MARIE

I

at 28c.

4 DM I NIST K A TOR’S NOTH I
/l er hereby give' notice th
appointed administrator of :ln-

It is

the-minute

a

•

^
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only $2

Republican Journal

duction.

needs

j

n.

clean, wholesom

newspaper—the kind

(
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welcome in your home.
McCall’s Magazine is without a
as a guide in correct dress and In

♦

:

matters and is already known to ir
readers. Size 8x11 in.—Si l

our

pages monthly. Every number
over 50 advance designs of Mcc.
terns—celebrated for style, tit, sin

has

returned home.
Miss Addie Robinson spent the weekend with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Al-

phonso

value,
value,
vaiue,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on tlie 13th day of
October, A. I>. 191<*.
L. LOGAN.administratrix of the estate
»d Sarah .1. Logan, late of Belfast, in said
County <d Waldo, de< eased, having presented a
petition praying that the Judge of Probate may
determine who me entitled to said estate and
their respective shares therein according to

Mrs. S, W. Bridges
Maine, 1904* When the Family were Gone,”
Rockland and vicinity.
highly commended. Hon William P. in
Whitehouse of Augusta has written to the auRev. F. W. Snell is spending his two
thor: “I am glad to discover my favorite. The weeks vacation in South Paris. ;
Montgomery Farm, when
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gross and son
Kenneth have returned from a visit in
•Strange voices answered my questions,
Stange faces appeared at the door,’
Stonington.
and the closing lines in My House by the Side
Mrs. A. L. Rich, who has been spend-

ing

I

value, at 24c.

Corner Main and high Streets, line

has been

of the Road, which I may naturally consider a
favorite. My Mother’s Eighty-Fourth Birthday, Sleep, and The Bay View House, are
among those I have most enjoyed. But ‘Om-

35c.
40c.
40c.
38c.

I
S

of

DIRECT IMPORTING CO

♦

HAUT.

andeconomy—besides entertaining
money-saving and labor-saving id

Robinson.

Mrs. Willis Coombs has returned from
Waldoboro, where she had been visiting
her mother, Mrs. Sears.
Mrs. J. L. Dodge and daughter Margie,
have returned from Liberty, where they
had been visiting friends.

My Mother’s Eighty-Fourth Birthday has
Mrs. E. W. Clough, superintendent of
for me a particular beauty and pathos. I Point Lookout Club House, with Miss
skies,
others that hold me by their
Clough and Miss Drew, have returned to
’Tis but another dead—all you can say is said. might specify
witchery.” F. F. Phillips of Cambridge, Mass their winter home in New York.
must
have
his
slaves;
Carry
body hence—kings
a former teacher of the the author, writes: “I
Leon Noyes, superintendent of Moores
Kings climb to eminence over men's graves.
So thiB man’s eye is dim; throw the earth over congratulate you on having given to the Harbor Farm, who has been in Oxford
him.
world such winsome sentiments of home, kin- county the past week looking up stock,
the happy returned Friday night with three fine
What was the white you touched, there at dred, friends, philosophy and life in
his side?
expressions of a true poet,” Mr, Phillips is holstein cows.
Paper his hand clutched tight ere he died;
himself the author of a volume of poems, and
Message or wiBh, maybe—smooth out the folds
well-known to the readers of The Journal. The
Your Fall Cold Needs Attention
and see.
is a portrait of the author, and
frontispiece
No use to fuss and try to wear it out. It
Hardly the worst of us here could have smiled— there are many half-tone illustrations of local
will wear you out instead. Take Dr. King’s
Only the tremulous words of a child—
interest of the volPrattle, that had for stops just a few ruddy scenes which add to the
New Discovery, relief follows quickly. It
Press
drops.
ume, It is published by the Riverdale
cheeks your Cold and Soothes your Cough
$1.26
$1,20
net;
Maas.;
and
price
of
Brookline,
night.
and Healing. ChilLook; she is said to miss, morning
sway. Pleasant, Antiseptic
His—her dead father’s—kiss; tries to be bright postpaid.
dren like it. Get a 60c. bottle of Dr. King’s
Good to mamma, and sweet—that is all, “Marand keep it in the house
guerite."
Feel languid, weak, run down? Headache? Now Discovery
and Cold Doctor" writea
is Burdock "Our family Cough
the
A
slumbered
dead
“off?”
the
Stomach
good
remedy
if
beside
paint
Ah,
Ohio. Money
Price Lewis Chamberlain, Manchester,
Ah, if the hearts that bled slept with the alainl Blood Bitters. Aak your druggist
If the grief died!—But, no—Death will not
back if not satisfied, but it nearly always helps.
$1.00.
Austin Dobson.
have it so.
Here in this leafy place quiet he lies.
Cold, with bis sightless face turned to

i

Clarence J. Downs of Brooks in
of Waldo and State of Maine, by
mortgage deed dated the fourth day of
June A. D 1907, and recorded in Waldo registry of Deeds, Book 279, Page 493, conveyed to
Emma L. Elwell of said Brooks, a certain
parcel of real estate situated in Brooks in said
county of Waldo and described as follows, to
wit: Being the same real estate conveyed by
Emma L Elwell to Clarence J. Downs by
deed dated June 4, 1907, recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 286, Page 368, bounded northerly, easterly, southerly and westerly
by land of Joseph L. Littlefield, which said
mortgage was assigned by said Emma L. Elwell to Frank Elmore Cookson by assignment
dated May 12, 1911, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 305, Page 36, and by said |
Frank Elmore Cookson assigned to Joseph L
j
Elwell by assignment dated October 5, 1914,

plenty.

Your

COFFEE

BENEFIT BRAND

Mechanics

Although Virginia is far from London and 317. rage 3, and
New York and Newport and Lenox and | assigned to me the undersigned by assignme t,
dated October 6, 1914, recorded in Waldo Regother places where society gathers, it
| istry of Deeds Book 31'*, Page 5; and whereas
was not so far hut what the beauty of
th£ condition of said mortgage has been
these girls was found out, and wooers broken.

Keep

This is the title of an attractively bound
and printed little volume of verse by Hon. J.
H. Montgomery of Camden, “teacher, business

With

POUND

FREE 1-4

FORECLOSURE NOTICE

Sisters.

came

C. Beaulieu, do; land and buildings in Liberty.
Frank L. Trundy of Searsport.to II. R. Waning of Needham, Mass.; land in Stockton

—

One

there
and

GIVE

chroric dyspepsia and
constipation,—weakens the whole system
Doan's Regulets (2Fc. per box) act mildly on
the liver and bowels. At all drugstores.

CHARLES DANA GIBSON.

MRS.

Down

Milk
Milk

Buttermilk

Popular

H

WE WILL

Whereas,
County

Gallatin Cheese
Tea

COFFEE WEEK, OCT. 19th to

A b zy .liver leads to

FOR SALE BY YOUR GROCER

Economy Hot Rolls
Bczeman Ice Cream Silver Spray Angel Food

DURING

the
his

VALLEY SWEET CIDER

Pumpkin

coffee,

Magazine.

Lettuce

TASTRY
Made from Ceretana and Economy Flour
Ceretana Plum Pudding—Gallatin sauce
Gallatin Green Apple Pie
Pie
Squash Pie

Everything

race.—November

Peas

WASHINGTON, Oct. 19, 1914. The announcement that Postmaster General
Burleson favors a change in the rural Springs.
Everett Sanborn estate of Frankfort, to Andelivery system whereby carriers will
have to bid for the work and obtain it by I tonio Mastroianni, do; land and buildings in
bidding lower than any one else, is caus- Frankfort.
Charles A. McKinney of Winterport, to Bert
ing great apprehension among rural carR. Chandler, do; lard ard buildings in Winterriers all over the country. This is the
Under port.
old star-route system revived.
Fannie E. Hart of Belfast, to George W.
THE BIG Al EE tmir.
the bidder would no doubt be allowed
it,
Just at present the Maine apple growYoung, do; land in Belfast.
as
he
cou'd
on
as
contracts
take
to
a
many
;
good
er is suffez'ing from too much of
Robert F, Dunton of Belfast, to Lauriston
thing. Tne crop is one of the largest handle, and every rural carrier would j A. Nichols, do; land in Belfast.
on
curtailed
is
market
and
the
for years
become the employe of the contractor,
F. A. Wentworth of Searsport, to Melvert F.
account of the restricted exportation to
instead of Uncle Sam as he is now. In Wentworth, do; land and buildings in Searslow
means
This
running
prices,
Europe.
from $1 to $1.50, rarely more, a barrel. time, the contractor could become a big port.
Fields C. Pendleton of Islesboro, to Phebe P.
As the barrel itself costs about 40 cents corporation which would fix the compenand the cost of labor is high in picking sation of the men who do the work at Crosby of Brooklyn, N. Y.; land and buildings
The
in Islesboro.
time, the margin of profit is small.
to $800 a year, instead of $1,000 to
Maine orchardists would appreciate buy- $600
F. C. Pendleton of Islesboro, to Brina P.
now
the
Government
which
to
needless
it
is
$1,200
pays
and
a-barrel movement,
Stevens of Allentown, Penn.; land and buildof
to
the
be
would
would
the
contractor
that
it
them
and
advantage
direct,
say
ngs in Islesboro.
the city consumer to use mors apples
get rich on the work of the carriers. The
F. C. Pendleton ol Islesboro to Effie P. Clinkthis winter. One orchardist near Waterthe
would
come
to
own
contractor
horses,
enbroomer of Brooklyn, N. Y.; land and buildville has sold his apples for 40 cents a
barrel on the trees. Many others are wagons, or automobiles and the carrier ings in Islesboro.
picking only the first quality fruit. It would become a mere driver.
Filmore M, Gilmore, Bangor, to Syreno P.
will be a great cider year, and cider goes
Postmaster General Burleson is also Gilmore, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast.
to
and
round
wheels
the
make
far to
go
Syreno P. Gilmore, Belfast, to Flora M. Gildoing his best to transler me parcel post
make life worth living in Maine, as in all
into a freight post. Mail-order houses more, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
New
of
rural
England.
parts
August A. Ferin, Northpoit, to Carrie L
The prospects of the coming legislative under such a rule would soon be delivering
land in Belmont.
session become more interesting with a
bundle of shingles by mail. The weight Glennon, Belfast;
the four
Progressive members-elect
Jennie E. Davis, Camden, to Robert F. Dunto
of
has
been
raised
the
stand
parcel
already
to
meeting and solemnly agreeing
ton, Belfast; land in Seaismont.
their party

about baking day. Bread? Ik
Hi Always light, fine and white. IM
Hi Cakes and pies? Biscuit? IM
Mi The best yon ever tasted! 1H
Ml Besides, William Tell goes IEk
IMS
iln farthest worth rememis so mHI
^Hl bering when living
high. Think of all this, JHM
HV and instead of ordering flMH

Carrots
Rutabagas
Cauliflower Green Corn

String

Chicken

U

^Mt^flour” order

Suckling Pig—baked apples

Mashed Potatoes

Just order a sack of
i William Tell Flour j
A and you needn’t worry k

j

I
[I
24th H

20 Ounces to Pound

contest has been officially postponed to
1915, but if the war should last two or
three years, the money invested is as
good as thrown away, as in that event
the deterioration of these yachts would
be such that is not likely any of them
would be in condition to use in the cup

—

sauce

I FREE COFFEE

Stripped of their spBrs and rigging,
with their nails stowed away and their
decks boxed up for the winter, the three
cup defenders and the challenger "Shamrock IV” lie at different shipyards in the
United States and serve as pathetic reminders of the great “America’s Cup”
contest that was to have been held in
September of tnis year. While the exact amount of money involved is not
known, the three racing yachts, with the
money spent in elimination races, in
preparations for the final race, and in
the numerous changes in rigging and
equipment, are thought to represent an
investment of at least $1,500,000. The

ed last week mention waa made of the Gallatin Valley Harvest Breakfast, Luncheon and
Dinner at the Bozeman Hotel, Sunday Sept.
27th, at which everything served except the
coffee and tea was grown in the vicinity.
The menuB before us are remarkable for their
and (ht coat of the breakf iat and lunch-

Euphemia, Ohio.—“ Because of total
ignorance of how to care for myself
When verging into womanhood, and from
taking cold when going to school, I suffered from a displacement, and each
month I had severe pains and nausea
which always meant a lay-off from work
for two to four days from the time I
was

Cost

Their Owners.

♦

Dress, Housekeeping, Cooking, et
helpful information on Fancy-U
quette, Beauty, Children, Health,
all home-loving women. For st\ideas,tor pleasure,for
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v ,,f the organization
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iville, Saturday evening,
The
iv had been divine.
The Concord Philoso\\aldo Emerson, once asdays are divine. In our
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diviner than others.
chief starts for an annual
,pr>Clan, some of the titled
Id
though they don’t want
0tirjtlenm11;;
kjm! 0f days. They want
J
the sky, they call many
in:’■">1
„h Baal!” But Baal doeshe
05.
hear, or if he hears,
,
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l
to care, even though the
and
the roads are dusty
xs;!
without water. But the
purantics with
*»
■(, en’oy their
He
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-jj antics with them.
til
C,.'i on the job. He loves
((»•
i-,t. stars and the great
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He always contracts
*
r Bureau for such weath0t1
the contract
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v. etmg, and
for
!
Certainly it was kept
C i- time.
no to mis meeting from
! ways —memories and
of idealistic fan,■ iirium
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mug Bright third day of
C-'
spent with his old Boyt"
Augustus H. Bagley,
ft at South Montviile,
1 a neat little horse and
it ■■
and for a country ride.
«the Bagley ancestral
muner sweets, summer
Mm,mouths to store till
r;
tumn spiced, and Bartanv of your new varietoothsome old timers?
mills, the blacksmith
: ouse, with memories
s
; wife, and Anne and
Gus, the schoolboy
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tides!
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hill with the comSearsmont, and
...ore than half of the
iunty from the hill
Woodman first settled;
id to Liberty village;
South Ridge and the
the Grand Duke, C.
...
traversed that day,
,--ing every nook and
cove and shady re.o.l had known. Then
,..,vn in the late after.me of dominoes, just
it fifty years ago.
matter, neither beat
enjoyment. Do you
iii..f came to the meetDon’t get a wrong
had no use for the inspirit—that tends to
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all
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....[ids to gases; hence his
nut they are harm'ess.
■ht as that third night in
the Dukes, but the
v
and old, could not help
Con e came ten miles. One
come 30 miles, but for
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Mrs. Mary (Keene) Jackfrom Poor’s Mills with
-mg husband, Mr. JackFred Jackson of Jackhunts of Belfast. The
not seen “Mary” since
<ys, with Mary’s talentt, A.bdon Keene, as teachbut he spoke right out
by name at sight, and,
of diplomatic discretion,
her the handsomest lady
'he others—oh, guess on
uiled that. Mrs. Jack■

■

itform table were two
it of the Sage of the
l that of Baron Charles
rid them sat the Bacon
t is needless to state we
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list of those who
If there
as present.
proud to write their
•vh,. have not yet learned
DiKes will excuse them,
there is yet
ranee that
runny for those who care
Dale meeting to learn all

Iho:

rewith
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Liberty, E. M. Hatch,
Jackson, Liberty, Her-

cy. N’orman Davis, EverVerna
rvey Jackson,
A rains, Hattie Esancy,
Prescott, J. M. Sukeic ,son,
Belfast, L. F.
N. Ripley, Minnie A.
A. V. MarMrs.
Martin,
mier, Cora S. Fogg,West
i
Phillips, Clarence M.
K. Howes, Leroy Howes,
t rances Howes, Mildred
Jackson, Hazel Oxton,
.a v
Oxton, Bertha A.
M. Esancy, Georgie
Fsancy, Oren W. Ripley,
a. Dinslow, C.
S. Adam9,
M A. Conner, Mary A.
HI) 3, Sarah A. BryL. Adams, Ernest T.
Adams, Carl P. Fogg,
Merle E. Harriman, E.
Mb A. Cram, S. D. Stevn n, G. F. Fogg, E. L.
lams, Eben Maddocks, G.
“Pta'ct'.lwin A. Adams, Roscoe
1
Harriman, Ray W.
r
E. Colby, Martel A.
I Knowles, J. W. Skinner,
Donovan Bowley.
?
a
ion of the committee
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ue chair sprung the fol,|CS r; mgg on the meeting:
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than be gray,
tiit' Kaiser,
Than Maud,
than to be a king, and
e t han abroad.
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for
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acquaint-

anything.

reason, old Mose was
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in
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terms:

rue to me

last fall

Marse Tom, yassuh, I bean’ when de winter come
an’ here I was wid all
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ir.:

these

an’ he
A'ine to be a hard winter, so
an save
yo’ wages fast an’
'■

l’

me

v'.

V

tlpb’Y^'%-r

ljwti on

my hands?”—Phila*

rf!i"r‘
the records of last
meeting
th
ant* honorable secretary,
He raem.
the treasurer, showing
»ala,r-('^r;'‘and, was
affair of no
»ali,
°^cers followed the
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Indeed,

the chief, pro!‘°ncern about being elected
*Vear»
8eemed
greatly conNi,T».ri
who if any of the Dukes
m :."1'' i ’r that office. He put
i;
"Are you a candidate?”
R,Pley. wh°aaid n°.
!*diu 1th.vinl-\ w- was
Chief

i&b
t trH.

^caivif!H,W

qualified.
Vd
it'- ah,," as probably so.
Then

to
who said, no, he didn't
he didn’t blame him.
f. he .'"'“■"dent
secretary, who said
1 want
the trouble.
Chief
awful trouole.
Then to
who said
'didn't: J,.ant t0Mutntabacook,
be in the public service.

it’ 15
to u,

"it»!ln
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fit for self-government. Asiatic Russia
idealizes its Little White Czar. Czar Alexander II freed twenty million serfs before Abraham Lincoln freed the Southern
slaves, wrote our government a
AND
friendly letter in 1861 and long maintained a fleet in our Atlantic waters to
tobeso
is the bane of thousands of lives. Many
does not just happen
hair
Beautiful
strike any who would cripple Abraham
but ie always a matter of careMa ‘! p "p^
folks who use “L. F.” Atwood’s Medi- Lincoln in his great cause
in arms. This
roots
hair
nourishment of the
,,,
H
cine for indigestion find it a really reli- last greatest war of the world has no
stringy,
your hair is falling out,
able relief for Catarrh of the Stomach. adequate cause-only the cause that is full of Dandruff, Parisian Sage, wmexyeatna
the three hates, race and tonic, sold by all druggists, is all that u> ever
Mr. Morton’s experience is a typical engendered by
the hair roots and sitimj political, growing out of old wars and needed. P nourishes
?
instance, that points out to you a quick tyrannies, religious, growing out of false lates the growth of new hair.
j
with one appl cation, and
I assumptions too much for selfish ends, as entirely removed
relief from this form of catarrh.
and falling hair cea8‘,;J'0Ur h»'r
itcning
Bcalp
j to what the world’s philsophers, proph- will be bright, vigorous, soft and nutty.
or brittle,
Newport, Me.:
I ets and savants taught.
Whether your hair is oily, dry
Hon. Lucius C. Morse of Liberty was Parisian Sage immediately removes the cause,
“The doctors say I have catarrh of the
restores
quickly
’’
and
the
talked
scalp
interestingly, as only and by toning up
Atwood’s Medicine present
stomach. “L. F.
the hair to its original brilliancy and vigo^
an old soldier can, of hardships and horfrom
A. A.
had
be
can
seems to be the best remedy I
get rors attending all
Parisian Sage can always
wars.
He drew
and easily apfor it. I keep “L. F.’’ Atwood’s Medi- graphic pictures of conditions and ex- Howes & Co. and is a.delightful
to
act
as a
fail
plied treatment that will never
1 1
cine in the house all the time—would not periences in the South in the sixties.
real and lasting benefit to your han^.^
Enos Hatch of Belfast was there and
be without it.”
spoke also in a most interesting vein And spirit free than in the thrall
(Signed) J. L. Morton.
from the standpoint, also, of an old solhere.

HEALTHY HAIR

CATARRH

SOFT, FLUFFY
RADIANT

Of lifE STOMICH

dier; that empty sleeve speaking

Get YOUR Big Bottle at the Dealer’s

even

eloquently of the baptism of fire
Today, 35 cents.
and blood that he faced in his country’s
dire need from ’61 to ’65. He could not
FREE Sample by Mail.
share in enthusiasm of Great Britain’s
“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me. course in the present war in view of the
attitude of many Britains toward us when
war of the sixties was
on;
Chief reminded him he was in it already. the great Civil
he could entertain kind feelings for
but
The upshot was that the election went
showed
for
she
for
us
in
Russia,
feeling
as it has gone for a quarter of a century:
the flays when Abraham Lincoln didn’t
F, F. Phillips, president; <J. S. Adams,
the Union would be saved
vice president; B. F. Knowles, secre- know whether
He regarded as fiction most of
All or lost.
tary; J. W. Skinner, treasurer.
the alleged hand to hand encounters in
present never in attendance before, and
that half-mile
there were several, being made honor- the present war, saying
are
the rule for nearest endistances
ary members, the main feature of the
and usually then with the
evening was reached—talk on world i counters,
enemy hidden from sight.There followed
events.
him and Senator Morse and the
The president wras late from Panama, 1 between
Uncle Sam’s big ditch across the Isth- Chair a dissertation on alleged bayonet
encounters at Gettysburg, Culpepper
mian zone.
Voyaging into the torrid | Court
House and “the crater” at Peterszone, passing south of the sun’s meridburg, the historic citations tending to
ian, blue tropic seas, white tropic clouds, I show
actual contact of the opposing solflying fishes, birds of rare plumage, : diers.
royal palms, cocoanut palms and others,
ltev. it. A. uinsiow discussed tne subof
a hundred varieties, a mix, a jumble
of Prayer for Peace, and took the
peoples, white, yellow, brown and black, ject
that no true peace
but all peace-loving, with comparatively reasonable ground
could come that would not do away with
pleasant faces, passed in a panorama of
conditions
and not
word pictures. Marine experiences, a war-engender.ng
a lasting
peace. James Warren
death at sea, a challenge from a British prove
the Banneret and Sage, made
cruiser as to name and flag, German Skinner,
me of the neatest speeches of the evenand Austrian ships all hovering in neuindeed of his speech-making life,
tral waters, German travellers, the gen- ing,
in the educational quality of
tlemanly, peace-loving German of com- glorying
the Dale meetings.
merce, having to dodge transportation on
B. F. Knowles quoted interestingly a
British ships, or be returned as a prisonlate article on Darbarities, as of the
er of war, groups of Germans returning
in this 14th year of the 20th
from South America with the high heads Dark Ages,
Charles S. Adams and Charles
of the militarists, destined for the century.
both spoke in happy vein
Fatherland to risk their heads for its M. Howes
along general lines of the cast of the
cause in the war—all these passed in review, He showed a plan of the new meeting.
The time went rapidly with the crowdcapitol of the canal zone, Balboa, and ed and
eager thought of the evening, and
pictures of the city. Presently the main
the president suggested that he cut out
consideration, the causes, lack ot justithe Canto, but the meeting did not so
fication, barbarism, suffering and death
He then read it, after stating
of those in no way responsible for the order.
that it was new and written last August
titanic struggle in arms now on the stage
on
the high sea, while he waS passing
in both eastern and western Europe, and
from Northern summer to tropic winter
to some extent world round, broke like a
trees in blossom
thunderbolt on the meeting. Czar Paul and back, with mango
and growth and ripening of fruit all at
in 1800 proposed that the kings, emperthe same time and on the same tree.
ors and other heads of the nations then
seemed to run more to blosat war meet on the field of honor and His Canto
I hand it in. Cull
som than to fruit.
settle their differences in mortal combat.
from it what you will, or exclude it all.
That would have passed as the grim
author won’t have his verses beg
humor of justice, but Czar Paul was ad- The
Sooner let the bloom blight.
insane and his murder followed. their way.
more

j

judged
The Napoleonic wars

KNIGHTS.
BLOOM O
doomed the masses
to lose, whichever side won. So today From banks of white and vaults of gray
of
the
in
May
lap
the German weaver, the French wine April poured
Gifts, gold and gems, incense and myrrh,
grower and the English mill operative The skies, low bending, worshiped her,
must suffer the hardships of this accursRaining glad tears of glistening dew
ed appeal to arms on the part of a mili- Out of star eyes in heaven’s blue;
has
been
that
growing And from the open gates above
tary hegemony
since Prince Bismarck stamped his iron The court of honor and of love,
heel into the neck and thrust his mailed In robes of beauty s epping down,
the fair renown
fist into the face of his national neigh- Held session for
Of youthful knights within the Dale,
The Kaiser is making speeches
bors.
Late swept by winter’s barbs of hail;
to his soldiers on the text of “the inevAnd, wonders ceasi.ig not to be.
itable victory of German culture.” Good Four favored sons of chivalry
enough. But since when did culture win Invoked, besides fair honor’s code,
a
victory by shooting its argument E’en at a shrine where mysteries bode,
spell.
through the hearts ot a people? Since A hermit’s divination was
wont to dwell.
when was culture dressed in armor, wav- Where deathly shade
ing bloody hands in the blanched face of Among the firs upon South Ridge,
peace? Since when did a nation demon- Har ! by Esquire True’s m 11 privilege,
strate culture by smashing down the High on four trees Esquire Fogg’s two sons.
E'en so the shadowy legend runs,
teachings of Christ, burning villages, On
trees cut off two rods from ground.
ruining churches, destroying art, uproot- There scaled by ladder reach and round,
ing families and condemning a nation to The shrine had built, a place of prayer,
bankruptcy and despair? Culture! May A tabernacle in the air;
German culture really triumph over the And less than hunter’s shot away
brutality of a government essentially The hermit Bogue's late loghouse lay
In ruin, where his burning heart,
foreign to German nature. May the Released
from stings, took astral start
victory of German culture come soon, Into the
mystic realm where mind,
and redeem the great and splendid GerUnfetteied by the grosser kind
man nation from the morass of horror Of
shape and sinew, flutters free.
into which a fraudulent and vicious sys- ] Winged tireless for ubiquity.
There is
tem of government has led it.
An ardent will the young knights knew,
an “inevitable victory of German cultTo test the divination through,
ure” coming, to be sure; but when it And have a guide to choice of mate
comes the Kaiser will not share in it.”
On life’s far ways from dawn to late,
The president named three underlying E’en as a compass’ needle shows
the
monstrous
The
war;
causeB of
present
ship her way through tempest throes,
Race hatred, political hatred, religious When sun and stars cheer not the eye
hatred. America has learned in a mod- Abov-- the sea’s immensity.
In life the hermit had been stung,
erate degree the lesson of toleration on
By intimation thus ’tis sung:
these three lines, but Europe has not. The
sting had set his heart aflame,
Will this terrible experience teach her, To know all maiden marks by name.
so that armaments will be relegated to And list them in an astral roil:
the scrap heaps and the museums and By vows of heart and mind and soul,
the sweet reasonableness of the teach- In life, in death, in world’s unseen
His tried vocation long hath been
ing of Jesus Christ in the sermon on the To
warn his sex. while youth is bright,
Mount shall find exemplification in a
All maiden marks of bane to bhght.
world-wide reign of peace, a federation To
give each maid a chaplet fair,
of nations, a policing of the world pro If grace she has for mated pair;
rata to national units, a high court of And tell in words unerringly
arbitration, giving the mailed fist, the The mates of happy destiny;
rula of might no place, because of the To give in progeny to the earth
Its peace, its honor, and its worth.
sway of right,
The president pointed out to the Ban- What ages gone might fitting wa.il
neret the battle ground of the allies left The composition of his tale.
listed fits
and the German right in northern France And catalogue of
That has outwitted myriad wits;
in the mighty attempt of a turning Published thus
late, while courts of law
movement on both sides, as ground late- Grind like mill with salt to thaw
the
Banneret
and
him- Asunder hearts that have congealed
ly passed over by
He In matrimony’s winter field;
self passing from Brussels to Paris.
exhibited a picture of the royal palace But better late than notjitjill,
in Brussels, which the Germans attempted to destroy, dropping 40 bombs in the
night, wrecking as many buildings, killing two peaceful residents, a man and
wife, whose son had the day before nbee 30,000 Persons Publicly Recommend Our
killed defending the little Kingdom of
Remedy. Some Are Belfast People.
to be immune to in-

THINK OF IT

Belgium, supposed
vasion by the solemn guarantees of a
treaty. The sweet little palace of Bel-

gium’s hero king was uninjured. The
president further depicted many phases
of this awful European crisis, the array
of religious sects against their own, the
shoulder to shoulder line-up of those of
at least three great religions of the
world in common cause, the significant
fact that the flags of all of the allied nations bore but the loving colors, red,
white and blue, Russia’s only white and
blue, while the German flag alone bore
red, white and black, the black bar and
the black eagle of Prussia. He calle l
to witness that the military cast of Prussia, by disregard of treaties, by sowing
the seas of peaceful commerce with
mines, by exacting tribute from cities,
by executing innocent hostages, by dropping bombs on detenceless cities and
non combatants,
by destroying the
priceless treasures of art, in its mad
frenzy for the sway of might, is defying
and shocking the moral judgment of the
world, which, as in the case of the Jewish sect of the Pharisees, will mete out
to it a terrible retribution, all of the military experts of neutral nations seeming
to concur in the belief that sooner or later
German and Austrian resources must be
exhausted in the presence of superior
opposing forces. He thought that Great
Britain is in the fray the cleanest handed of all, being called there by the violation of the neutrality treaty of her neigh-

bor, the little kingdom of Belgium. The
Germans long ago taught tne masses
self-government. He thought that a
new day is dawning in Russia, the autonomy of Poland being pledged, and the
Jews being there decorated in arts and
promoted in arms. Not all of Russia ia
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“Some six years ago when living on a farm
Morrill, Me., I had considerable trouble

near

says I. W. Cross,
Miller St., Belfast. “I had
been bothered in that way off and on for about
Some of the attacks were
a year and a half.
so severe that I was compelled to lay off from
work for a day or so. I read about so many
people being cured of such troubles by Doah’s
Kidney Pills that 1 got a box. They acted like
magic and cured my back in no time. I had
no further trouble for some time. I was working around the yard one day anu probably over
did myself, which brought another acute attack. I again used Doan’s Kidney Pills and
they relieved me just as quickly aa before. I
confirm all that I said, praising Doan’s Kidney
Pills, several years ago. I consider them the
best kidney remedy to be had.’’
Mr. Cross is only one of many Belfast
people who have gratefully endorsed Doan’s
If your back aches—if your
Kidney Pills.
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Of heart of flesh that faileth
to cheer.
Timely insooth Dale knights
The knights so young, so fair ,so true.
Cheeks moist with bath of morning dew,
Would welcome not the wing of n*£ht,
Save in bright Cupid’s ardent flight.

Then dewy May was getting nigh.
And neath ihe stars of tender sky
Fair maids would bear May baskets sweet,
With emblems of the heart replete.
And hang them on the palace doors.
And knock and run roads, fields and moors,
Chance taking to be chased and caught,
With loving import alwayi fraught.
So, while the April twilight glow
Droned to the peep of orbs far through
The azure and the purpling gray.
Their eager thoughts were wont to stray
Unto the shrine within the wood.
Where came the missives from the good,
The pure, the holy and refined,
Death’s rare filtration of the mind

Vv^iSS55:

In plainer words, the spright of Bogue,
That time and death could not prorogue.
But which, invoked, would come and tell.
In words unechoed by the dell,
Tne import ill. the import fair.
When maids were caught in May night air.

low
So, when the new moon’s rim v.as
On April’s crimson-tinted brow,
Sirs Charles, the Duke, and Charles the Earl,
Sweet-hearted each t>y lovely girl,
Sir Franklin and Sir W’arren, lute
To ponder each a choice of mate,
Betook them to the woods of fir
And to the shrine, while not a stir
Of zephyrs gone to sleep was heard,
To mar the last note of a bird.
That said good night unto its kind
In plaided nest with mosses lined,
And sheltered ’neath the boughs of green,
Where nested life is perfect seen.
Wended they through the narrow path,
Late blocked by winter’s frozen wrath.
Now edged by the arbutus mete
To grace their steps to the retreat,
Where vows and vigils well had been
The choice of true,

devoted

one

“Ah, Bogue will come,” quoth Franklin well,
“E’en now I feel the mystic spell
Of shadowy earth, the sickle moon,

pale as in a swoon:
Even this bird a harbinger
Of Bogue’s sure coming I aver.
The stars all

Methinks we well may meditate
In silence, though his coming’s late.”
Warren then settled on his seat,
No word would speak, no word repeat.
Although the owl moped in the dew.
Repeating oft his question, “Who?”
Charles said, if Warren would reply,
The bird would leave with kind goodbye;
But Warren, like the bird, seemed sure
To win the title, “Quite Demure.”
To drive the bickering bird away,
An evil omen reckoned they:
Hence in the tabernacle door
They let him drone to midnight hour.
A fair new day was then hard by,
So told the clock within the sky.
When suddenly on ladder round
A cat-like tread, a stealthy sound!
Greeted the young knight’s ears that night:

The owl broke camp and took to flight:
The coming of Bogue’s spright at last
Commanded then their gaze steadfast:
But then again they missed their count;
A large and hungry catamount
Had come in answer to the owl,
Sprang on the threshold with a growl.
Thrashed with his ponderous tail the floor,
Sent out a yell, that echoed o'er
The wood and field and pasture ground,
A terror bearing in the sound.
The youths drew quick their sharpened steel:
The catamount turned on his heel:
Once more the boys awaited Bogue

Beneath the Heaven’s horologue.
There, just before the peep of dawn.
When night’s dun shade was deepest on,
Hist, hist; list, list; he come, he came:

No need was there to ask his name:
No ladder round was heard to creak:
None of the four was first to speak.
A hand was seen in patch of mist;
Their cheeks it touched: cold lips then kissed
The brow of each young knight in turn.
While in each breast was felt heartburn.
He said to Charles the Duke, “Your looks
Befit a life beside the Brooks."
To Franklin next he, whispering, hissed,
oV.tii’pn

nnt
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men,

in turn, hand on the round,
Ascended from the she.tered ground;
Hand over hand, feet mounting slow,
They climbed the wood, and on its brow
Pushing ajar the little door,
They gained the tabernacle floor.
A bench ran low along the room:
And sate they down there in the gloom;
For only sickle moon and stars
Gave feeble light through shutter bars
Across a window high and small,
Sole outlook from the western wall.
Not long had they been seated there.
When swooped along the murky air
An owl, that bird whose day-blind sight
Is clarified by shades of night.
He lit within the open door.
Not caring nearer them to soar,
And, with a voice smoothed by the dew.
Staring, he raised the question, “Who?"
Two said, “I’m Charles," one said, “I’m Frank,"
But Warren snarled, “The bird’s a crank:
I hate this gloomy dialogue.
I’d rather tala with spright of Bogue,”
But ten to one the livelong night
We’ll see here not a spook in sight."
Each

Find 8 of them and you will be awarded one of the above prizes.
There are 12 faces in this picture.
Directions: Trace the faces of the war heroes in the above picture on this or a separate sheet of paper, or
any other material, and number them 1, 2, 3, etc. You must find at least 8 of them. To the 15 neatest, correct,
Remember that neatness as
artistic answers will be given absolutely free the fifteen prizes in the order named.
well as correctness is taken into consideration by the Judges in making the awards. Only one answer from a
household will be allowed. Winners will be notified by mail. All answers must be in our hands not later than
November 5, 1914. Contest closes at 6 p. m., November 5. 1914. Mail or bring answers to our warerooms.
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Franklin said low in monologue,
“By mist he doubtless means the fog.”
In front of Charles the Earl the ghost
In solemn quandary seemed lost:
For courtesy loves not the breach.
When pain appraises joy in speech:
Hence not a word to him was spoke:
No oracle the silence broke.

To Warren, hailed as Banneret,
With brilliant steel, though nightly wet,
He bent and said; “Your comely grace,
Fair mated, I forbear to trace.”
He turned and looked unto the stars,
Signalled to Venus and to Mars,
And, in the purpling of the day.
His astral form then passed away.
Each night in early May beheld

Each knightly heart with prompting swelled,
To watch within his castle gate
For coming of a maiden late,
Or at the earliest when the sky
Was shrouded in night’s canopy;
For them a May-basket she’d bring,
To hang upon the latch, and ring
The door-bell, or to rap and run.
When he’d give chase; Oh, race begun.
And charmer caught! and thus, ween,
Mary well mated pair3 have been
Fleet-footed made, but firmly tied,
A comely groom, a fair groomed bride.
One night—matchless coincidence,
Or matched in part, in part intense
To scintillate, to blaze and burn.
And into ray less ashes turn,—
Four maidens shy stole ’neath the stars,
To where the four young Lochinvars
Each singly in his father’s halls
Held watch to answer loving calls
With baskets, sweetmeats, sentiments,
The lure' of youthful heart-contents:
And, just at eight o’clock well timed.
Each door-bell with the time-piece chimed,
And each knight shot out to catch
The wistful miss, whose heart would match,
By May night charms and manner gay,
Hie heart through life’s unplotted way.

Charles the Duke and Charles the Earl
Chased in the dark each his best girl:
Sir Franklin and the Banneret
In hot pursuit at cross-roads met:

Then

At the same corners even then
The Charleses proved the winning men.
The Earl had won his prize all right.
Beneath her mansion window light.
The music of the running Brooks
Had charmed the Duke, so told his looks.
Franklin to Hatchet’s hazy blue
Pointed, and bade Warren renew
His quest along that untried way
Some other night, some later May.

Warren, keen-tongued for repartee,
Retorted warmly, trenchantly,
“Beat your way home across the bog,
F. F. p.
For you’re outwitted ip the fog.”

Since the last Dale meeting one of its
members, George F. Randall, our old
schoolmate, has gone. He left us in the
white snows of winter. We recall the
marks of his young life, round, ringing,
breezy in home-loving, school boy cheer.
His voice in song was as a bugle note.
We remember his manhood, standing for
the staunch and the true in the State,
the community and the home. Frank
Bagley went, too, near the same time.
He was one of the large boys in school,
when we were small. One who had ever
seen Uncle Harry Bagley saw again his
sterling ways in Frank. Keen witted,
strong minded, he was a monument of
industry, a model of frugality, an exemplar in clean habits, hating sham, loving simplicity of life. These were the
marks. The Dale, indeed, has to us
some cast of desolation, with one after
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The minute you glance at Suesine, you will
say:—“What lovely material for a delightful
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Rich, elegant, inexpensive, it is just the
fabric for indoors and out: for daytime and

evening.
It is certainly

the very best and finest and
most beautiful silk that we have ever seen tor
39c a yard.
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MARCELLUS J. DOW,
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another of those whom our young life
knew having gone the unreturning way.
We will not, however, cease these annual pilgrimages into the realn of youth’s
enchantment wjiile life and strength remain. If those we best knew and found
most congenial be gone we will invoke
the impress of their spirits, deathless in
these serene days and star bright nights,
haunting the bridge and stream, and
mead and hill and shady bower, and lovely landscape, and lawn and lane and 3till
retreat.
Oh, life and destiny ! What
have ye of the unwelcome for those surrounded in life, in death, with ministries
of inspiration such as these?
Hairbrain.
FIELD
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football, baseball, tennis, and the like,
he will get
you lessen the chanceB that
interested in things not so good for him.
The Youth’s Companion, since its enlargement, gives generous space to this
matter of athletic training, and gets the
best coaches in the country to write for

Foreclosure of Mortgage of Real Fstate

CONSTIPATION OR COMFORT?

IITHERE.AS, William Q Spinney of Stockton
W*
Springs, in the County of Waldo, State
of Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated October
4, 190b, recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds,
Book 279, Page 335,
conveyed in mortgage to
the undersigned, Emma F. Lewis or
Bangor, in
the County of Penobscot, State of
Maine, a
certain lot or parcel of
land, with the buildings
situate

There can be neither comfort nor pood
Most
health where constipation exists.

this cause at intervals,
many are chronic victims.
Strangely enough, the old-time remedies for this very common complaint
were nauseating doses and so powerful
that they often made the condition worse
than before. Then they wore out in their
effect so that it was necessary to take a
larger and larger dose. The first attempts
at improvement sought to make the dose
more palatable but to disguise the taste
the size was increased and results were

people sutler from

it.

How to practice to become a first-rate
how to train for a race, how to
learn the newest strokes in swimming—
these and a hundred other topics of the
greatest interest to boys—to girls, too,
for that matter—are touched upon in this
department of The Compan-

pitcher,

important

ion.
And this is only

a small part of the
which The Companion renders in
has points | unsatisfactory.
any home which it enters. It
In this age of progress it was impossible
of contact with a hundred interests.
that doses resembling horse medicine
It you do not know The Companion as ! should continue to bo taken
by human
it is to-day, let us send you one or
beings. In the new laxative, Pinklets,
two current issues free, that you may
a
is presented
dainty, sugar-coated pill,
thoroughly test the paper’s quality. We hardly larger than a grain of mustard,
will send also the Forecast for 1915.
I that is free from unpleasant effects, does
Every new subscriber who sends $2.00 not upset the stomach nor gripe but
for the fifty-two weekly issues of 1915
given nature the needed assistance.
will receive free all the issues of the simply
Pinklets also assist digestion and are
paper for the remaining weeks of 1914; pood to take after a full meal. Once use
also The Companion Home Calendar for
Pinklets and you will never return to
1915.
salts, oil and harsh purgati—'S.
COMPANION.
THE YOUTH’S
Your own druggist can supply you with
144 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass.
Pinklets or they will be sent by mail,
postpaid, bv the T'r. Y illiams Medicine
MAINE CROPS.
Co., Schenectady, X. Y., at 25 cents per
for helpful pamphlet.
in
Cooperation bottle. Send
Bureau of Crop Estimates,
with Weather Bureau, Department of

service

thereon,

on the
westerly siue of the
‘Sandypoint road,” so-called, in said Stockton
Springs, bounded and described as follows, viz:

Beginning at a stake and stones on the westerly side of said road at the easterly corner of
land of John Boyd; thence
northerly on said
road, ten rods and eight links; thence north,
eighty-five degrees west, eight and one-half
rods to the town line; thence
southerly by said
town line, ten rods to a stake and
stones—the
corner of John Boyd’s land:
thence south,
eighty-five degrees east, twelve rods to the
point begun at, containing one hundred and

two and one-half
square rods, more or less,
and whereas the conditions of said
mortgage
have been and now remain
broken, this notice
is therefore hereby given for the
purpose of
foreclosing the same as provided by law.
Dated at Bangor, Maine, this eighth
day of
October, A. D. 1914
EMMA F. LEWIS.
By her Attorney, Matthew Laughlin. 42

TO LET
J

A tenement of seven rooms on ground flour;
dry cemented cellar, flush closet, sewer connections, city water and coal shed; also good
garden. Late improvements in cellar and tenement.

40

49

THOMAS GANNON,
Cedar Street, Belfast, Me.

Agriculture.
CORN—October 1 forecast.bu.
September 1 forecast.bu.
Final, 1913.bu.
WHEAT- Preliminary estimate,

672,OOu
621,000
608,000

81,000
76.000
Final. 1913.bu.
bu.
5,710,000
OATS—Preliminary estimate,1914
Final, 1913.bu. 5,600,000
Preliminary estimate,
BARLEY
1914.bu. 150,000
Final", 1913...".. -.bu. 140,000
BUCKWHEAT—October 1 forecast,
1914.bu. 393,000
384,000
September 1 forecast, 1914....bu.
4 6,000
Final, 1913.bu.
October 1 forecast.
POTATOES
1914.bu. 29,200,f 00
September 1 forecast, 1914.bu 30,413,000
Final, 1913.Du.28,160,000
HAY—Preliminaryestimate,1914. tons 1.414.000
Final, 1913.tons 1.194.000
APPLES—October 1 forecast, 1914.bu 6.140,000
September 1 forecast, 1914.bu. 6.265,000
Final, 1913.bu 3,000,000
CLOVER SEED—Condition October
1. 1914.
100
Condition October 1,1913.
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and loins LumSloan’s
bago is a form of rheumatism, and yields perfectly to Sloan’s, which penetrates quickly all
in through the sore, tender muscles, limbers up
the back and makes it feel fine Get a bottle
of Sloan's Liniment for 25 cents of any drug
Liniment

on

sore

our

subscribers. Out clubbing offers are as
year’s subscription paid in advance:

one

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s

Magazine,

$2 00
2,10
2.25

the back

it in the house—against colds,
and swolen joints, rheumatism, neuralgia,
sciatica and like ailments. Your money back
if not satisfied, but it does give almost instant
relief.

gist and have

to

90

1913.

Apply Sloan’s Freely

offices

follows for

cent

full crop. 1914.
Production, per cent full crop,

Your attacks of Lumbago

|

The following dubbing offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it
should be stated what premium, if any, is desired. It
is also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with 1 he Journal or from this office.
We have to pav for Ihese publications one year in
advance, and they are then sent from their respective

The

publications included in

our

clubbing offers

may be sent to different addresses.

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

I

1

Walter Young and family were auto visitors
,in Augusta ode day last wek....Dr. W. L,
Cargill of Pittsfield baa been passing a two

SEARSPORT.

in PittsLeslie Young is visiting relatives
field.
a few
Capt. William H. Goodell is spending
days in Bangor on business.
from
Clifton Whittum returned Thursday
a visit in Boston and vicinity.
of
Dr. B. E. Larrabee and Ralph Pendleton

How to Get

for a three
Ernest Murphy left last week
and New
weeks' vacation in Bangor, Boston
York.

Royal Baking Powder is made

Mies Harriet M. ErBUine text mi
Dana M.
Wabau, Maas., to viaither aister, Mra,
Dutch.

of pure cream of tartar. Its
price has not been advanced.
Its use will give better results
and guard against the danger of improper substitutes.

ThursMr. and Mrs. Fred W. Burr returned
and
a viBit with relatives in Boston

day frcm
AugUBta.

The herring fishermen are doing a thriving
of
business, getting frcm 6C0 to 700 bushels
fish daily.
Parse returned
Capt. and Mra. James B.
B. SarTuesday from a visit with Mrs. Mary
gent in Alton.
MonA light rain fell all day Saturday and
day which was quickly soaked up as the ground
very

dry.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Felker
congratulations on the birth of

STOCKTON

receiving
pound son,

are
a

9

Earle Trundy is clerking for Mr.
Sanborn in his gents’ furnishing store.

born Oct. 19th.
Berry are receiving
the birth of a daughter

Mrs. Lester

Mr, and

on

for

Edwards left last week for Bosabsent
and Hingham, Mass., and will be

Miss L. W.

about.two

spendSweetser
and Mrs. C. B. Richare

Ladies’ Aid Society of tne Uniyersalist
afterparish will meet socially this, Thursday,
Church street
noon with Mrs. Alvah C. Treat,
was employed last week
Mr. Everett

from
Clifton A. Snell arrived Saturday
of Mrs. C. N.
Malden, Mass., and is the guest
Meyers, West Main street.
was

taken to the

branch of the insane hospital at BanOct. 13th, for treatment.
for Miss
Mrs. E. W. Gilkey substituted
Florence Keene in the Nichols district school

eastern
gor,

during the latter’s illness.

her

Fred Perkins of Prospect is manager of
and has rooms
Staples’ market on Main street,
street.
at Henry McCaslin’s on Union
UnSteamer George Hawley, Capt Johnson,
P. C. & W
shed discharging Oct. 14th at the
Boston.
Co. at Mack’s I'oint and sailed for
the

Jack Wagner iB driving the order team lor
John Murphy, the Norris street grocer, during
is
the absence of his son, Ernest Murphy, who
on his vacation.
front PhiladelBarge Olney arrived Tuesday
the Penobscot
phia with 3,000 tons of coal to
Coal Co at Macks Point, and barge Cumro

■

R. R. Co.
mount of eppleB, mostly windfall
into
and natural fruit, is now being ground
cider. A few who are having the fruit presscider for
ed have a new preparation for curing
raisins and
winter use, which consists of 5 lbs.
is said
2 quartB of barley to the barrel. This
taken
to be a Bure cure for biliousness when

great

small doses.
"Red Lion” bil-

Dyer’s hall, formerly
liard and pool room, which has been thoroughcondition by
ly renovated and put in first cIssb
been
his janitor Charles L. Merithew, has
a
rented by the Advent Society, who will hold
and
series of meetings there during the fall
ofwinter. Rev. George Brooks of Corinna
ficiated last Sunday.
LieutFifty years ago Monday, Oct. 19th,
14th Maine
Col. Charles S. Bickmore of the
was killed
Infantry ard a native of Searsport
His remains
at the battle of Cedar Creek.
were

brought

The funeral

Searsport

to

co/tege

was one

interment.

of the largest

a popuheld in this town, which then had
survives.
lation of 2,500. His widow still

ever

Co. beSteamers of the Eastern Steamship
of four trips per week
gan their schedule

Monday, Oct. 19th, leaving Searsport Mondays,
for
Wednesdays, Thursdays arid Saturdays
Boston, and arrriving from Boston Tuesdays,
The
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
to Searsport
steamers have not missed a trip
during

the

summer

schedule from May 4th to

Oct. 17th.
_

H.

ruio

are

and Mrs. Charles Sanford, with their
Richard Sanford, wife and two young
Oct,
children, closed their Fort Point cottage
14th, and left by their automobile for Portland,
in Brooken route to their respective homes
Mr.

son, Mr.

lyn, N. Y.
Mrs. Alvah C. Treat. Church street, went to
the celebraBangor last Thursday to attena
is a memtion of the Rebekahs’, of which she
her sisber, Alter spending the,night with
Mrs. J. F. Gerrity. she arrived home Friter,

day afternoon.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist
seasonable “Harpariah has voted to serve a
Oct. 29ib,
vest Supper,” Thursday afternoon,
in the Masonic banquet hall. For particulars
Bear in mind the
see bills later in post office.
date—Oct. 29th.
Mr. Russell O. Gardner of Boston, who has
been the guest of his mother, Mrs. Carrie A.
Gardner, Middle street, for several days, took
Thursday’s boat for home. Mr. Gardner is at
the head of the seed department of the large
firm

of Joseph Breck & Sons.

Dr. H, Everett Hichborn took Monday’s
Boston boat for home, Mrs. Hichborn remaindocter will
ing for the little son’s health. The
viBit
come down each month for a week-end
We trust
during bis wife’s stay in Stockton.
she will enjoy our bracing winter atmosphere!

and Mrs. L. A. Gardner moved last SatMidurday from the so-called Crooktr house,
dle street, into the former Fred Hendricks’
of Master Albion
place, opposite the residence
them
P. Goodhue. Middle street. This brirgs
the street from Mr. Gardner’s
across
Mr.

just

mother.

Hicbborn of Cambridge.
in celebration
MasB,t accompanied by bis wife,
took Thursof the latter’s natal anniversary,
back to
day’s early train for Bangor, coming
Boston
Searsport by the late afternoon’s
automobile bringing them to
an
H.

Dr.

Everett

steamer,v

Stockton.
their
The deciduous tree are fast dropping
Our streets beneath their branches
and
are
today carpeted with yellow, brown
brilliant
crumpled remains of our erstwhile
liftfoliage. Our brave pansies are hopefully
the welcome
ing their cheerful faces toward
leaves.

HALLDALE.

Wayland

enjoying,

suffering from severe colas in
Annie
Among the victims are Mrs.
K. Harriman, Mrs. Frank A. Patterson, Mrs.
Mabel F.
Harriet (Clifford) Hichborn, Miss
Simmons and Mrs. H. J. Marden.
Many

a
Howard Perrie, who has been spending
vacation of several weeks in Searsport, left
he iB
Saturday for Toronto, Canada, where
Northern
employed as brakeman by the Great

for

is

vicinity.

Charles F. Treat, who has been spending
Mrs.
weeks with his parents. Cant, and
to
Forest W. Treat, on Water street, returned
his borne in Newburg, N. Y., Saturday.

the

6ne

his
Mr. I’eleg Griffin returned last week to
bting the guest of his sisGrifters, Mrs. Ellen G. Clark and Miss Maria
M. Ames,
tin, Maple street, and Mrs. John
School street, for a few weeks.

two

n

teaching in Monroe, which

Boston home after

sailed for Philadelphia.

A

Fayles

La hurin the grocery store of Mr. Maitland
Leonard La
ley during the absence of his son,
Furley, in Boston.
Miss
Mrs. Milton J. Goodere and daughter,
mornid
Muriel, Church street, took the hr ay
to visit her aged
ing train for Fort Fail field
father for a few days.
Miss Beulah Nickerson spent Columbus Day
Nickelwith her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
next morning to
son, Church street, returning

Mrs.

White is in

a

sanitorium in He-

lung difficulty. He
wife-Mr. and Mrs.
F.. C. Huntoon of Westbrook were here Oct.
15th and MrB. M. W. White returned with
D.
them to tneir home for a visit...-Claude
Nutter preached here last Sunday forenoon
and evening and will preach here again next
to
Sunday, and for the last time before going
who is
Boston to school... Fred Plummer,
misforboarding at Henry Clements’, had the
tune to fall down stairs one night last week,
D.
cutting his face quite badly.... Mrs. E.
is in Providence, K. I., visiting rela-

bron for treatment for
was accompanied by his

a

Haynes

tives....Most of the farmers in this vicinity
have finished digging their potatoes, and those
for fair
who have not are anxiously waiting

weather.__
MORRILL
Rev. Perley Miller visited his daughter, Mrs.
Charles White, last week_Rev. Edward
Davis from Lewiston occupied the pulpit last
Sunday and begins a series of revival meetings
this week_Dr. Lowell from Bangor has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. John Berry the past
weet_Mr. 1. D. White nas returned from a
month’s visit with relatives in Oakland-Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Adams visited relatives in
Hampden last week....Mrs. Alvesta Hatch
has lately had her buildings piped for water
from the artesian well-BertThomas recentin his home.
ly had a telephone installed

SIMPLY BREATHE IT

raindrops.
Last week gave changing autumn weatherbright sunshine day alter day—until Friday
in the
brought cloudiness anda gentle rainstorm
sunmorning, followed by a dim afternoon
and Sunday
light Saturday was very similar
the same, to begin the present week. Monday

all-day down-pour.
Last Thursday, Messrs. Simeon

gave

an

Merri-

Mr.

Lambert.

After

a

and kalsominthorough fumigation, cleansing
will present an ating, the large salesroom
will be
tractive appearance, and Mrs. Mudgett
pleased to serve old or new customers.
Mass., arMr. J. L, Lancaster of Cambridge,

wife at the
rived last Saturday to join hiB
Mrs. Horace
home of her parents, Capt. and
from NewM. Griffin, Middle street. He came
of his maternal
port, Me., in the automobile
who acaunt, Mrs. Belle (Emery) Killman,
the
companied him. Monday morning, despite
Lancaster and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
raindropB,
falling
to
Mrs. Killman left for Gardiner en route
Boston, trusting to closed curtains and applied
and safe arrival at their deschains for a

That’s the Way You Use Hyomei, the Safe
tination.
Catarrh Remedy.
The most pleasant, easiest, harmless, and the
catarrh
really sensible method for the cure of
is Hyomei, which can be bad from any drug
the
of
liquid in
store. Just put twenty drops
the small inhaler that comes with every comfew minutes
plete outfit—then breathe it. A
head and stops
use almost instantly clears the
that annoying sniffling.!
When using Hyomei every particle of air
that enters the breathing organs is charged
with an antiseptic, healing balsam that deunclean
stroys the catarrh germs, stops ths
irritadischarges from the nose, relieves the
tion and quickly heals the sore and inflamed
will
of
usa
first
Hyomei
day’s
tissues. The
allow a decided improvement no matter how
diotreaaing the trouble.
CatarTh, which usually begina with a neglected cold, often becomes a very serious ailment,
eo don’t wait but start using Hyomei today—it
la inexpensive and A. A, Howes * Co. always
sell it on the "No-cure-no-pay” plan.

B.

of
thew, Albert M. Ames and Mr. Staples
acGriffin & Staples, grocers, of Bangor, took
late J. G.
count of stock in the store of the
to
Lambert, appraising the same preparatory
under the direction of
business
for
opening
clerked for
Mrs. Rufus L. Mudgett, who had

several years with

many

CENTER MONTVILLE
Mra. Kuth Young of Palermo ia the gueat of
Mib. Allen Goodwin....Mr. and Mra. J. J.
Clement and Mr. and Mir. P. A. Clement were
in Waterville Tuesday.... Mr. and Mrs. Volney
and
Thompson have returned from Danforth
Weston, where they had been viaiting their
--daughters, Mrs. Arthur Gilpatrick and Mrs. b,
SearsD. Gilpatrick... Mra. A. D. Baker of
Me Far
niont hae been caring for Mra. D. K.
last
Boston
to
Andrews, Cross street, went
land, who haa been very ill... Mr. and Mrs.
Saturday to witness the great base ball games.
Sherer of Rockland were recent
Franklin
They attended the last two contests—most
of
D
C. Cain... Mies Della Cook, who
wonderful playing— and were enthusiastic guests
of her sister, Mrs. J.
the has been the guest
over the resource, skill and endurance of
Mrs
L. Boynton, has returned to Liberty....
season at
the
Braves.
They
began
winning
MassSarah Thompson is expected home from
the foot—the despised nine of the association
achusetts Thursday-Mr. and Mrs. Charles
they won the coveted goal, the worlds
Charles
A.
Boynton were in Knox Sunday, at
Frihome
championship. Our citizens arrived
J. Tasker, one of our oldest
Payson’s....S.
day morning, having had, as they expressed it,
Mrs. G. S.
citizens, was very ill last week....

dry

The remains of an aged and respected civil
War veteran, Mr. George Lathrop, arrived laat
had
Saturday from Maaaachuaetta, where he
been during the summer with relatives, and
True
were taken to the home of his eon, Mr,
Lathrop, Church street. The funeral waa held
Sonday from the Congregational chapel, the
The Masons attended
new pastor officiating.
in a body. The interment was in the ProsHe ia
pect Ferry eemetery beeide his wife.
survived by one child. Mr.True Lathrop; by bis
wife and two children. Master George and little Miss Ruth, to whom sympathy ia extended
ia their sorrow.
Messrs. Walter J. Trundy, Church street,
Erneet McLaughlin. 8chool street, Leonard
La Furley, Want Main street, and Byron F.

“a

dandy

time.”

;

From Cape Jellison piers the following shipi ng report was telephoned Monday afternoon:
Oct. 13th, sch. W'uocbury M. Snow sailed with
umber for Boston; sch. Edward Stewart arrived with cement from New York, and schr.
Emma Briggs arrived, light, fcr lumber. Oct.
14th, steamer City of Philadelphia arrived for
H. Todd arrived,
paper. Oct, 15th, sch. Seth
light, for lumber, and steamer City of Philadelphia sailed with paper for Boston. Oct1

16th, sch. Thomas Laurence sailed, light, for
Vinalhaven, ami ech. .Margery H. Spencer
sailed with lumber for New York. Oct. 17th,
steamer Millinicket arrived with a
general

Bs 1

II
|
J
|J

friends here.

—

The

to his
Louis P. Closson has been confined
the past ten
on the Mortland road for
days with typhoid fever.

M. Closson

\

Auxiliary Aid of the Ur.iver: aiist parish
Lewis P.
met Tuesday afternoon with Mrs.
Clifford, Gilmore street.

home

Capt. Charles

week.

a

The

weeks.

Mr. and Mrs. James B.
ng two weeks with Mr.
ards in Bucksport.

last week

Bion B.

Main
Mrs. Jennie (Morse) Bragg, West
absent
street, is visiting in Boston and has been

born Oct. 16th.
ton

SPRINGS.

Mr.

congratulations

Saturday.... Mias Ella Greeley spent Saturday
her home here, returning to'Freedom Sunday afternoon...-Ernest Higgins of Morrill
waa a caller in town Sunday on Clyde Wilkins,
principal of Liberty Hi eh school... The barn,
shed and henhouse of Charles W. Bagley Wore
burned last Sunday afternoon together with all
hia farming implements, wagons, 20 tons of
Belfast ...Mrs. Abbie White, who haa been
visiting friends in Brockton, Mas'... for the
past few weeks, returned home Tuesday....
hay and a year’s stock of wood. The house waa
saved by tearing down the shed. The loss is
the
partially covered by insurance with
of his
Grange. Mr. Bagley has the sympathy
at

Pure Cream of Tartar
at a Low Cost

Isles boro were in town Thursday.
Mrs. J. D. Sweetaer went to Bangor Tuesday
T. Adams.
to attend the funeral of Harry

was

weeks’ vacation in town with his father. PostWhile here he spent
master G. H. .Cargillaome of tha time at his favorite sport, hunting, with good success. He returned home

:ents fl

Special Sale-

■

—

Each Week until and including CHRISTMAS

This Week, October 22-29,
ALL AGATE WARE

% Discount

I

I Crockery Department-200

9

i9

|

Lowell went to Boston Monday after
health and
daughter Alice, v ho is in very poor
toy town.
Hosat present in the Methodist Deaconess
rethe
chronicle
to
are
sorry
pital_We
A Massachusetts Village that Turns out 7,to I
moval of Daniel B. Plummer and family
OOO Drums Daily.
Brooks. Mr. Plummer is an alert young farmer
ride to
Last July the writer enjoyed an auto
F.
A.
and a desirable citizen in every way...
at the Toy
a
dinner
and
Mass
this Winchendon,
Luce raised 1,100 bushels of potatoes
Mrs. Town Tavern, a unique and most attractive
Mrs. Fred Allen of Benton and

0

Unity passed the weekE. Howard. Mr.
end with Mr. ar.d
and Mrs. Howard also entertained on Sunday
and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Foster of Oregon
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Foster of HalldaldeNewell Jones, formerly of Palern o, is visiting

Wesley Reynolds

and picturwas Sunday and there
esque surroundings. It
to inspect the town's chief
was no

of

hostelry, with

Mis. C.

a

tempting

menu

opportunity
industry, of which the

1

!

Europe

has

practically
and

tied up shlppinj
vessels wer<

in Buenos Ayres,
available for transporting mails or carry
Fear of capture bj
no

ing passengers.
oj
German warships is holding a fleet
British steamers at River Plate port!
and the exports of grain and other com
modities are at a standstill. The Teles
fora brought 21 sacks of mail, which or
dinarily would have gone direct to New
York by one of the fast passenger liner.

LOST
a

probibly miller 01
heart-shaped gold locket and

rope chain.

Finder please return to

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

Chapter, Lincolnville and Primrose Chapter,

«

j

“Of the to$8 that

are

at

present

made in
two.

America Winchendon produces about
onethirds of the toy drums and more than
half of the musical chimes, rocking-horses,
out
blackboard and dolls’ trunks. It also turns
American dollB
a large percentage "of the
It
furniture, mechanical toys and pianos.
chests and
makes huge quantities of tool
numbers
blocks. It manufactures in immense
and
dollB’ houses, washing machines, toy boats,
and bowls
such games as tenpins, ring-toss,
of 10 cent
From one factory alone the output
this firm’s
drums is 7,000 a day and each day
seven

finished
The Burnham & Morrill Co., have
at Harrison. The
packing corn at their factory
as last season
pack was not quite as large
about 688,000 cans being put up this year.

I

CLARION SUCCESS
is the direct result of the thoroughness of Clarion manufacture.

Every part of

every

Clarion is made right
and fitted right to give
its best service.
great variety
of Ranges, Stoves and Furnaces adapted to all needs.
We make

a

Ask the Clarion dealer for
(J

THE MODERN

w

information.

qLARlON

WOOD & BISHOP CO* Bangor, Me.
Sold by W. A. HALL, Belfast, Maine.

and Swanvilie

ear sport

1

assistant,

With competent
at your

service, dag

or

stock, 1
34tf

large

;

YOUR

and

Clocks

Watches,

and

night.

BUY

Jewelry

of. and be sure to have your work done by

THAYER,

W. M.

SHIP NEWS.

Babbidge. In Vinalhaven, October —, to
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Babbidge, a son.
Berry. In Searsport, October 16. to Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Berry, a daughter.
Clough, In Rock port, October 9, to Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Clough, a son, Franklin Henry.
In Searsport, October 19, to Mr.
FELKER
and Mrs. Ralph Felker, a son, 9 pounds.
HURD. In Glencove, Rockport, October 10,
to Mr. and Mrs. Nelson J. Hurd, a son, Pearl
Rackliffe. In South Thomaston, October
10, to Mr. and Mrs. Archie Rackliffe, a daughter, Marion Edith.
Robbins. In Belfast, Oct. 18, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence A. Robbins, a son, Alfred Warren.

SPROWL. In Appleton Ridge, September 24,
to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sprowl, a 3on, Earle.
Wheeler. In Belfast, Oct 19, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles A. Wheeler, a son, Charles Cummings.
Young. In Vinalhaven, October 15, to Mr.
and Mrs. Preston E. Young, a son.

.V.AKRIED

Rockland.
Johnson-Pratt. In Rockland, October 10,
Charles E. Johnson and Faustina D. Pratt, both
of St. George.
Knight-Farrington. In Rockland, September 5, George C. Knight and Bessie Farrington
of

of Warren.

Peavey-Stoddard. In Searsport, October
18, by Rev. O. G. Barnard, Harry H. Peavey of
Searsport and Miss Lilia B. Stoddard of Boston.
Rankin Young, In Rockland, October 14,
Knott C. Rankin and Miss Lucy A. Young, both
of Rockland.
Sherman-Marston. In Rockland, October
14. Raphael S. Sherman and Miss Harriet F.
Marston, both of Rockland.
Simmons-Berry. In Brunswick, October 12,
Franz M. Simmons and Mary Berry, both of

Rockland.
Widdecombe-Walker. In Belfast, October
17, by Eben F. Littlefield, Esq Joseph Widdecombe and Lena Walker, both of Belfast.

Glaentzel. In Rockport, October 13,
R. S„ wife of George Glaentzel, aged 51 years.
Howard. In Razorville, October 7, Angelo
Howard, a veteran of the Civil War, aged 66

years.
Kelley. In Belfast, October 19, Mary E.,
widow of the late Benjamin Kelley, aged 72
years.
Norton. In North Haven, October 9, Mauranda A. Norton, aged 83 years. Interment at

Vinalhaven.

In Rockland, October
(Cousins), widow of Charles H.
years, 8 months and 4 days.
Raye.

11, Amanda R.
Raye, aged 77

CURRNET.

PRICE

for The

PAID

PRODUCE MARKET.

10 0Cal400
12
14
36-40
8
42

26,Turkey,
IS Tallow,
20lVeal,

38 Wool, unwashed,
18 Wood, hard,
18 Wood, soft,

-n;
a

|

j

j
j
j1
I

j
j
j

FOREIGN

Digby, Oct

10 In
for New York.
Hantsport, Oct
New Bedford.

port, schi V\ n
9

Cleared.

MARINE MISCELLANY
Str City
Boston, Oct 16
which arrived today fr°m
damaged propellor by striking^
at Bei
backing away from berth
of
The ship Edward Sewall
t
Seattle, is reported chartered

j

of grain to England, she being
vessel carrying a similar cargo
from a Pacific coast port.

t

LADIES’, YOUTHS
MACKINAWs
samples to choo
different
Fifty
save you retailers' profit by good:
from Pittsfield Mills
MRS. BE LI
41
Factory No. 5 Field St.

MEN’S.
DREN’S

j

teitast Savings fe’
Notice is hereby given that
Book No. 15,927, issued by this
i.
lost ai d application has beer.
r..
cate bonk according to lavs

;

j

WILMER4

bjoks.

Belfast, October 15,1914—3v

j

For J fitted stove wood, buildr
-'
gravel, and a small quantity

j

Rye M**1.
JO
10 Shorts,

20a22 Sugar,
6 80a8 00 Salt, T. I.,
8 60 Sweet Potatoes.
is! Wheat Meal,

Lincolnvt.lt

Tel 137-2

>

A

position

as

H

156

7
40

8}

housekeU*

Apply

to

7 Bay View

Street-

Belfast,

8

12al8
7
16al7
1.18

|

WANTED
nurse.

110

A

26tf

26a30
2

12alS
26
6.00
3.60

Add'11

GILES G.

lumber.

60
11
9.00

RETAIL MARKET.

18 Lime,
Butter Salt, 14 lb.. 18a22 Oat Meal,
91
Onions,
Corn,
89 Oil, kerosene.
Cracked Corn.
86 Pollock,
Corn Meal.
24 Pork,
Cheese,
180 Plaster,
Cottonseed,

Beef, Corned,

Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
Flour,
H. C. Seed,

-3

PRODUCER.

Hides,
Lamb,
Lamb Skins,
Mutton,
Oats, 32 lb.,
9 Potatoes,
60 Round Hog,
22Straw,

7
dried, per lb.,
2 75a3 00
Beans, pea,
3 50
Beans. Y.E.,
28a32
Butter,
9all
Beef, sides,

Codfish, dry.

„ta.

Journal.

Apples,per bbl,1.50; 2.E9 Hay,

RETAIL PRICE.

•;

Jacksonville.

new

Fowl
Geese,

?,

For Sale
Anna

Eves.

r>

Andrew Nebinger, Bangor via
Susie P Oliver, Stockton; Kit Car
15, ar, schs William Jores, Stock:
dy, do; Grace D Chambers, do; W
Somes Sound for Philadelphia; sld.
Pendleton, Philadelphia for 'V
schs Brigadier, Belfast; Brina !
Pniladelphia for Calais; 18, sld. e
Mitchell, South Amboy for Bostm
Jeremiah Smith, South Amboy fFrederic k Roesener, Savana-la-V
toria, L I; William E Litchrie.i
S C.
Boston, Oct 15. Ar, sch Litt:< 1
Haut.
Philadelphia, Oct 15. Ar, sch
Ford, Lloyd's Neck.
Norfolk, Oct 15. In Hampton!'
a
bor sch Frederick Roessner.
for Astoria. L I; 19, ar, stm F
return.
sld on
Bangor, Oct 14. Ar, stm, F
folk: 15, ar, schs Charles A >
deiphia; Wawenock, Hudson K
Lizzie Griffin, Bonavista Bay,
berg, Gloucester; Catherine. I
sch Mary E Palmer, Norfolk;
E Walcott, Norfolk; 17, sld,
Campbell, Philadelphia; Telur:
Searsport, Oct 14. Sid, stm
Boston; 17, sld, barge Cumru, !'
Stockton, Oct 14 Ar, stm
deiphia, Boston (and sld on
sch Seth M fodd, to load ;
Maynard Spencer, New York;
zie Lane, Boston.
Portland, Me, Oct 18. Ar.

DIED

Barley, bu,
Cheese.
Chicken,
Calf Skins.
Duck.

\-i

..

Demmons-^kant. In Rockport, October 8,
Ernest W. Demmons and Mildred G. Grant,
both of Rockport.
Ellis-Houston. In North Buckspcrt, October 3, Harry J. Ellis of Greene and Miss Rita
Madolin Houston of Bucksport.
Holbrook-Brazier. In Rockland, September 8, James Holbrook and Alice Brazier, both

Beet,forequarters,

PORTS

AMERICAN

New York, Oct 14, Ar, schs t
Castle, N B; Annie Lord, Walton,
can Team, Eatonville, N S, via F:i
Bodwell, Frankfort; Tarratine,

Nelson.

Corrected Weekly

Phoenix Row

Jeweler,

BORIN

BELFAST

has

D. D. G. M., Mrs. Lottie M. Reed of Augusta
made her official visit to Arbutus Chapter, O.
E. S., at its regular meeting Monday evening,
Oct. 12th and while in town waa a guest of Miss
Susan A. Copp. Visitors were present from
Joeiah Diummond Chapter, Thorndike, Beach

tea.

fill
mills turn out enough dolls trunks to
freight cars.”

street,

On the

Charles,

LIBERTY

1

AT YOUR REQUEST. My services as IJndertakwill be subject to your call at any hour. Bv the 1
of telep lone and automobile, I can assure you t1
same prompt and considerate attention that hcharacterized my work in Belfast for thirty-two y<
and at no extra charge.

season....

|

S. Stiles last week....Raymond Chase, who
been ill for the past three weeks, is able to
be about his usual work again... .Mr. and Mra.
William Amaden are receiving congratulations
on the birth of a daughter.... Mrs. Wilbur
Abbott of Knox visited at the home of Mr. H.
E. Chase leat week... .Mra. Japeth Grant, who
has been in very poor health the past summer,
is somewhat better now....The pupils in the
Chase school are having a vacation on account
of the illnesa of their teacher, Miaa Clara
Jones....Mra. Ed. Crocker of Dixmont visited
Mrs. M. S. Stiles Friday....Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Roberts and little son of Brooks spent Sunday
with hit parents, Mr, and Mrs. O. C. Roberta.

5

her

|

JACKSON.
Mr. Lincoln Hatch of Livermore Falls spent
a
few days last week with his brother, Mr.
M. S. Hatch_Miss Mildred Danforth is
very sick....Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Chase spent
Saturday and Sunday at the home of their
daughter, Mra. W. M. Kelsey, in Knox-Mrs.
Abbie Ferguson of Thorndike visited Mrs. M.

1 -2 Price

CARLE & JONES

County Correspondence.

ter, Mrs. Gerry Harding, several days last
w eek.... Mrs. Susan Staples of Sandy point vis*
ited at Mrs. Jessie Harding’s Oct. 13th.

Pitchers

D(S

•

200 50c. Books 39c.
1000 Tin Top Jelly Glasses 1c. each.
Yourstruly

•

writer had no personal
here preknowledge, and in view of the facts
reason
sented from an exchange we see no
cargo from New York. Oct. 18th, sch. Lizzie
of 27
on Gerhis son. West P. Jones, after an absence
why Santa Claus should be dependent
]
Lane sailed with lumber for Boston.
! years, during which he has travelled in the many for his Christmas stocrf.
Panof WinSouthern and Western States and visited
••The little Massachusetts village
j ama. He w ill visit his brother ard other rela- chendon, under Mi. Munadnuck, really is Toy
and China....
the toytives and friends in Palermo
Town. Winchendon is the cradle of
haul
Half the toy's
the uroulh many were obligee to
in
America.
Durii
g
industry
making
SWANVILLE.
water their
tile
water for domestic use and to
sold in the United States are made within
Mrs. A. E. Nickerson, who went to Boston
hauled about 100 galdifferent kinds
John
stock.
Boynton
returned
Oct.
for medical treatment,
Country’s borders, and of many
14th-(
American
time-Gladys Hannon of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cunningham of Monroe vis- lons a day fora long
staple playthings half of the
rheumatism.
it* d friends in town Sunday.... Mr. and Mis. is sick in bed with
product coroe" from Winchendon.
Z. D. Hartshorn and daughter, Martha Esther, j
‘■Winchendon boasts the most extensive toy
TROY.
of Belfast,were guests over Sunday of Mr.and
have
in the world, says a New York Times
Mr. Snd Mrs. Janies Libby of Unity
factory
Mrs. Andrew Moore....The box social at the I
West
moved to the Allison Berry place in
writer. And it is a community of toymakers.
home at
It is
Grange hall Monday evening proved quite sat- I
The town does practically nothing else.
Troy, near Judge Libby’s boyhood
isfactory... Mr. J. Bridge was in Bangor Iasi | Green’s Corner. Troy is also the early home as every one of its inhabitants will proudly
The
L.
A.
S.
will
business....
an
give
at
week on
j
of his charming wife and all are rejoicing
tell you, the ‘‘toymakers’ village” of America
entertainment, supper and sale at the Grange
■•The first thing to catch the visitor’s eye in
their home-coming and extend a glad welcome.
hail the last of this month. There is to be a
Hawes of Boston is visiting Toy Town is a rocking-horse. A huge crea.Charles
Bize. It
grab bag, candy table, etc....We are glad to relatives at
the;Center.’ Dr. and Mrs. George ture, a real rocking-horse of heroic
mention that Miss Harriet M. Nickerson is
mane and head flung back,
Stevens of Stockton Springs motored to Troy ! guards,with waving
steadily improving
old the gates of Winchendon. In other words, it
last week for a brief visit in the doctor’s
cele- I stands on a bit of greensward beside the railClub
Corner
Reading
home....The Troy
OutKNOX
brated its 30th anniversary at the Grange hall road station. It is the town's symbol.
The long dry spell of weather has broken at
Massachusetts and New
evening, Oct. 10th. A fine literary side the borders of
Saturday
last and the much needed rain is gladly welfollow- Hampshire and the ranks of the toy dealers
and musical entertainment was given,
comed by all....The potato crop is nearly all
Sat- ! not many people know much about the Amerand
games....
an
supper
ed
antiquarian
by
:
off the
harvested, and the general report is a light
ican Toy Town. But no one getting
a delighted audience
Oct.
17th,
urday evening.
crop compared to last year...-Mrs Emma
station could doubt the
Winchendon
Miss
at
train
concert
by
a
given
grand
listened to
Bagley and daughter Thelma of Lewiston are
of I village’s chief industry. The rocking-horse is
Grace Rogers and MisB Dorothy Drake
else could be at
visiting at Sam Hudson’s... Itbel and George
violinist
famous
too obviously a toy. Nothing
a
Pittsfield and Don Morrison,
Ryan of Lancaster, Mass., were recent guests
so ridiculous, and nothing
Miss Rogera played the piano once so quaint and
Waterville.
of
of their sister, Mrs. Pearl McGray... Mrs.
feelings toMr. Morrison and Miss Drake else could so waim the stranger’s
Cunningham and Mrs. Cook of Liberty visited accompaniment,
Oct. 24th, the ward Toy Town.
evening,
violin...
.Saturday
the
Mrs. Ola Stevens one day recently... C. W.
Pierces will give the first entertainment in the ! “The people who have set up a rockingWescott and family of Belfast were Sunday
It was said Iasi horse at their railroad station do not like their
course at the Grange hall.
Miss
Melissa
at
W
illis
Richardson's....
uests
g
seai village to be called simply Winchendon. They
“to be well worth the price of the
year
visited
Mrs.
and
Miss
Alma
Post
Woodbury
ticket."... Unity and Troy are to have themselves call it Toy Town, and they frankly
son’s
Jennie D. McGray Sunday....Mrs. Emma
of November want visitors to do the same. Toy Town looks
a church fair in Unity the first
Bagley and Miss Thelma of Lewiston Bpent j
Whitten of Boston recently gave and sounds romantic. But behind the romance
....Tremont
S unday at B. L. A born's.
dea de- !
there is the prosaic, systematic, exacting
old friends and neighbors at the Center
of toys. That means this
was tccempanied by hii
He
of
the
making
mand
surprise.
lightful
S WANV1LLE CENTER.
must run
wife. Mr. and Mrs. Soule (the latter his daughFall that the factories of Toy Town
Mrs. Everett Nickerson of Belfast is with |1
and Miss Miller, all of Boston. It wai 20 to 24 hours s day. and that the entire toy
her sister, Mis. Watson Robertson, for a week. ter)
wen
between 35
their first trip to Troy, where they
industry must increase its capacity
....David W'ingate has harvested 2,400 bushto all, but very pleasant people ti
strangers
cent.
ou
is
and
Wm.
Curti6
fine
Mrs.
of
per
els
potatoes....
^
anothei
to its mills,
meet and much enjoyed, ard we hope
4,Toy Town is building additions
gaining nicely.... Henry Thompson returned
for a longer stay
new men,
sun mer they will come
new machinery, taking on
from Canada last Saturday... The fine rain
installing
ad
Center
the
Mr. Whitten’s birth-place at the
its working hours. It is scouring
ma kes e verybody smile except the men with
doubling
of
the early home of your correspondent
for materials to take the place
Country
potatoes in the grourd. Many families had joined
France and
and it was a great joy, after so many years
those that formerly came from
been drawing water from along distance....
the old associations and happy hour
and Belgium and Germany. It is inMr. Ed Thompson gave an ola fashioned corn to recall
idea ^ England
in the congenial society of bis
substitutes for those things that canh usking last Satuiday night. The attendance spent
venting
Tremont
is construetmother, a very dear friend, when
at this time, be obtained. It
was not as large as it would have been if the
in bis cradle j not,
a promising, smiling infant, lay
arks to house consignbeen
but
the
huskn ight had
corn was all
fair,
jng American Noah’s
ful
well
has
man,
and now, a noble, prosperous
German animals, and
ed and a splendid supper served, All present
ments already received of
Allied our early prophesy. “You cannot bu;
I it is turning out thousands of the building
report a very enjoyable time.
Its
with gold the old associations.”
blocks that used to come from England,
are ready now to state that
PkOSPECT FEkRY.
manufacturers
Trade Conditions in a. a.
one marked
Mr. and Mrs. Harvard Hardirg and two
with a few possible exceptions and
children of Norwood. Mass., are visiting relaomission, the American toy
I
whicl
inevitable
and
Telesfora,
The Spanish freighter
tives here....Mr. Frank Harding of Brewer
will be supplied. The omission is cheap
1
arrived in Boston Oct. 14th from Bueno market
was a week-end visitor here with his brother
mechanical toys; but the American manufacturex
conditions
business
Percy... Mr. Herman Avery and son Dexter Ayres, reported
to offer quite satisfatory substituThe war ii j ers promiBe
of Brewer were week-er.d visitors here with tremely bad in Argentina.

relatives....Mr. and Mrs. George Heagan returned to their home in Lynn, Mass., on last
Saturday’s boat.... Mrs. C, R. Leake and two
d aught ere, Helen and Gertrude, who spent
the summer here at H. L. Berry’s cottage, returned to their home, in Springfield, Mass.,
Oct. 16th. Mrs. Leake made many friends
here during her st*»y and we all hope she will
come again next year....Mr. and Mrs. I. M.
Cu minings visited relatives in Bangor several
days last week....Mra. Edwin Clifford of Wint hrop. Me., visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Avery last Friday and Saturday....Mrs. Ed
Clifford of Stockton Springs visited her daugh-
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